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The optional 150-watt sound system has eight speakers (including two coaxials), strategically placed for accuracy by a team of Infinity® acoustic engineers.

The rear seat not only provides Sedan-like head and legroom, it's thoughtfully elevated, so rear seat passengers have a view of the road ahead.

The ES model's trunk features a very versatile system of cargo netting.

The new Avenger is covered by our new Customer One Care™ 3-year or 36,000-mile bumper-to-bumper warranty and 3/36 Roadside Assistance. See limited warranty & restrictions at dealer. Excludes normal maintenance & wear items.

A sophisticated single overhead cam, 24-valve, sequential multi-point fuel-injected V-6 engine moves the Avenger ES smoothly, quietly and quickly.

The driver's seat has a memory that always returns it to your favorite recline angle. And the seat cushion is adjustable even with the manual controls on the base Avenger.

You’ll find the amber analog instrumentation extremely informative and easy on the eyes.

The new Avenger among the many benefits of Avenger's double-wishbone suspension are optimally tuned ride and handling, and a very quiet interior, thanks in part to a system of bushings that help absorb road noise and vibration.
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The three most important letters in home theatre...

BETTER SOUND THAN A MOVIE THEATRE

Others are struggling to make home theatre sound almost as good as your local theatre. We’ve surpassed it. Others tell you how home theatre must always be done. We’ve customized it. We know that one size doesn’t fit all. You define your needs, and we will help our dealer design a custom system based upon your personal requirements.

The heart of the American Custom Theatre is the Acurus ACT I Surround Sound Processor. When combined with high quality amplification, such as the Acurus 200X3, and the proper speakers for your listening environment, it will surpass the sound system in your local movie theatre. Now the best seat in the house, is in your house.

On-screen programming makes the ACT I as easy to use as your TV. Hand crafted in America, it has separate glass epoxy circuit boards for the three input audio section, three input video section and power supply. Utilizing 1% metal film resistors and the most advanced surround sound processing integrated circuit, the Acurus ACT I has a smooth and refined sound that surpasses processors costing several times the price. Brought to you by Mondial Designs Ltd., acclaimed in Europe, Asia and America for engineering the best value in quality audio components.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 • 914-693-8008 • Fax 914-693-7199
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like Chicago in June. How about you?” No, that’s not the revised lyrics to a song by Burton Lane and Ralph Freed (“How About You”), but is instead the basic reaction of most people in the audio community to the news that there will be a June show in Chicago after all.

The new, stand-alone exhibition, entitled the Specialty Audio & Home Theater trade show, will take place June 17th through 19th at the Palmer House in Chicago’s Loop. The Electronic Industries Association’s Consumer Electronics Group (EIA/CEG), which had been the sponsor ‘and manager of the Consumer Electronics Show centered at Chicago’s McCormick Place during June each year, will put on the new exhibition. So far, there’s no word that non-trade consumers would be accommodated with their own day, as had happened at the last two Chicago shows.

The most important thing about this new show and its timing—to me—is that it proves the vitality of this segment of electronics. I believe this judgment is underlined by the fact that the two leaders of the campaign to keep the June show immediately previous to the season, i.e., the Summer Consumer Electronics Show.

I can only echo the words of Chris Browder, executive vice president of The Equity Group (which distributes B & W and Rotel in North America) and president of the Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio (AAHAE), to the effect that this EIA/CEG-sponsored show is the “best venue” for prospering as an industry.

While I wish prosperity on all sections of the audio industry, I think that keeping the June timing is highly important to the audio industry, I think that keeping the June show, according to Gornick in the release, “will attract our buyers because it will have a different character without the distraction of the larger trade show. . . .” From my viewpoint, it will be much more focused and much easier to get around to these makers, who are at the heart of our industry and Audio’s coverage.

An EIA/CEG press release quotes Gornick: “Exhibitors in specialty audio had one of their best shows ever at the 1994 Summer Consumer Electronics Show, and that led us to believe that this group would benefit from a focused show dedicated to our segment of the industry.” The new show, according to Gornick in the release, “will attract our buyers because it will have a different character without the distraction of the larger trade show . . .”

From my viewpoint, it will be much more focused and much easier to get around to these makers, who are at the heart of our industry and Audio’s coverage.

The most important thing about this new show and its timing—to me—is that it proves the vitality of this segment of electronics. I believe this judgment is underlined by the fact that the two leaders of the campaign to keep the June show and keep it in Chicago come from the specialist end of the business—Kathy Gornick of Thiel and Lew Johnson of Conrad-johnson. Aside from being president of Thiel, Gornick is chairperson of the EIA/CEG Speciality Audio Subdivision. My thanks and compliments to them both, as well as to all those committed (was it 60?) to exhibits at the 1995 summer show.
A speaker good enough to be appreciated by almost no one.

The new Infinity Reference Standard Epsilon is designed to appeal to an exceedingly small segment of the population: the impossible to please, highly critical, uncompromising listener. Revolutionary in design, Epsilon performs in a league previously occupied only by the most exotic, and much larger, multi-enclosure systems.

An entirely new generation of Infinity's unique EMIM, EMIT, and L-EMIM planar drivers respond instantaneously to even the most complex musical passages. And Epsilon's new Servo-Controlled IMG woofer, acoustically isolated within the enclosure, delivers exceptional low-frequency response. For a personal demonstration, visit your Epsilon dealer or call 1-800-8EPSILON.
Canon Center-Channel Speaker

Canon's S-C10 has a grille-mounted ¾-inch tweeter and a 5¼-inch woofer. Rated frequency response is 80 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB. Dispersion is ±2 dB at 10 kHz, within 30° of the axis, horizontally and vertically.

Vandersteen Speakers

The Model 3A is an upgraded version of the Vandersteen Model 3, which won widespread critical praise. Improvements include a double-spider 10-inch active acoustic coupler using a precision magnet assembly with copper end rings, a newly designed crossover and enhanced phase-compensation circuitry, improved cabinet bracing to make the cabinet more inert, and a recalibrated midrange which undergoes an accelerated break-in process equivalent to 1,000 hours of normal use. Prices: $2,595 with standard rear brace or $2,795 with optional Sound Anchor brace.

Apogee Sound THX Speaker System

Not just approved by Lucasfilm but actually designed by them, the Apogee THX MPTS-1 was originally built for use in mixdown of THX soundtracks. Each main channel of the triamplified system has separate enclosures for the woofer and for the midrange drivers and tweeter horn. As the system was designed to play through perforated movie screens, an equalizer can be switched in for systems (such as home theaters) whose screen is not in front of the speaker. The MPTS-1 includes three front and four surround speaker systems, a subwoofer, and electronics. Price: $21,255.
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Recoton Wireless System

The W222SX uses 900-MHz technology to send a signal from a base transmitter to both a pair of self-amplified mini speakers and a set of headphones. With an antenna shaped like the omnidirectional circular antenna on the AWACS surveillance airplane, the transmitter has a range of 150 feet or more. Because the signal is not limited to line of sight, as infrared signals are, the r.f. signals can be received in any room of a home, even passing through doors, walls, and ceilings. The battery-powered speakers each use a single 3-inch driver and have a battery-saving auto-off circuit. Each is tethered to its partner by a 3-foot cord. The headphones are powered by three AA batteries and have a tuning control to help prevent interference from other 900-MHz equipment. Price: $149.99.
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How Technics makes it simple to own Lucasfilm Home THX sound.

Now listening to the ultimate in home theater sound is as simple as turning on our Home THX receiver. The new SA-TX1000 receiver offers you the realism of Dolby* Pro Logic Surround in one component. So if you want to hear the full impact of movie soundtracks at home, it's as easy as THX and Technics.

HELP!

No sound? Touch the help key and a scrolling display points the problem and offers a solution.

With Technics, you can get Home THX electronics in a single chassis receiver.

Technics

The science of sound

* When using wide-angle, laser disc or broadcast which is encoded with Dolby Surround. Dolby and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
**WHAT'S NEW**

**Speakers**

**Speakers**

**In-Wall Speakers**

The 6.5MIT speaker uses mirror-image designs for smoother high-frequency response and improved imaging. Asymmetrical mounting of the tweeter in the baffle helps reduce the peaks and dips caused by edge reflections. Bass loading has been optimized for in-wall mounting, and the two-way system has a very even overall power response. Rated frequency response is 40 Hz to 22 kHz, while sensitivity is 90 dB SPL for 1 watt at 1 meter. Rated power handling is 5 to 80 watts.

Price: $465 per pair.
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**Center Stage Satellite and Subwoofer**

Unlike many subwoofers, the Center Stage SUB has a crossover that includes a high-pass satellite output, which rolls off below 100 Hz to protect the satellites, as well as the usual low-pass filter. The SUB's frequency response is 30 to 90 Hz, ±3 dB, and sensitivity of the sealed-box 12-inch system is 92 dB. The Model 1000 satellite is a two-way vented design with a 5¼-inch woofer; frequency response is 65 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB, and sensitivity is 87 dB.

Prices: SUB, $599; Model 1000, $498 per pair.
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**Rayad Speakers**

Speakers don't have to look like boxes, and if they don't, placement becomes much less of a problem. Rayad attacks the boring box syndrome by placing quality drivers in ceramic vases, each of which has a unique, handmade shape and glazing. Model 4002 (left) uses a 6½-inch poly cone and a 1-inch dome, while the Model 4001 uses a 5¼-inch poly cone with the same tweeter. The 4008 subwoofer (center) uses an 8-inch driver.

Prices: 4002, $299 each; 4008, $479 each; 4001, $199 each.
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**Acoustic Research Bookshelf Speaker**

Based on the technological principles Acoustic Research has long been known for, the AR-303 combines a 12-inch acoustic-suspension woofer with a 1½-inch dome midrange and a ¾-inch dome tweeter. Frequency response is rated as 32 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB. Sensitivity is 85 dB, and impedance is rated at 6.5 ohms (5.6 ohms, minimum). Cherry wood veneer and black high-pressure laminate finishes are available. Price: $1,199.95 per pair.
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**PSB Center-Channel Speaker**

The Stratus C5 is intended to be a handsome complement to any home theater system, using real wood components and finishes throughout. The rigid, resonance-free cabinet contains dual 5¼-inch mid-woofers, which are horizontally deployed, and two vertically stacked, poly-flare ½-inch tweeters. The sensitivity and power handling of the C5 make it suitable for use with amps delivering 10 to 150 watts.

Price: $500.
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SURROUND YOURSELF

with thunderous realism and crystalline clarity, rendered with remarkable imaging and true-to-screen sound placement.

Choose to surround yourself gradually, or all at once with the identically matched Venturi V52 Plus dedicated center-channel speaker and V52 front-channel/rear-channel speakers. And for astounding yet impeccably clean bass effect: the V12 powered subwoofer with separate component amplifier.

Each a superb individual audio performer, they combine to unleash the full potential of videocassette, CD and laserdisc recordings—on video systems from modest to big-screen with Pro-Logic* surround decoder.

To surround yourself as you see it, and for surprisingly less than most pre-packaged systems, ask your audio/video dealer for a personalized demonstration.

Venturi™
Home Theater Speaker Systems by BIC America

*Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Back in August, I left things hanging once again in respect to that precious and minute (in both senses) 1889 Edison cylinder recording of Johannes Brahms playing piano, improvised, and (maybe) speaking. Seems that the deadly disease I mentioned, the reverse trip along the Information Highway, allows me to be interactive on Edison-Brahms exactly every five months! I promised more—here it is, right on schedule.

I begin with that Professor of Communications who has been so outstandingly helpful to me on the Brahms, Dr. Michael Biel of the Dept. of Communications, Morehead State University, Kentucky. Dr. Biel was just back from a professional conference in Berlin as I prepared to write this. He had gone straight to the Stadtbibliothek Berlin, where there was no Brahms. But that was the city library, and instead of the Brahms he found an intriguing display of some 40 years of East German nude photography. From there he was directed to the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—note the similarity—which is the country library, that is, the whole of Germany.

Unknown to most in the U.S., the original Brahms cylinder had two musical selections.

At that library he waved his potent professional IDs, very useful, and in short order he found himself actually holding the Brahms cylinder in his hands, in a see-through case and under the watchful eyes of a curator, one Franz Ziegler.

So the cylinder, or at least a cylinder, is truly there! If you find the right museum. But in a sad state of disrepair, as previously described. Broken, cracked, the grooves barely existing due to an unfortunate partial shaving-off, surely by mistake—all this the reason for the prevalent use today of the 1935 disc copies (78 acetates) for reissue. The discs were made, as I explained, when the cylinder—a cylinder—was donated to the Library at that time. They were intended as archival "safeties" and evidently were made well before the shaving-down of the grooves. As state-of-the-art 1935 audio, they are far from ideal today but, alas, better than copies of the Berlin cylinder in its present (and long past) state.

Is this, then, the end of the story? Not by any means. Though much that is left is mystery and speculation. My August '94 account was all-European, but there is the American side too, of considerable interest and, indeed, a quite absorbing mystery.

Is there another cylinder, perhaps in the U.S., the one mentioned in February '94? It would now be in Maryland, moved from California along with its owner—if it exists at all. Nobody's saying. Total clam. This hypothetical cylinder could be either a direct copy—quite possible in the early years, all the way back to the turn of the century and before. Or, a wild speculation on my part, the actual original, the Berlin cylinder being a surreptitious early copy itself! Not beyond possibility, after the original possessors, friends of Brahms, relinquished control.
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If another genuine early cylinder could thus be located, whether it's a copy or an original, Dr. Biel implies that it might prove to be sonically authoritative—a "pantograph" copy could easily pass for the Brahms cylinder itself.

The discovery would be sensational (I speculate)! Much of the lost information could be restored, from unscraped full-depth grooves. And perhaps the confusions over the original opening words could be untangled. (In the 1935 disc masters prepared for publication, apparently some new words were added, perhaps even in English!)

Dr. Biel warns us that even if such a cylinder seems to exist, it could be a fake—made on a cylinder machine from one of the common modern disc or tape versions, to take advantage of some gullible (and moneyminded) collector. Such a fake, however, could be quickly detected by a knowledgeable pro—Dr. Biel, for instance.

That is the status quo. Heavy clamming continues! No further word from the engineer who was creating a new digitally restored version via the Ronald Coifman method (September 1993), though I talked to him on the phone and found him entirely friendly. Probably for good reason. But what version was he using for the Coifman processing? No info. So the clams remain clammy so far. I'm not about to force their shells.

But aha! Here comes a part I had to omit last August. I waxed too lengthy. There is a crucial factor, seemingly unknown to most of us here in the U.S.: The original cylinder contained two musical selections. All of the later reissues have only one, the improvisation (it is that) on the Brahms Hungarian Dance No. 1, a familiar musical theme to most of us. This second piece remains more or less unidentified. There are various claims. It is not by Brahms, though played (or improvised upon) by him. I am amused at the scholarly hoopla that has surrounded this bit of music! One assiduous worker, way back, took it down from the recording (when? which?) and wrote an extensive article upon same, published with the notes of the music. Still, as I remember, not finally identified. Controversy has raged somewhat preposterously—was it a polka or a waltz? I could tell you in seconds if I could hear it: A polka is in up-beat lively twos; a waltz, as anybody ought to know, is in threes, with that tricky Viennese hesitation in the middle! As to the composer, it really doesn't matter. Brahms plays it, which is what counts.

Now for some reason (perhaps already existing faults in the cylinder), the 1935 disc archive copies—and the briefly published 78 disc along with them—do not include this second piece. Never. The only exact reproduction of it, probably unintelligible by now, is on the still-existing 15-inch tapes in Vienna (see August '94), six tries made direct from the Berlin cylinder a decade-plus ago, hopefully as a base for a first digital restoration. They were eventually not used—but they are there. Dr. Biel may yet get a copy. The Viennese engineers eventually turned back to the 1935 discs, a goodly number, all repeated tries for the best possible transfer c. 1935. These included acetates that were discovered only recently in London. None of these, apparently, included that second piece—polka or waltz or whatever. And this, you see, is a fine clue as to the authenticity of any existing other earlier cylinder! It almost certainly would have two pieces of music on it, not just one. A modern fake would have only the one.

So if you know of a Brahms cylinder— or any other type of recording—with two pieces of music on it played by Brahms, get going! You may have a bonanza on your hands.

One of the curious doubts concerning the original Brahms cylinder, left behind in 1889 as faulty (Brahms would not make another try) at the house where it was made, concerns the content of the spoken introduction before the music starts. It is in that part of the cylinder that a piece was later broken off, and much later, 1983, a reinforcing rubber band put on the now fragile recording, obscuring still more speech. The opening words, then, are lost. (Unless on that hypothetical other early cylinder ... ) What words? It is astonishing to read the different versions put forth! In Europe, it is assumed, too, that the body of the introduction is spoken not by Brahms but by the Edison technician, Theo Wangemann. What, then, of the often cited "I am Doktor Brahms, Johannes Brahms"? Wangemann would hardly have faked that, with the composer right beside him at the piano! (On the taped copy of the 1983 Vienna 45-rpm disc, I do not hear any recognizable "I am" or "Ich bin," but the name Brahms, twice, is very definitely audible.)

And then there is that curious direct salutation to Edison, sometimes cited. Could it have been in English? Surely not on any of the 1935 acetate discs. More likely, it could have been added soon after for the limited-edition 78 pressing, during a "live" re-recording session. But a spurious Brahms? Not exactly likely. Instead, I envision merely some sort of helpful new addition to the original introduction, just for the published version. English? Yes, possibly. The publisher, who was at the 1935 copying sessions in Berlin, did indeed retire to England, accounting for the recent disc discoveries there.

As I imagine it, with Brahms at the piano and in a hurry to get started (he supposedly began too soon), an announcement by him does seem unlikely. These were not microphone days! If so, too bad. I think I would as gladly hear the actual voice of Brahms as his improvisations on the piano, however ingenious as music.

Note that the pitch on the recent 1983 digital recording was adjusted to about a half-tone lower than our present A = 440, a good estimate for Brahms' piano tuning. That puts the voice where it belongs, not the nervous tenor reported in some hearings. The voice I hear myself is not a tenor, whether Brahms or Wangemann.

I hope you will pardon some repetition in the present fourth installment—Sept. '93, Feb. '94, Aug. '94, and now this. Have to make sense for those who missed. May I suggest that readers with any further information let me know—and particularly those who may see fit to un-clam themselves. If they do, I'll be happy to spread out any "publicity" worth telling or respect a continued clamicity, if so desired. The story isn't over yet.
Once again, Paradigm's ongoing commitment to research has resulted in an extraordinary speaker - the Product of the Year, award-winning, I IsseMk3.

The only thing ordinary about this speaker is the price!
RESCALING EVEREST

At a recent press conference in the New York City studios of Sony Classical, Seymour Solomon, president of Vanguard Classics, announced his company's plans to issue on Compact Disc the entire Everest stereo catalog. Those of us who knew the late Bert Whyte had advance word of this as early as last winter—and as soon as that word leaked out, audiophiles had just cause for rejoicing.

Everest was an unusual company. A division of Belock Instrument Corp., it was only in business from the late 1950s to the early '60s. Harry Belock and Bert Whyte were the men who made it run, and during its short existence the company turned out more than 90 stereo LPs and tapes. The repertoire was basically orchestral and tended toward the showpieces of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Orchestras, conductors, and venues were among the best, and the recordings more than held their own with those of the major labels. As Mercury had done earlier, Everest proved that a newcomer to the commercial classical recording scene could not only compete in musical terms but show the majors a few things in the technical department as well.

Whyte was not happy with the distortion and print-through of even the best tape stock and the best Ampex recorders of the day, so he went to John Frayne of Westrex to tap into the advanced recording technology that had been developed for stereophonic motion-picture sound during the mid-1950s. The thick oxide coating and base material of 35-mm magnetic film, along with its 18-ips speed, provided the extended frequency response and low print-through Whyte was looking for. The bulk of Everest's product was recorded with this technology, that is, in three-channel stereo, but matters of expense eventually forced the company to use standard half-inch, three-track tape mastering as well.

When Belock decided to leave the record business, he sold the Everest catalog to a company in Los Angeles. Few, if any, additions were made to the catalog, and the high quality of transfers and pressings was not maintained. Eventually, the marketplace forgot about Everest; the catalog became history, and only middle-aged audiophiles spoke of it.

In 1989, Philips leased a small number of Everest masters and reissued them on CD in its Legendary Classics series. Many of us thought this would be the rebirth of the catalog, but we were disappointed. To my knowledge, no more than six items were released in this series. Earlier along the way, there had been a handful of Everest reissues on LP, aimed primarily at the audiophile LP market as it came of age in the 1970s.

But back to the present. Seymour Solomon described seeing the Everest masters in a tape vault in Los Angeles in 1993. There they were—sealed in their cans and unopened for three decades. (He likened the experience to Howard Carter's taking that first glimpse of King Tut's tomb.) When the cans were opened, there was the rancid smell of decomposing acetate base material; overall, however, the recordings were, luckily, found to be in remarkable condition.

A good part of this, Solomon explained, was due to the fact that virtually all of the post-Belock Everest LP production had been from two-track, quarter-inch tape copies of the originals—and subsequent generations of those copies. In a sense, the original master tapes had been virtually sealed for posterity, and,
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quite fortunately for us, posterity turns out to be now.

After careful spooling of all reels and reconditioning of splices as required, the original recordings were digitally transferred via 20-bit A/D conversion. Wherever possible, replicas of the original Westrex analog gear were used, and careful attention was given to establishing the exact replay equalization of the magnetic tracks.

At this point, the digital capabilities of Sony Corp. were brought into the picture. Solomon had been impressed by Sony’s Super Bit Mapping technique, which takes a 20-bit digital recording, old or new, and produces a 16-bit master that results in CDs with a lower apparent noise level than that of normal 16-bit recording. The fundamental 16-bit noise limitation is still present in the CD, but the frequency distribution of that noise has been shaped, or “remapped,” so that most of it lies outside the 2- to 5-kHz range where human hearing is most sensitive. Noise-shaping is one of the hottest technical topics in digital audio today, and hardly a CD is issued without it. Noise-shaping pushes the apparent noise envelope to even lower levels than that of CDs made just a few years ago.

Is all of this effort audible to the average listener? Maybe not as such, since most listening, even critical listening, is done in environments that are not measurably quiet enough to demonstrate the Sony technique’s lower noise floor. Yet at slightly elevated monitoring levels, when care has been taken to use the quietest microphones in the quietest recording environments, the difference can be heard. Overall, I am thankful to know that the very best of modern digital technology has been lavished on these priceless analog masters.

Incidentally, the inherent noise floor of the Everest recordings is low enough that Vanguard never thought of using any kind of digital noise-removal algorithm. I certainly believe that these reissues are the better for it.

One of Solomon’s biggest problems in this vast reissue program is how to telescope the content of 90-plus LPs into 40-plus CDs. At the time of the recordings’ original LP release, the playing time of a quality vinyl disc, with allowance for full bass response, was perhaps no more than 20 minutes per side. The original releases were based on this limitation. Today, of course, the CD can handle almost twice this playing time, and the decisions of which couplings are to be made—and which pieces of original album artwork are to be incorporated into the CD booklets—are anything but trivial.

So far, Vanguard’s Everest project is off to a fine start. Twelve items are now available, and more titles are due in February. The current CDs are:

- Falla: The Three-Cornered Hat, London Symphony Orchestra/Jorda
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Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 9, LPO/Boult; Arnold: Symphony No. 3, LPO/Arnold (EVC 9001).

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Stravinsky: *The Rite of Spring*, LSO/Goossens (EVC 9002).


Stokowski Conducts Strauss: “Don Juan”, “Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks”; “Dance of the Seven Veils” from *Salome*, Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York/Stokowski; Canning: Fantasy on a Hymn Tune, Houston Symphony Orchestra/Stokowski (EVC 9004).

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 6, LPO/Boult; Symphony No. 9, LSO/Sargent (EVC 9005).

Vaughan Williams: *Job*; Overture to *The Wasps*, LPO/Boult; Arnold: Four Scottish Dances, LPO/Arnold (EVC 9006).


Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Houston/Stokowski; Kodály: “Psalmus Hungaricus,” LPO/Ferencsik (EVC 9008).

Hindemith: Concerto for Violin, J. Fuchs/LSO/Goossens; Symphony in E Flat, LPO/Boult (EVC 9009).

Beethoven: Symphonies Nos. 1 to 9, LSO/Krips (five CDs, EVC 9010 to 9014).


Next time, I will review a number of these initial releases.
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When Gene Pitts asked me if I'd like to conduct a series of conversations with the greats of British audio, I jumped at the opportunity. In my time as a hi-fi journalist in the U.K., I'd been saddened by the passing of Donald Aldous, Arthur Radford, John Gilbert, and other giants of audio lore; here was an opportunity to reminisce with the surviving founding fathers of the industry. For American readers, this should provide an intriguing view of the birth of the audio scene on the other side of the Atlantic. As I learned upon moving here in the early 1970s, the U.S. and the U.K. were—prior to the appearance of the Japanese manufacturers—responsible for the bulk of audio development and manufacture, with a few notable exceptions (such as Thorens, Studer/Revox, and Dual). And yet, Great Britain and the United States operated virtually in isolation from each other until the 1960s. Although numerous British companies exported products to the U.S. from the early 1950s onward (QUAD, Tannoy, Leak, and others had a presence in the States), a study of British hi-fi magazines and yearbooks from the 1950s reveals the presence of almost no American components whatsoever. British designers were, however, familiar with American developments, even if the British public knew only of native hardware. For example, David Hafler, while at Dynaco, was an early audio ambassador to the U.K. and even sourced transformers from Radford. Bud Fried was (and still is) another Anglophile; he imported Decca cartridges and other products into the States.

To continue this interview series, I chose to speak with Stan Kelly. Many individuals have companies which bear their names; fewer are those whose name has come to stand for a specific product. British audiophiles still refer to Stan's horn-loaded ribbon tweeter as the Kelly Ribbon, not the Decca Ribbon, even though that company took over the manufacture of the ribbon at an early date. Stan also can take credit for inventing the "flipover needle" for budget record players when 33 1/3 rpm joined 78 rpm. And he even helped Miles Henslow establish Hi-Fi News, the first British hi-fi magazine; Betty Kelly, Stan's wife, guaranteed Henslow's bank loans!

A spry 80-something, Stan still acts as a consultant and maintains a fully functioning workshop where he makes his own prototype drive units for various manufacturers, including the magnet assemblies and speaker baskets. The workshop in his garden is an Aladdin's cave, with some desk drawers full of ancient cartridges and others with what look like modern Infinity EMIT tweeters. "Those? I made them myself in 1956." And when Stan's memory can't be jogged, his charming wife is there to fill in names, places, and dates. The following interview is taken from conversations with Stan Kelly in November 1992 and September 1994, the latter inspired by
Even Orson Welles didn’t sound this real.
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the sudden appearance of a new source for Kelly replacement ribbons. [See sidebar.]

**How did you react when you learned that an independent individual had put the ribbon element back into production?**

Frankly, I had no reaction. The thing is that I wasn’t making it. Decca—or the people who have taken over Decca—aren’t interested in making it. If he wants to have a bash, good luck to him.

**Did you not retain any rights to the ribbon at all?**

I can’t, you see. All patents lapse after 17 years. The only thing I have any individual title to is my name. If we’d have taken out a copyright on it, as distinct from or in addition to the patent, well, the copyright could have lasted forever. But we didn’t.

**So what can people call this new ribbon element without your permission?**

Well, they can’t call it a Kelly Ribbon without my permission, and they can’t call it a Decca Ribbon without Decca’s permission.

**What led you to produce a horn-loaded ribbon system in the first place?**

I wanted to make a wide-range, high-frequency transducer. At that time, I was making—here, let me show you. **[He pulls out a scrapbook which itself would warrant facsimile reproduction.]** At Cosmocord, where I was technical director from 1947 to 1953, we were making tonearms, pickups, and microphones. That included the first pickup ever made to play at eight grams, but I designed it to play at five. It became a standard. These **[pointing to the book]** were rather more ancient. And these featured the first cantilevers. Before that it was needles; I started making sapphire-tipped rods to use in place of steel needles. They were fine for playing weights of less than 20 grams. This pickup, for example, had a playing weight of 120 grams.

**How much?!**

Four ounces. EMI and Decca produced their pickups at ‘round about 40 to 50 grams. This was for the first LPs. I then produced the GP15 to play at eight grams. And that meant that the vinyl now had a reasonable life. Then I produced this unit, the GP20, for 78 and 33 1/3, with two styli, one on either side.

**Had no one else thought of that before? The Americans or the Germans?**

No, no. This was a first.

**How did that idea hit you?**

It was obvious. Look, if we started with a torsion crystal instead of a bending crystal, it was quite obvious that if, on the end of the crystal here, you put a bar at the back end and pushed it that way, it was twisting the crystal. If you pushed it the other way, it was also twisting the crystal. So you put two styli on it. We made a lot of ‘em—this was around 1950; I left Cosmocord in 1953 and went on to start my own company, Kelly. And the first thing I manufactured was that. **[He shows me the original ribbon.]** The RLS-1, 3k to 20 kHz.

**Prior to introducing this drive unit, what ribbons were commercially available to audio enthusiasts?**

There was the QUAD, in production quite early. It was a much larger ribbon. But the QUAD was extremely expensive, and you had to buy a complete full-range system; you couldn’t buy a single ribbon tweeter. So when I made the ribbon, I also produced a bass unit for it and a crossover network—but these were for the home constructor.

**Was the home- constructor market more important than the assembled-unit market in the mid-1950s?**

In terms of real hi-fi, yes, because with the exception of QUAD and one or two others, you couldn’t buy a complete system made up of separate components. You had to go to a specialist hi-fi dealer who had a range of amplifiers, a range of tuners, and a range of speakers and hope that he’d got the right combination.

**So how was the mass market being served?**

There was no mass-market hi-fi. Radios, radiograms, and record players. If you went to a radio shop, you could buy a radiogram, which was a tuner, record player, and speaker all in one box. And there was a whole range of those, from bad or indifferent to quite good.

**The enthusiast market to which you were addressing your products, was that an immediate postwar phenomenon or did it not take off until well into the 1950s?**

There was a hard core of “hi-fi enthusiasts” from before the war, with Donald Aldous, who later worked for Hi-Fi News & Record Review, handling the information side. Percy Wilson was another one, the technical editor of The Gramophone. Before the war, Gilbert Briggs at Wharfedale pioneered the individual loudspeaker driver, one of the first permanent-magnet, moving-coil designs. They developed the hobby from the acoustic gramophones before the war to the very crude electronic gramophones immediately before the war. Then everything went into limbo for the next five years. After the war, with all the technical developments from military electronics and the mass production of equipment, it became possible for the man in the street to buy a good audio amplifier.

**Military surplus?**

No, not military surplus. Some of the manufacturers who were making military equipment immediately went over to civilian production; they’d got the technical know-how and the production facilities to make civilian equipment.

**So when you decided to go into speaker manufacture in the early to middle 1950s, there was a ready market?**

Oh, yes. There were companies like Celestion who’d been manufacturing pewear, mainly for the domestic radio market. They had played with better speakers before the war, but after the war they then had the technical and commercial facilities to produce good-quality loudspeakers. Of course, this was very much tied up with the cones.

The normal tweeter purchase for the home constructor, before the ribbon was
The people who work at Cambridge SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) - have been involved with the concept of home theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded Advent, the company that introduced the first home theater audio/video systems - complete with big-screen TVs and digital surround sound. We have had an ongoing relationship with the people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced the first consumer products with Dolby noise reduction over 20 years ago. And now at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set a new price-to-performance standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested home theater speaker systems factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen, you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the products on these pages represent the country's best values in high performance home theater components. Audio critics, and thousands of satisfied customers, agree. Stereo Review said “Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional sound quality at affordable prices.” Audio suggested that we “may have the best value in the world.”

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three speakers for use as center channel speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems. All three are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor. Model Ten-A is a small, affordable two-way speaker. $80. Center Channel is identical to a duty 12” woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides “deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level... they open the way to having a ‘killer’ system for an affordable price.” $699. Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8” woofer. $399.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two “dipole radiator” surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers for use as surround speakers. The Surround has a very high power handling capacity and is often selected for “high end” surround sound systems. Audio, describing a system that included The Surround, said, “In many ways the surround sensation was every bit as good as far more expensive installations.” $999 pr. The smaller The Surround II is arguably the country's best value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-duty 12” woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides “deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level... they open the way to having a ‘killer’ system for an affordable price.” $699. Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8” woofer. $399.

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home theater speaker systems that consist of center channel surround and main stereo speakers. The combination we show here is our best seller. It includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best surround speakers, The Surround. You could spend hundreds more than its $1,167 price without improving performance.

For information on other home theater speaker systems - or on any of the products we make and sell - call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color catalog.
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introduced, would have been a little three- or four-inch cone with a little dust cover— which was your dome, of course—and these were usually good for five watts. But you must realize that the sensitivity was about 85 dB for one watt. Yet because of the limitation in broadcast frequency range—we’re talking about AM, not FM, everything was on medium wave—you were limited on the frequency response and the signal-to-noise ratio. And you were limited in exactly the same way on 78-rpm records. The speakers of the day were consistent in quality with the records and broadcasts available at the time. And then LP and FM radio triggered each other.

So you came out with a tweeter good for 3k to 20 kHz.

Exactly.

Were you the first to put a ribbon in a horn?

As far as I know. It had a 3k to 20 kHz signal, and I wanted at least half an octave on each side; on the high end this immediately outperformed any voice-coil-dome or what-have-you, just because of mass and also because of the limitations on the magnet. The neodymium magnet was—well, you couldn’t afford it. You had access to it, but it was like buying gold. These are cobalt. [He points to the Kelly speaker drivers.] I had to keep an eye on price, even though I was trying to go for the best performance.

The price of the original drive unit was 12 guineas in 1955. That’s equivalent to . . .

Fifty pounds in today’s money.

That’s still not very expensive, even by ’50s standards.

Agreed.

How long did you work on the ribbon before making the first production version?

Less than a year. The first problem was getting an efficient magnet. I didn’t make many of the first type, because, by redesigning the magnet, I added another 6 dB to the efficiency. It reduced the magnet’s cost, too. The ribbon, the transformer, and the horn remained constant ever since. The ribbon itself was an aluminum alloy that stayed constant; I never altered it. The horn was cast.

Had you tried other topologies?

No electrostatic. I had two things against it. It was high-impedance. And high-impedance transformers are very difficult to make because of self-capacitance and things like that. Then you’ve got to have polarizing voltages on it, and your high-voltage production equipment was very, very costly compared to a magnet.

So cost ruled out using electrostatics?

And simplicity. There’s nothing to go wrong in this ribbon. If you’ve got a high-voltage thing with valves in it, something can go wrong. You need a power supply for it. Instead of two leads going to your loudspeaker, you had four.

And what of the existing dynamic tweeters of the day?

Well, they were domes. And if you had them sufficiently large enough to give you the radiation, then you were severely limited on the high-frequency side. And you had all the resonances of the dome and the suspension added to it. It worked well enough so that, during the peak of production, we were probably making about 500 drivers per month.

How was Decca involved?

Decca came along and said, “We want to use your speaker in our equipment.”

So they already had their own line of loudspeakers?

Oh, yes. So I said yes, and they said, “Look, if we make ‘em, we can make them for half the price you can, because we can make four times as many. We’ll take over the manufacture and give you a royalty.” That was in the early ’60s. All the manufacturing moved up to their factory in the Midlands.

I then played around with tape recorders, made microphones, and then moved on to complete loudspeaker systems. We closed down Kelly in the mid-’60s, after I’d had my fill of it.

Did you keep an eye on Decca after they took over manufacture?

I was forbidden to. They didn’t say so in so many words, but when I said I’d go up and see how they were getting on in the Midlands, they said you bloody well won’t.

So you took their word on the royalties.

Look, I’m an engineer, not a businessman. That’s the story of my life! But I was happy with Decca’s drivers; they were exactly to spec. There was no way that you could complain about the quality.

But once they took over, the name changed to Decca London?

Yes. It was Decca-Kelly originally. And then Decca London.
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Cambridge SoundWorks Introduces
New Ensemble, New Ensemble II – and a new member of the family, Ensemble III.

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble® speaker system may be "the best value in the world." Since then, numerous critics have applauded our Ensemble and Ensemble II systems. Designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent), they became best sellers by offering quality construction and accurate, wide-range music reproduction — at factory-direct prices.

We're pleased to introduce new versions of our Ensemble and Ensemble II systems, as well as our new, ultra-compact Ensemble III.

The New Ensemble

New Ensemble is an improved version of our original dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker system. New Ensemble maintains the dual subwoofer design, which allows for maximum room placement flexibility. Placement of bass and high-frequency speakers in a room (and how those speakers interact with the room) has more influence on the sound quality of a music system than just about anything. New Ensemble's ultra-slim (4 1/2") subwoofers give you more placement flexibility than any system we know of.

2. New Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but with new midrange and high frequency balance controls.

The midrange control lets you choose the same output in the key 800-1600 Hz octave as in the original, or you can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. New Ensemble satellites give you more placement flexibility, and to avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers. This results in an "open" sound on large-scale symphonic works. For small-scaled music, the higher output position proves a "warmer" sound.

A high frequency control has three positions:
A) The same balance as original Ensemble.
B) A 2 dB high frequency increase.
C) A 2 dB high frequency decrease. The switch can slightly increase the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce any tendency towards "edginess" (Decrease).

In terms of "real life" performance, we believe our New Ensemble system compiles head-on with speakers selling for hundreds more. Available with black-laminate subwoofers for $629, or with vinyl-clad subwoofers for $549.

The New Ensemble II

New Ensemble II is an improved version of our best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet to house both subwoofer speakers. New Ensemble II maintains the tonal balance, frequency range, power handling and construction quality of the original Ensemble II. But its satellite speakers use the same tonal balance controls as New Ensemble's.

New Ensemble II also uses a new flared subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed "acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a second chamber fitted with the flared port, which provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous noise on strong bass notes.

Stereo Review said the original Ensemble II "performs so far beyond its price and size it can be compared only with much larger speakers at substantially higher prices." New Ensemble II carries on this tradition, outperforming other speakers in its category, including well-known models for about twice the price. Factory-direct price, $439.

The Ensemble III

Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide-range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small, crowded room. Our new Ensemble III's satellite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3" and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15/".

Compared to New Ensemble II, Ensemble III gives up a little in power handling, low bass range, and efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite speakers you'll find in most similarly priced systems, Ensemble III's satellites are two-way speakers. Ensemble III's 6 1/2" woofer uses two voice coils in a cabinet with a flared port for smooth airflow.

With most recordings, Ensemble III will sound virtually identical to New Ensemble II. It simply won't play as loud. Its construction quality is normally found only in much more expensive speakers.

Factory-direct price, including connecting wire, cutter/stripper and Hook-Up Guide, is only $439.

30 Day Home Audition.

All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by a 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you can audition your speaker the right way — in your home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you're not happy, return your system for a full refund.

So What's New?

New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance, frequency range and quality of construction of the original. There are two basic differences.

1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides improved power handling.

For A Free Catalog, Call
1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California Street, Suite 104JAN  Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434  Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-505-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-9593

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH Inc. AR and Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR.

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card
Phone Turns CD Off

Q I have a peculiar situation that even my CD player's manufacturer cannot solve. If the phone rings while the player is operating, the player stops. I have a couple of telephones in the room as well as an answering machine. Could the ringing of all this equipment at once somehow affect the CD player?—Charles Yagerman, Brooklyn, N.Y.

A If one of the telephones in your room is a cordless model, its base unit sends out an r.f. signal whenever a call comes in. It could be that this r.f. is finding its way into the player and causing its microprocessor to "mess up."

Whether this guess is right or not, I suggest that you remove all but one of the telephones. Arrange for a call to come in while you are playing a CD. If the machine does not malfunction, remove that phone, substitute the next one, and try again.

Note from Charles Yagerman: Thank you for your reply. You certainly hit the nail on the head. My cordless telephone was the culprit; when it rang, the player shut off.

J.G.: I appreciate hearing from you. So often I deal with a somewhat obscure problem and never do learn how it all came out.

When To Use Dolby NR

Q When recording audio and using Dolby noise reduction, is it best to use it during the playback process as well? On a related matter, many people say that Dolby noise reduction dulls the highs. Is this true?—Steven Matthews, Louisville, Ky.

A Tapes recorded with Dolby noise reduction should be played back with the same type of NR (Dolby B, C, or S) for the best frequency match to the original signal. If you are copying a tape made with Dolby NR, you should have the appropriate noise-reduction switched in on both the playback and recording decks.

If the Dolby NR circuits are not properly calibrated for your tape, both in recording and in playback, the high-frequency balance will be thrown off—but this is as likely to boost the highs as cut them. This problem most often arises when tapes recorded on one deck are played back on another.

Power-Line Transients

Q My new receiver works great—except that when I turn it on or when a light is turned on or off, I hear a "pop" from my loudspeakers. Is this normal? Will it do any damage to my system? How can I remedy the condition?—Name withheld

A I rather doubt that the sound you hear, or the condition causing it, will damage any components in your system. "Pops" are common and result from sudden, or transient, voltage changes on the power line when the load on the line changes. Many audio dealers sell line filters that plug in between your equipment's line cord and the a.c. outlet, to keep such pops from getting into your equipment.

These noises can also be caused by the quick charging or discharging of your equipment's power-supply capacitors and the accompanying change of voltage in the output circuit. The voltage change will be passed along to the loudspeaker as a "pop." Some components have delay circuits that mute the output until the equipment settles down.

Sometimes the equipment maker can offer help in eliminating these problems. Check with the company about this.

TV Interference from an Amp

Q I have a Yamaha DSP-2070 digital sound-field processing amplifier, an excellent unit that has changed the way I listen to music. But when it's running, a herringbone pattern appears on the lower VHF television channels. In my situation, it is not practical to have cable TV or an outdoor antenna. I have tried moving the antenna (which has a coaxial lead-in) to various locations but got no improvement. I cannot place the Yamaha in another room. I have tried an a.c. line interference filter; again, there was no improvement. Can you help me with this problem?—Richard Townsend, Jr., Chicago, Ill.

A I can only offer suggestions and hope that they will solve your problem.

Obviously, an outdoor antenna would likely cure your problem: It would provide stronger TV signals, while any interference it might pick up from your amp would be weakened by distance. Unfortunately, you say that you can't install one.

It is possible that some clock or processing signals are being radiated from your amplifier via the loudspeaker cables, power cord, or input cables. Try mounting some ferrite beads on these wires or cables, as close to the amplifier as possible. It is also possible that the TV set is picking up the interference via its power cord. Try some beads on it as well.

These beads serve as r.f. chokes, presenting a high-impedance path for the interference. There are various ferrite "mixes," each designed to be effective on specific parts of the r.f. spectrum. What you will need are beads that are most effective over the frequency range between 50 and 200 MHz.

(editor's Note: There are some commercial clamp-on filters from Audio Advisor and AudioQuest that may solve your problem, and the MAGIC ground isolator from Mondial has, I am told, been effective when other methods didn't do the necessary job.—E.P.)

Bypass each amplifier output terminal to its chassis, using disc ceramic capacitors of about 50 to 100 pF. Keep the leads as short as you can make them.

Perhaps the amplifier's circuit boards are not well shielded. Some judiciously placed aluminum foil can sometimes create good shielding; be sure to ground the foil. Also, be very careful that the foil doesn't touch and short out any wiring or components.

Subwoofer Crossover Networks

Q My satellite loudspeakers are fed as full-range systems. Because I love organ music, I also use a subwoofer. I feed this with two active crossover networks in cascade; the first is 18 dB/octave, followed by a.

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovaneli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovaneli to appear in Audioclinic, please indicate if your name and/or address should be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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TO BUILD THE WORLD'S BEST SUBWOOFERS, WE WENT BIPOLAR. AGAIN.

At Mirage, we've proven the sonic superiority of Bipolar loudspeaker design. Now we're proving it once again with our powerful new line of Bipolar subwoofers.

From the compact 100-watt BPS-100 to the flagship 250-watt BPSS-210, all four feature dual bass drivers in a unique Bipolar configuration. This eliminates transfer of low frequency energy to the floor, a major source of coloration in single driver subwoofers.

All feature our new “Auto-On” circuitry. And, for the ultimate in outboard control convenience, combine any of them with one of our LFX-Series of external crossovers.

From the original Bipolar explorers comes the world's first complete line of Bipolar subwoofers, the ideal means of adding dramatic new depth to both audio and home theater systems. Track one down and explore the possibilities yourself.
"This Audio Research is unquestionably the best yet... It had the classic Audio Research 'High Definition' sound, highly revealing and satisfyingly detailed, all this seemingly achieved without effort...

This is a reference-grade result, and is strengthened by the very fine balance of all the sonic aspects which together determine a musically satisfying performance...

It set a new standard for amplifiers combining the purity and grace of the vacuum tube with the precision and constancy of the solid state. The VT 150 is a tour de force for William Z. Johnson..."

By Martin Colloms
Reprinted from HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
February 1994

"The VT 150s presented an astonishingly believable and natural rendering of timbre. Instead of hearing a hi-fi representation of the music, I felt I was hearing the music itself...

The VT 150 is, without question, the best power amplifier I've heard... The VT 150s went far beyond any descriptions of sonic qualities. Instead, they were truly transcendental, bringing me so much closer to my favorite music than I thought could be achieved by changing power amplifiers...

The bottom line is that I've enjoyed music more through the LS5 and VT 150s than with any other electronics I've had in my system. In fact, nothing else has ever come close. The VT 150s provided the kind of experience that must be experienced firsthand to be believed."

By Robert Hartley
Reprinted from STEREOPHILE
Vol. 17, No. 18, August 1994
24 dB/octave unit. The crossover frequency is 50 Hz. I use two networks to obtain a steep slope to avoid interference with the mid and upper bass, such as is evident with a deep male voice. The sound from all this is quite good, but after using an audio-frequency generator and an oscilloscope, I found there was a complete polarity reversal between 20 and 50 Hz. I also found that, when feeding a square wave into the system, an almost perfect sine wave appeared at the output. What suggestions can you make to help improve the performance of what is, even now, a good system?—Ronald N. Leutwyler, Orleans, Mass.

A I much prefer using a crossover network having a smaller rate of roll-off than you presently employ. Even with active networks, the extreme amount of roll-off you are using almost certainly must produce some ringing. I am not convinced that the extreme phase shifts in your system won't produce problems in the region of 50 Hz.

If you can manage it, try as little as 6 dB/octave. You won't have nearly as great a phase shift as you now have; you also should have less tendency to “ringing.” For this gentle slope to work properly, I suggest you use a high-pass crossover to your satellite speakers. This should remove any “booming” in the mid-bass. If that condition persists, try crossing the satellites (but not the subwoofer) at a somewhat higher frequency than 50 Hz. If you are still unhappy with the integration between the subwoofer and the satellites, try 12 dB/octave.

I am not too concerned about the square waves you mentioned. Any transient attacks found in bass instruments will be carried by the satellite speakers. After all, if the purpose of a subwoofer crossover is to roll off upper frequencies, that crossover will reduce harmonics—including those which make a square wave square. Remember that your system employs a very large amount of roll-off. You will find that a network having a gentler crossover slope will also produce output that is closer to a square wave when fed a square-wave input. (Editor's Note: There are some commercial crossovers using the classic Linkwitz-Riley alignment which might improve your performance. However, if you're happy with the audible results, stick with what you've got.—E.P.)

Measuring and Matching Signal Levels

Q Some manufacturers of audio equipment measure input or output signal levels in dB; other manufacturers use volts. How do I use these figures to be sure I don't damage any of my components because of some mismatching of levels?—Gerald E. Fields, Morrow, Ga.

A I can appreciate your concern, but you are very unlikely to damage any electronic components, even if you happen to overdrive them. If you do put too much signal into a given piece of gear, you will likely hear audible distortion. You will also find it hard to control sound level with the volume control (if any) in the overdriven component, because the control's action will be crowded into the lower quarter of its range. Reduce the signal before it gets into the next device in line, until the distortion clears up or the action of the volume control is more normal. For components which have no means to reduce output signal level, such as some CD players, there are commercial attenuators you can wire between that component and the next piece of gear in the line.

Burning In

Q What is meant by the term "burn-in"?—Name withheld

A You may have noticed that when electronic equipment breaks down, it usually does so rather soon after you start using it. To make sure you won't have this experience, some manufacturers will "burn in" their equipment before shipping it out, by running it for several hours or even for several days.

Some people feel that a few days of burning in equipment at home, under actual signal conditions, makes it sound better. This is most widely accepted when it comes to amps and their capacitors, but it is also done for speakers, whose materials can often be a bit stiff at first and can limber up after some use.

Mono VCRs and Stereo Sound

Q If I connect the output of a mono VCR into the inputs of a stereo system, can the VHS Hi-Fi track be decoded into stereo?—Steven Matthews, Louisville, Ky.

A No. A stereo system can't transform a mono signal into a stereo one.
“Man Bites Digital”: The Final Chapters?

Dear Editor:

I am writing in regard to the apparently skewed negative responses (May 1994) to Keith Mackenzie’s letter, “Man Bites Digital” (August 1993). The letters span the purely technical, mid-philosophical, and purely philosophical, so I assume these are representative of the total responses you received.

I used to be a dedicated digifanatic, and then was coaxed into the analog camp for a while—but after thorough research, I now find myself in the middle, waiting for something better. Here is why:

In digital audio, there are two cornerstones that determine the quality with which the signal is recorded; the first is word length, and the second is sampling rate. The word length determines the S/N ratio, and the sampling rate determines how easily the D/A converter can reconstruct the waveform. For Compact Discs, the word length is 16 bits, and the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.

The reason so many audio buffs feel that the analog LP is superior to the CD is that the LP was developed to its maximum capability, which was really quite good (keeping in mind that the final sound emerging from our speakers is analog, whether the source is LP or CD). The CD, on the other hand, has the potential for superior sound, but the word length and sampling rate are at the lower end of the scale in terms of what is necessary for truly accurate sound reproduction.

Depending on how carefully the digital sound was originally recorded, the CD can end up with some lost bits, for a total word length of 14 bits. A noisy CD results, and supposedly DDD discs. Hiss as loud as, or louder than, that of an analog LP is present on these discs. Moving to a 20-bit word length will help this, for even with lost bits, the S/N ratio should remain at a satisfactory level.

According to the Nyquist theorem, the minimum sampling rate necessary for waveform reconstruction of sampled music is twice the highest frequency that is going to be sampled. The CD sampling rate of 44.1 kHz is just slightly more than twice the 20-kHz cutoff frequency in CDs. Thus, the minimum sampling frequency was chosen, and we now know that increased sampling rates improve the sound quality dramatically.

The bottom line is that current CDs are on the bottom line. Once digital sound is moved to a higher plateau, with 20- to 24-bit word lengths and higher sampling rates, there will be no further dispute as to the superior fidelity of CDs. But for now, there are two crowns worn in the audio world: One is made of vinyl, and the other of polycarbonate.

John E. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D.
Redwood City, Cal.

Editor’s Reply: Depending upon how one defines S/N ratio (more about which later), Dr. Johnson is correct when he states that “word length determines the S/N ratio” of a digital system, but he is incorrect in saying that “sampling rate determines how easily the D/A converter can reconstruct the waveform.” Sampling rate has nothing to do with playback (signal reconstruction); it applies to the recording side of the equation.

Sampling rate sets an upper limit on the frequency of signals that can be handled by the sampler without “aliasing”—creation of “images” or “aliases” that appear in the sampled spectrum and cannot be distinguished from “true” signals at those frequencies. According to Nyquist, the theoretical limit is one-half the sampling rate, but to achieve that limit requires a non-realizable brickwall filter—one that passes signals from d.c. to half the sampling rate perfectly and totally rejects signals above half the sampling rate. In practice, therefore, the frequency range that a sampler can accommodate is somewhat less than half its own sampling rate.

Note the following:
1. It is the sampling process that imposes the bandwidth limitation.
2. The sampling process is not “digital” (numeric), but an analog process that is a necessary precondition for digitization. In other words, present-day A/D converters convert (“digitize”) sequential samples of analog information.
3. It is the sampling rate of the sampler that limits the maximum frequency that can be accommodated at that point in the signal chain.
4. By sampling an analog signal at a multiple of the CD rate and using noise-shaped digital filtering, a substantial improvement in A/D linearity and dynamic range can be achieved. Modern A/D converters that use such techniques are far superior to the converters of earlier days. Thus, these modern converters are a major reason for the perceived improvement in CD sound quality despite the fact that there has been no change in the CD Standard itself.

Dr. Johnson’s statements that “Depending on how carefully the digital sound was originally recorded, the CD can end up with some lost bits, for a total word length of 14 bits” and that “Moving to a 20-bit word length will help this, for even with lost bits, the S/N ratio should remain at a satisfactory level” are incorrect. Each digital word on a CD is 16 bits long—no more, no less. Whether each bit conveys useful information (determined, in part, by the characteristics of the A/D converter in the recorder) and whether all 16 bits are accurately converted from digital to analog (determined, in part, by the characteristics of the D/A converter in the player) may be in doubt, but CDs do not “lose bits” and end up with 14 rather than 16. Since the faults lie not in the CD (or the CD Standard) but in the limitations of the converters, increasing word length from 16 to 20 bits will not help unless and until A/D and D/A converters with more than 20-bit capability are common—true 20-bit capability, not advertising hype. At that point, one might argue that CD word length is limiting dynamic range, but the practical significance of that is questionable given the background noise levels in which CDs are recorded and reproduced and the maximum sound pressure levels at which we can/should listen.
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Despite the advertising, there's no such thing as a 20-bit CD. However, it is possible to achieve a perceived S/N ratio equivalent to that of a digital system with a word length in excess of 16 bits—from a 16-bit CD—by using oversampling and noise-shaping in the recording chain. These techniques do not reduce the total noise energy below that of a 16-bit system (in fact, the total noise energy is almost certain to increase), but the spectral distribution of the noise can be modified so as to make it less audible; i.e., a greater percentage of the noise is shifted into regions in which the ear is less sensitive.

In summary, if Dr. Johnson has heard "Hiss as loud as, or louder than, that of an analog LP . . . present on these discs," the fault lies with the recording A/D converter. (I'm assuming that all his CDs aren't hissy; if they are, he'd be well advised to buy a new player!) But here's the flipside of this coin. If Dr. Johnson has heard any CD—even a single one—that sounds better than the finest LP he's heard, the case for the CD (and the CD Standard) is proved—for it's impossible for a CD to overcome the theoretical limits of the Standard, but it's mighty easy for a lot of CDs not to come close to reaching their potential.

These comments may help explain why some audiophiles are dissatisfied with the sound of some CDs and have come to the conclusion (as Dr. Johnson has) that "the word length and sampling rate are at the lower end of the scale in terms of what is necessary for truly accurate sound reproduction." That statement cannot be justified either in fact or in theory, and no prior analog music recording system for the consumer market has even approached the uniformity of response, absence of distortion, and wide dynamic range that are possible within the theoretical limits of a 16-bit, 44.1-kilosample/second digital system.—E.J.F.

Dear Editor:

As a physicist who has yet to buy a CD player, let me say a few words on behalf of Keith Mackenzie and his letter, "Man Bites Digital." Some of us have clear preferences as to the type of equipment we have in our audio ensembles. For instance, I prefer amplifiers with MOS-FET power transistors to those with bipolar power transistors, and I believe there are good physical reasons for doing so.

The sound from vinyl LPs can be very good with appropriate playback equipment. The majority of consumers never had good analog disc playback, which is one of the reasons for the quick demise of the LP. Even many of the so-called high-fidelity turntables and phonograph cartridges were never that in actuality. I know this from experience. The majority of equipment sold, as well as the majority of music heard (classical, jazz, rock, pop, country, jazz-rock, New Age, techno-pop, ad infinitum), can only be described as . . .

Well, let me tell you an elucidating story. Years ago, at a science fiction convention, an irate fan walked up to Theodore Sturgeon and said, "You know, 90% of science fiction is crap." Sturgeon, perhaps one of the great writers in that genre, replied simply: "Yes, 90% of everything is crap." I feel that the late Mr. Sturgeon's remark truly "containeth all."

William Mendoza
Tallahassee, Fla.
Dear Editor:

I'm writing in regard to E. Brad Meyer's article, "Digital Film Sound: Rated S for Sound" (June 1994). I enjoyed the article because I love when a movie has a fantastic soundtrack and can be played back to its full extent at the theater. Hopefully, this can be reproduced for home theater with the same quality and power. I am an owner of home theater, and this sounds like another great advancement. But how long will I have to wait until I can get my hands on this technology, and will it be affordable?

The systems from Digital Theater Systems, Dolby, and Sony seem fantastic, and with the Klipsch speakers, it makes me want to go see a movie in a theater equipped with this technology. I wonder, what powers those speakers, and how much power does their source put out? Also, how much money would any of these systems cost to install, and how many theaters are or will be equipped with these systems?

Richard Konarski

Author's Reply: Mr. Konarski seems to be asking about four things—namely, digital sources and HPS playback in both theaters and homes. First, the sources: The three digital encoding schemes are slugging it out, both publicly in theaters and behind the scenes in the home market. DTS and Dolby have shown LaserDisc prototypes carrying their digital signals, but in the home market one standard must prevail or all will die, and it's too soon to tell who's going to win.

The HPS-4000 house nearest to Mr. Konarski (the only one in Michigan) is the Bay Theater in Sutton's Bay, a couple of hours away. HPS theater systems use professional BGW power amplifiers; a big one has a total output of 5,800 electrical watts, which translates to around 700 acoustic watts—approximately the sound power of 10 symphony orchestras.

There is a home HPS system that uses Klipschorns as the main left and right channels, and it costs about $20,000. The theater systems, whose speakers use the same drivers and horns in larger cabinets (minus the expensive finish), range from around $12,000 to $30,000.—E.B.M.

Praise for Carver Loudspeakers

Dear Editor:

I agree with Edward Tatnall Canby that bass has been overemphasized in the world of audio (“Audio ETC,” September 1994). I have found a solution, a speaker that reproduces sound flatly from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (almost). It isn’t a single speaker; it is the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker Platinum, actually a “full-range” 60-inch ribbon and four 12-inch woofers. This speaker, when driven with the Carver TFM-75 amplifier or an equivalent, can accurately reproduce any music you throw at it.

The great thing is the bass. It isn’t the boomy, muting type heard in home theaters and on lesser speakers, but the smooth, precise sound that only four long-throw woofers can produce. Detail and accuracy are what sets this speaker apart from the average cone, and realism is what separates it from electrostatic and quasi-ribbon speakers. I also have a pair of Carver AL-IIIIs with 48-inch ribbons; they are great, and I am currently using them in my home theater.

Incidentally, maybe you can explain the effect I heard the other day when I was watching the LaserDisc of Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country. I forgot to engage Dolby Pro Logic; I didn’t notice until I happened to look down at the receiver a few minutes into the film. I then tested several times to see why the LaserDisc sounded as good in stereo as it did in Dolby Pro Logic. The Carver image is so precise that there is little need for a center-channel speaker, and somehow even the surround information seemed to be coming from the right places! I can’t explain it, but I assume this has to do with the bipolar design of the Carver AL-III and the lesser speakers I have in my setup (Boston Acoustics, not bad for bookshelves). Another problem could be with the decoding of my Technics receiver.

Can you imagine a home theater with three Carver Platinsums up front and the AL-IIIIs as surrounds?

Steve T. Seitz
Portland, Ore.

Editor's Reply: Without hopping over to Portland and playing with your system, I can say that the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker Platinum is a remarkable speaker. Its dual woofers and ribbon tweeter provide a smooth, precise sound that is difficult to reproduce in other home theater systems. The Carver AL-IIIIs with 48-inch ribbons are also impressive, and the Carver TFM-75 amplifier is a great choice for driving these speakers.

Steve T. Seitz
Portland, Ore.
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Definitive's PowerField 1500 Wins the Subwoofer of the Year Award

Our extraordinary new PowerField™ 1500 features a 250-watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic crossover and massive 15-inch driver for only $995

"Showstoppers" – Stereo Review
Definitive's PowerField 1500 has triumphed, winning Subwoofer of the Year in the Audio Video Grand Prix. We set out to build the world's finest sounding subwoofers, and we have done it. Experts agree that we have achieved the perfect synergy of powerful, earth-shaking bass for home theater and a refined and expressive musicality.

All three Definitive powered subwoofers feature our PowerField Technology, monocoque cabinets, high-power high-current amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic crossovers and massive 15" or 18" drivers. The result is the absolute ultimate in subwoofer performance, awesome bass which thunders down below 15 Hz, yet retains complete musical accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Perfect Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance in your home, the PowerFields have high and low level inputs and outputs, adjustable high pass, low pass and volume controls (plus phase controls for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee perfect blending with any system and superior bass response in any room.

Super Subwoofers from $699
Three extraordinary Definitive powered subwoofers are now available: the PowerField 15 (185-watts RMS, 15-inch at $699), PowerField 1500 (250-watts RMS, 15-inch at $995) and PowerField 1800 (500-watts RMS, 18-inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
1105 Valley Heights Drive • Baltimore, MD 21117
(410) 363-7148
Tim de Paravicini
THE AUDIO INTERVIEW
IN PUR EXCELL
PHOTOGRAPHS: CHRIS R CHARDSON
idden away in a small company near Cambridge, England, is a man who upgrades analog tape recorders to near perfection. Tim de Paravicini modifies classic tape machines. He reworks them from the ground up, adding new tape heads, tweaking the transport, and replacing the electronics with his own custom tube designs. He also upgrades stereo microphones with special circuitry. And the results are worth it. His customers rave about the beautiful new sound, better than they can get with digital recorders.

An example of the de Paravicini sound is on A Meeting by the River, by Ry Cooder and Vishwa Bhattacharya. The experience of hearing this CD can be startling because of its presence, warmth, and purity. The recording won a Grammy for its engineering by Kavi Alexander of Water Lily Acoustics, an audiophile label. The electronics that contributed to this disc's quality sound are the work of a man with a passion for audio purity that goes beyond digital quality. In fact, de Paravicini has contempt for digital sound as it now exists. He's pushing the envelope far beyond what we ordinarily settle for in CD quality.

If you're fascinated by the search for the ultimate in recording quality, de Paravicini's story of modifications of recorders, consoles, and microphones will interest you, as will his provocative opinions on everything from digital sound to hi-fi "tweaks."

A man of many talents, ce Paravicini is well known in esoteric audio circles as an extraordinary designer. While some of his circuit designs are tube and some transistor, all are original. He has been a consultant to Musical Fidelity and LAX Corporation in the design of many of their classic audio components.

Fourteen years ago, de Paravicini founded Esoteric Audio Research. The company makes vacuum-tube products for the high-end audio and pro-audio markets, such as power amplifiers, a microphone, a microphone amplifier, equalizers, and a compressor/limiter. With years of experience in disc cutting, de Paravicini has cut records for Water Lily Acoustics, Chesky Records, and Island Records. He also improved the performance of several recording lathes.

Although de Paravicini will upgrade any tape machine, his favorite is the legendary Studer C37. "It's a good, reliable workhorse," he says. According to him, the C37 blows away everything else, even an Ampex MR70. The C37's tube circuitry is simple, with no microprocessors to get in the way. Even before the upgrade, the C37's specs are notable. The frequency response is rated as 30 Hz to 15 kHz, +1, -2 dB, and S/N is 75 dB (rms, weighted) at 15 ips. After de Paravicini's modification, the response is 7 Hz to 35 kHz, ±1 dB, and S/N is 90 dB!

One happy user of a de Paravicini tape deck is Chris Rice, owner of Altarus Records, a classical label. Rice had de Paravicini modify three Studer C37s—one-inch and one half-inch. "The heads were custom-made to Tim's specifications," says Rice. "The mechanical modifications he did himself. He stripped the electronics out and rebuilt his own circuitry into the existing modules, doing hundreds of modifications. He uses his own EQ curve. He also provides an a.c. mains regenerating power supply because the machines are not quartz locked; they depend on mains frequency. By doubling the capacitor diameter, Tim doubled the tape speed from 7 1/2 to 15 ips to 15/30 ips."

According to Rice, "The new machines are incredibly stable mechanically. They sound fabulous, very quiet and more dynamic. They're very clean and have no grungy noises. With the new Ampex 499 tape, the modulation noise is down so low, you can almost forget about it. It gives you quite a bit of leeway in your recording level. You don't have to worry about compression because these tapes will happily go up to 9 dB over. The tape saturates way before the electronics overload."

Rice notes that his analog decks sound better to him than digital, even without any noise reduction. "They give a more accurate representation of what's coming down the line. That has to be my final criterion: How closely can I capture what's coming in from the microphones?"

Another satisfied user is Sam Rivers, a producer of jazz records. He sent de Paravicini two broken-down Studer
A-80s to modify into a 1-inch and half-inch model. Vince Clark of Erasure also has one of de Paravicini's machines.

Kavi Alexander, the engineer with Water Lily Acoustics, won his Grammy for engineering a Ry Cooder album with a de Paravicini recorder; it was a 1-inch, two-track Studer C37. Alexander used a Blumlein stereo pair of custom microphones, which is equivalent to a 24-bit word, which is amazing. When a marching band walks past you, you feel the drums in your stomach and bones. And that's all part of the sound.

Analog recorders can sound wonderful, but DATs are so portable and convenient. Oh, God, I hate DATs. Stopping and starting with those things is a pain in the ass. With an open-reel tape, you can pause it and go instantly; it's human; it's tactile. Whereas DATs stop, fit, fart, and think about what they're going to do—they're just not friendly. And unlike DAT tape, it will satisfy the hearing mechanism and won't have a digital sound. Digital has a "sound" purely because it is based on lousy mathematics. The manufacturers presuppose too simplistic a view of our hearing mechanism.

But manufacturers don't want to change—it's the lowest-common-denominator syndrome. It's like 525-line television, which allows you only X amount of resolution. With digital, you've fixed your resolution parameters, where analog never had that problem.

I still do work on the vinyl record; it still can be advanced. The number of vinyl molecules passing the needle every second is equivalent to half a gigahertz. So there ain't a lot wrong with it, fundamentally. You can carry on improving it without losing compatibility. It's like good old 35-mm films—you carry on improving films, but there's nothing to stop you from shoving them through the same old projectors!

I've been pioneering work on a CD player that runs at 88k, but it only works with CDs that were cut at 88k. When storage density increases enough, we won't have the excuse for using only 44.1k.

Right. The manufacturers should have said, "Let's go gung ho and create a real system that works right." A 12-inch LaserDisc would have given you an hour's worth of music to the highest standard. Manufacturers try to pretend that what's good enough for Joe Doe at $5 is the state of the art.

Getting back to your recorder mods, what transport modifications do you make? Whatever makes the system more stable. Actually, wow and flutter is more limited than the transport. Tape is a mechanically compliant item, and 1-inch tape has much more tape stability and strength than quarter-inch. Yes, the wider tape costs more, but it's a small part of the total project cost.

How did you first learn about tape-head design? I stripped a lot of machines on the market, worked out my own mathematics, and read papers by Jay McKnight, from Ampex, and so on. I ask the tape-head manufacturers, like Saki, to build heads to my specific requirements. I emphasize bass performance and the fineness of the laminations.

In some circles you have the reputation of a hi-fi tweak. I'm not. I'm too academic to get into that. The hi-fi fraternity is bizarre, full of dangerous amateurs. I try to steer clear and do genuinely innovative work—something that's worthwhile.

What caused you to start modifying recorders? I was dissatisfied with their performance. If "line out" doesn't sound like "line in," that's not good enough.

What's the main advantage of your 1-inch analog recorder over digital recorders? The sound quality. My analog recorder has four times the sampling frequency! The bias frequency is 160 kHz. The magnetic-particle flow past a playback head is equivalent to a 24-bit word, which is amazing resolution.
Do you recommend using Dolby SR with your machines?
No. It's unnecessary, and it doesn't work well under dynamic piano conditions. It doesn't encode a control signal, so it can only approximate. The noise floor in my system is limited only by the microphone. You can't hear its tape hiss—just microphone hiss.

You use vacuum tubes in many of your designs. Some people have said that tubes have euphonic even-order harmonic distortion. Do you rely on this tube nonlinearity to achieve the sound of your mods, or do you always run the tubes in their linear region?
I do not rely on tube nonlinearity. I don't want a sound in my machines. What comes out must sound the same as what went in.

The "warmth" in a lot of tube electronics is due to their dismal top end, the bad transformers they use, and the loading down of their high-impedance outputs. Because of the output transformer and the feedback used, many tube circuits have a partial bass instability that gives a bloated bass. Any warmth in the tube sound is a defect, but listeners don't want to know that.

I don't have to use tubes in my designs; I only do it for marketing reasons. I've got an exact equivalent in solid state. I can make either type do the same job, and I have no preference. People can't pick which is which. And electronics have no memory of where they've been! The end result is what counts.

Most transistor-circuit architecture was different from tube-circuit architecture, and that's what people were hearing, more than the device itself. The main advantage of tubes is that an average tube has more gain than an average transistor. Second, tubes don't have the enormous storage times of transistors, so they are very fast. Tubes go to 100 MHz without trying.

Moving on to microphones, your mikes use rectangular diaphragms, tube electronics, and huge transformers. Why?
A circular diaphragm has one dominant resonant mode. But a rectangular diaphragm does not have the same resonant mode in both axes, so it tends to have a flatter response. Also, a rectangular diaphragm has less off-axis coloration in the horizontal plane than does a circular diaphragm of the same area.

My mikes are transformer-coupled, triode designs. The electronics have a frequency response of 5 Hz to 35 kHz (–1 dB).

I use transformers in my microphones because they can do the job better than anything else. There's no advantage in transformerless circuits because a lot of them can't drive long lines. As long as I know that the electronics of my microphone go from 3 Hz to 100 kHz at the end of 1,000 meters of cable, I'm all right.

Some transformerless mikes have pathetic headroom. Disgusting. We're besotted with this phantom-power philosophy. Most of the mikes draw only 1 damn milliamp at 48 volts, max. That's 48 mW of energy; it doesn't give you a lot of headroom. I want a mike that can shove 3 volts, +12 dBm, down a line, 20 to 20k, boom! Why so much voltage? Suppose you take a capacitor mike that produces 10-mV output with 74-dB SPL input. At 144 dB SPL, the mike will put out over 3 volts.

You've said that we experience sound down to 3 Hz, and that reproduction down to this frequency is essential. Do studio consoles go down that far?
No. The average console has all these cumulatively rubbish electronics in it. If you cascade 10 amplifiers, each with a response down 1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, you end up with a cumulative 10 dB down from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. So you must minimize all degradation. Since I use a lot of transformers in my stuff, each transformer must be very wideband.

Unfortunately, the average manufacturer looks at only one piece of equipment, in isolation. They quote a tape machine as having a response of 50 Hz to 15 kHz, ±1 dB, and say that's fine. Yes, in isolation. But not as a cumulative system.

Tony Faulkner uses a mixing console of mine, full of tubes and transformers, but it's vastly flatter than most of the mixing consoles on the market.

What's your overall design philosophy?
Audio devices should not have a sound of their own; they should be virtually a black box. The results prove themselves in recordings using my products. They do the job.

Whatever the device is, I look at it and say, can that device be logically improved? Forget about cost. Companies like Neumann charge a lot of money, but I say, could they make that product a little better and charge a little more for it? Try to make things better, whether it's outrageous or not. Somebody will want it and will pay for it.

Any last words?
I try to provoke people. I'm sick and tired of the me-too factor, the liming factor. Just because everybody else wants to jump off a cliff doesn't mean I have to.

Many audio companies tend to rest on their laurels and don't bother to take the next step forward. They should leap ahead instead of staying on the back burner. They have the potential to be stunning.
PART I

If an affordable amplifier possessing characteristics usually associated with the so-called "high end" interests you, please read on. This construction article describes a mono power amplifier whose performance I believe to be exceptional. Although the term "high end" has no precise definition, equipment so classified is generally expensive and represents, in the designer's view, an uncompromised effort to create a device superior in performance. The latter was certainly my intent, but the price was only a few hundred dollars per channel.

It takes a long string of words to thoroughly characterize the amplifier. How about "bi-FET input, bi-MOS output, cascoded, d.c. amplifier capable of 100 watts pure Class-A operation into 8 ohms at 0.1% or less THD without global feedback"? I might add, "with slew rate greater than 100 V/μS."

Norman E. Thagard, M.D., a NASA astronaut, has been selected as the prime crew member for a three-month flight on the Russian space station Mir in 1995. Dr. Thagard served as payload commander for STS-42 aboard the space shuttle Discovery during its 122-orbit flight in January 1992. With the completion of that mission, his fourth, he had logged over 604 hours in space. He has been awarded 11 air medals, including the Navy Commendation with Combat "V" and the Marine Corps "E" award, both while a fighter pilot in the Marine Corps. In addition to his M.D. degree, Dr. Thagard holds bachelor and master of science degrees in engineering science from Florida State University. In his spare time, he enjoys electronic design and has published several articles, including an amp design done with Nelson Pass in Audio Amateur's 4/92 issue.—Gene Pitts
Let me hasten to mention that I did not pick the topology and then proceed with a design. This project began with a list of design goals, and the topology was chosen as the only straightforward way to meet all of those goals. The goals were: (1) 100-watt pure Class-A operation into an 8-ohm load; (2) THD less than or equal to 0.1% at rated output; (3) low susceptibility to TIM; (4) immunity from load-induced instabilities, and (5) response down to d.c. These goals dictated most of the subsequent design decisions. Invariably, some choices were mandated by such mundane considerations as availability of parts. You might be surprised to learn that not every design choice is critical and absolute, so the designer can be somewhat arbitrary at times. It suffices to say that the resultant design met all five design goals. Since I hope this article can serve as a tutorial for those interested in modern power amplifier design, the whys and wherefores of this particular unit will be explained in some detail.

The requirement for 100-watt pure Class-A operation demands a hefty paralleled output stage with consequent high current demands from the driver stage if the more conventional, bipolar output transistors are used. Unfortunately, a Class-A driver is, in many respects, the most difficult part of the design. An obvious way to gain stability into reactive loads is to avoid global feedback. But this results in increased distortion, which makes goal 2 harder to attain. I found that an output using medium-power MOS-FETs in common source, together with rugged bipolar power transistors in common base, in a "bi-MOS cascode" was an excellent way to simultaneously meet the first four design goals. Because the driver for such an output sees only the high impedance of MOS-FET gates, it is then fairly easy to develop a Class-A driver capable of slewing an output stage that idles at 2.5 amperes.

The fifth goal, d.c. operation, gave me fits. Those familiar with the thermal drift problems in d.c. amplifiers will appreciate this aspect of the design. I own a Crown DC300 and marvel at its d.c. performance. It uses a bipolar differential input stage operated at a fraction of 1 mA and consequently requires several current-gain stages. Similarly, to achieve acceptably low d.c. drift, I had to operate bipolar input devices at such low bias currents that an extra gain stage was required. Since I am convinced that fewer is often better, I finally abandoned bipolars in favor of J-FETs at the input. No special thermal compensation is employed; nonetheless, drift and offset are quite acceptable for an amplifier intended to reproduce sound.
Building an amplifier with low TIM moves one in the direction of broad open-loop bandwidth and low to moderate levels of global feedback [1]. Lowering global feedback increases THD, which is undesirable. Cascoding both increases bandwidth by lowering the Miller capacitance and lowers distortion by incorporating common-base operation [2]. Therefore, all stages are cascaded.

I owe a large debt of gratitude to Nelson Pass, a highly regarded designer of high-end audio equipment (and my co-author on another design article). He provided both specific critiques and recommendations for improvement of this design and some sage philosophical advice. One such piece of advice concerned parts count and the use of five devices when one would do. (A cascode has a significantly higher parts count than its non-cascoded brethren, but I did not think that I could reasonably meet design goals otherwise. The objective results of wide bandwidth and low distortion found here are undeniable.)

**Circuit Description**

Let us begin at the beginning, which is to say, at the input of the amplifier. (See schematic, Fig. 1.) The optional input capacitor, C1, is used to block d.c. The amp is essentially a gain-of-20 voltage amplifier right down to d.c. If your preamp has any d.c. offset at its output, then 20 times the offset voltage will be presented to your speaker. Unless you are sure that your preamp has negligible offset, use capacitor C1; otherwise, simply use a wire shunt across the p.c. board where C1 would normally be placed. On the pattern provided, capacitors of various sizes can be accommodated. Use a good-quality film cap here; the prototype used a polypropylene part. With a value of 3 µF, low-frequency cutoff was less than 2 Hz when driven by a 600-ohm source.

The signal source’s output impedance combines with resistors R1 and R2 and capacitor C2 to form a low-pass input filter with a cutoff of a couple hundred kilohertz. Historically, I believe such input filters were for r.f.i. protection. This amp has outstanding high-frequency response, so such a filter is well advised.

Resistor R2 sets the input impedance to approximately 50 kilohms. I typically choose this value because it is high enough to preclude loading preamps with even a high output impedance while low enough to minimize stray coupling into excessively high input impedances. I have seen this latter problem occur in digital applications with FET inputs.

The input stage itself is a dual-differential "bi-FET" cascode using roughly complementary p- and n-channel J-FETs in common source with complementary PNP and NPN bipolar in common base. All transistors in this stage are matched dual devices in order to minimize offset and drift. The 2N5912s used for transistor Q1 may be difficult to obtain these days. Two units were constructed using closely matched 2N4391s. These n-channel single J-FETs are widely available and are inexpensive. RCA (in its SK series) as well as other manufacturers of replacement devices offer dual n-channel J-FETs. However, J-FETs with an Ids, greater than 2 mA are required, so check the specs before using a particular transistor. The units using a pair of single J-FETs worked fine.

The first stage’s d.c. bias is set to 1 mA by adjusting the monolithic constant-current source, IC1, to 2 mA. Integrated circuit IC1 offers programmable cur-
On the Test Bench

Measurements of the amplifier, taken by Nelson Pass at Pass Laboratories, of frequency response (Figs. B1 and B2), THD + N vs. frequency (Fig. B3), and THD + N vs. output (Fig. B4).

An alternate version of the amp, without meters and using commercial heat-sinks, built by a friend of the author.

Drifts in earlier stages tend to cancel out advantages for thermal stability, since (not cascoding) differential stages has dual-differential arrangement. Cascading pleased to the second stage, which is also a clue that something is wrong. If the offset could not be nulled with P1, it would evidently causing large offsets is lessened. If the offset is not small so that the chance of inadvertently causing large offsets is lessened. If the offset could not be nulled with P1, it would be a clue that something is wrong.

The first stage’s output is directly coupled to the second stage, which is also a dual-differential arrangement. Cascading (not cascoding) differential stages has advantages for thermal stability, since drifts in earlier stages tend to cancel out [4]. The disadvantage is an increased parts count, but this d.c. stability is important enough to justify the complexity in a largely no-compromise effort.

The second stage is d.c. biased by a nice scheme: The 2 mA generated in the first stage by IC1 is run through diodes D2 and D3 to create a 0.7-V reference for the constant-current-configured transistors Q7b and Q8b. Resistors R13 and R14 are 43 ohms, so the current sources generate 16 mA (0.7 divided by 43), or 8 mA through each leg of the differential pair. Since Q7 and Q8 are dual devices, they should perform well as constant current sources.

The common-emitter transistors, Q9 and Q10, of the second-stage cascode are again matched duals to lower drift. However, that consideration is not as important in this stage, and the common-base devices, Q11 through Q14, are not duals. Indeed, I could find no dual devices with the voltage and power ratings required in this applica-

tion.) Transistors Q11 through Q14 perform a d.c. level shift from the 20-V input rails to the 55-V driver rails and therefore have almost 70 V across them.

I realize that some may wonder about the use of separate power rails for input and driver stages. There are, however, advantages which justify this. Operating the input at 55 V would increase the thermal dissipation of that stage, which would degrade d.c. performance. Audio performance can be impaired by signal coupling through the power supply; the separate supply helps with this potential problem.

Finally, the 20-V rail is derived from the already regulated 55-V rail via a second voltage regulator, thereby providing the most critical stage with doubly regulated power supplies.

The second stage is again directly coupled to the following one—in this case, the driver. Since the driver supplies most of the voltage gain found in the amp and a fair amount of current gain as well, it is, in many respects, the toughest stage to realize. This stage is, in effect, the output stage of a low-power amplifier in its own right. Because the output uses MOS-FETs in common-source configuration, the driver is spared the necessity of providing several hundred milliamperes, as would be the case if the output comprised bipolar transistors. As has been acknowledged, the gate of a MOS-FET represents essentially a capacitive load. Therefore, drive current needs only to be high enough to charge and discharge that gate capacitance rapidly enough to achieve acceptable output slew rates. Suffice it to say that biasing the driver at about 60 mA gives enough capability to handle the 2-nF load that the output MOS-FETs present to it. The 100-V/μS slew rate is testimony to this!

The drive stage’s bias is determined by the voltage across R22 and R24, which is, in turn, set by the 8-mA bias current from the second stage. Thus, $V_{bias} = 2.66 \text{ V}$ (0.008 times 332), and R21 and R23 see this 2.66 V less the base-to-emitter voltage of Q17 and Q18 (0.7 V), for a net of 1.96 V. Resistors R21 and R23 are 30.1 ohms; 1.96 divided by this figure yields 65 mA. However, 8 mA of this 65 mA is furnished by the second stage bias, so that driver-stage bias is 57 mA (65 minus 8). Excellent power bandwidth is achieved with this bias level.
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Zener diodes Z1 and Z2 provide cascode bias for the driver stage. Capacitors C5 and C6 help reduce the noise inherent in zener operation.

The ferrite beads, FB1 through FB4, are essentially small, lossy inductors. Their use nicely tamed some high-frequency oscillations which were present. Such oscillations are not unusual in extended bandwidth designs but would be unacceptable if unsuppressed. A major advantage of the beads is that they can obviate the need for bandwidth-robining capacitors; a potential disadvantage is that their saturation can produce distortion. Current levels through these beads are too small to cause a problem here.

The voltage gain of the driver cascode was 1,600. This was so high that compensating the closed-loop front-end and still having any bandwidth remaining was a problem. In keeping with the theme of only low to moderate levels of open-loop gain, R25 and R26 were added to provide local feedback. With their addition, the driver stage’s gain then becomes roughly 100 (the value of R25 divided by the value of R22 or, similarly, R26 divided by R24). With the reduction in gain realized with local feedback, the small capacitors C3 and C4 were all that were required to compensate the closed-loop front-end. With the 47-pF caps used, open-loop bandwidth was well in excess of 20 kHz, the design goal set to preclude TIM. Open-loop voltage gain was about 56 dB, a good level.

Further installments of this article will cover the power supply, the output stage, construction methods, and the amp’s operation. A complete Parts List and references will be provided.
Bloodier blood, scarier scr
other benefits of USSB

USSB digital entertainment is breakthrough, state-of-the-art transmission of television programs in the form of digital information. The result is a sparkling, super clear picture comparable to laserdisc quality. Plus sound that's unsurpassed even by digital CDs. The effect is startling. Action scenes become more exciting, love scenes more romantic, and the landscapes will take your breath away.

It is quite simply the sharpest, most brilliant picture and clearest sound ever broadcast.

IT COMES TO YOU FROM OUTER SPACE.
What makes it possible is the remarkable new technology from RCA called the Digital Satellite System. Because it uses the largest, most powerful communications satellite ever launched, it broadcasts up to 150 channels of perfect digital signals that can be picked up by a tiny 18" satellite dish.

THE BIGGEST HITS ON THE SMALLEST DISH.™
Once you own this remarkable new home entertainment system, USSB will bring you America's Favorite Networks™ in a way you've never experienced. You'll get Showtime and HBO with the best films from Hollywood and diverse,
earns, sweater palms and digital entertainment.

exclusive original programming including comedy, movies, documentaries, family series and sports specials. Plus classic and contemporary films on Cinemax. Movies from the 60's, 70's and 80's on FLIX, and non-stop movies on The Movie Channel. You’ll also get great music videos on MTV and VH-1, unique comedy on Comedy Central, great children's programs on Nickelodeon, and classic television on Nick at Nite. As well as quality women's programs on Lifetime and the 24-hour-a-day fast-paced All News Channel. Plus our pledge to provide you with the very highest level of customer service and support...24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

MULTICHANNEL MAGIC. With USSB, you get five distinct channels of HBO, three channels of Showtime, two versions of The Movie Channel, three channels of Cinemax, as well as FLIX. Fourteen distinct premium channel choices every time you sit down to watch TV. It’s a movie-lover's paradise.

ONE MONTH FREE! To introduce this dazzling new dimension of television pleasure, we’re offering everyone who purchases an RCA Digital Satellite System—ONE FREE MONTH of all our great channels. Experience the power of USSB digital entertainment on the new RCA Digital Satellite System. Visit your RCA dealer or satellite TV retailer today, or call 1-800-BETTER TV for more information.
EQUIPMENT PROFILE

SOUNDWAVE
POINT SOURCE 3.0
SPEAKER

Vero Research manufactures loudspeakers for the home market and studio monitors for recording studios under the brand name Soundwave, and has been in business since 1987. The company’s founder, James Gala (now its technical director), conceived and now holds a patent on a unique series of loudspeakers whose cabinets are "V"-shaped, with the point (apex) of the "V" facing the listener.

The Point Source 3.0 closely follows this style by mounting two 8-inch woofer/midrange drivers on either side of the narrow "V," with one mounted higher than the other to prevent interference between the magnets. A small, forward-facing tweeter is mounted at the point of the "V," vertically centered between the larger drivers. An additional tweeter is mounted on the top of the cabinet, facing upward. The Point Source 3.0 is second from the top of a series of four systems which range in price from $1,490 per pair, for the smaller three-driver Point Source 1.0, to $3,490 per pair for the largest Point Source 4.0 six-driver system.

Why mount the drivers in the "V" configuration? According to Gala, this mounting arrangement packs the drivers in the closest possible space, and thus provides a coincident and coherent point source that provides optimum, even coverage in the front hemisphere of the system. The included angle of the "V" is a narrow 64°, which means that the effective width of the two bass/midrange drivers is only slightly wider than one unit. Gala describes this arrangement as a new variation of the D'Appolito configuration (a vertical array formed by a tweeter flanked by two larger drivers), which provides symmetrical, even vertical coverage. A conventional D'Appolito configuration using 8-inch drivers might, however, have too little vertical coverage; Gala's variation avoids this problem coverage because the two larger drivers are effectively mounted closer together vertically.

Gala states that the "V" design offers improvements in stereo imaging and tonal accuracy by reducing high-frequency beaming and by minimizing reradiated sound from adjacent cabinet surfaces. Any reradiation that does occur is directed off to the side and away from the listener, and thus is less audible.

Gala further states that the "V" design allows the enclosure and drivers to approximate a true point source, yet also allows the cabinet to be large enough to house drivers of sufficient acoustic output to reproduce music at live performance levels.

The Point Source systems were designed to provide even coverage in the full front hemisphere (180°), and not just in a narrow angle directed toward the listener. This is a direct result of the extreme narrowness of the front of the "V"-shaped enclosure. An additional tweeter is used, to improve power response at high frequencies. To minimize rear-wall bounce, this tweeter is top-mounted and aimed straight up at the ceiling. According to Gala, the top tweeter improves high-frequency coverage, especially for listeners who are standing close to the system.

In summary, Gala says that his goal with the Point Source systems is to "have
the seamless sound of the highest quality two-way designs, the acoustic output and power handling of three-way designs, and a radiation pattern superior to both."

The enclosure of the Point Source 3.0 is completely filled with acoustic foam and has a rear-mounted circular port. This speaker can be converted back and forth from a closed-box to a damped vented-box system, by removing or inserting a supplied rubber plug. The cabinet of the Point Source is well braced, while the unique shape minimizes internal standing waves. All panels are ¾-inch medium-density fiberboard. Construction is excellent, and tolerances are tight. Except for the top, the whole cabinet is covered with black grille cloth. The grille cloth can be easily rolled down the outside of the cabinet in order to reveal the drivers; this is done by removing the top plate (which is attached by pegs and plastic hook-and-loop fasteners), unloosening a draw string, and then pulling down the cloth. Both spikes and rubber feet are provided for attachment to the bottom of the cabinet.

The 8-inch bass/midrange drivers of the Point Source have an extremely overhung voice-coil, 21 mm (0.83 inch) long, for large excursion. The small-diameter front tweeter has a vented high-energy neodymium magnet with a composite fabric dome. The vent leads to a sealed felt-filled air chamber that lowers the fundamental resonance of the tweeter to below its operating range. The top tweeter is of similar design but uses a ferrite magnet.

The crossover is a simple, straightforward design and includes a first-order low-pass filter with impedance compensation for the woofer, and a second-order high-pass on the tweeters. A three-position, heavy-duty rotary switch on the rear panel provides ±1.5 dB of tweeter-level adjustment. The top tweeter is driven through a series resistor to slightly attenuate its level. The crossover contains nine components (five resistors, two inductors, and two capacitors). The parts are mounted on a heavy p.c. board attached to the rear input connection panel. High-quality Solen capacitors are used, as are air-core inductors. The heavy-gauge connecting wire is attached to the p.c. board with an industrial-grade, automotive-style multi-pin connector. The system can be bi-wired and includes two large double-banana gold-plated connectors, with straps, on the rear panel.

Measurements

The anechoic frequency responses of the Point Source 3.0, with the port open and closed, are shown in Fig. 1. Measurements were taken at a distance of 2 meters on the front tweeter's axis, with an input of 5.66 V rms. The curves are referenced back to 1 meter and are 10th-octave smoothed. The response shelves...
downward above about 1 kHz, with the level dropping about 4 to 5 dB. Individually considered, the responses above and below 1 kHz are each quite flat and well behaved. Even with the shelving, the overall curve fits a fairly tight, 7-dB window (approximately ±3.5 dB referenced to 1 kHz), with a quite respectable bandwidth of 45 Hz to 20 kHz.

With the port open, the response exhibits a slight increase in output, averaging about 0.75 dB, over a broad range from 32 to 180 Hz. The grille cloth did not affect the response much at all, causing only slight, ±1 dB variations in narrow frequency ranges. All further tests were done with the grille installed. Averaged over the range from 250 Hz to 4 kHz, the sensitivity of the Point Source 3.0 measured 87.0 dB, about 3 dB below Vero's 90-dB rating. Above 1 kHz, sensitivity was even lower, averaging about 84.5 dB. The right and left units were matched within a close ±0.8 dB. The three-position sensitivity switch caused about a ±1.5 dB change above 3 kHz (response not shown).

Figure 3 shows the axial energy/time response. The test parameters accentuate the response from 1 to 10 kHz, which includes the crossover region. The main arrival, at 3 ms, is quite compact but is followed by several relatively high-level narrow peaks, only 13 to 18 dB down, which extend out to about 1.5 ms behind the main peak.

Figure 4 shows the horizontal "3-D" off-axis responses; the bold curve at the rear of the graph is the on-axis response. Because the on-axis response ripples mostly carry over into the off-axis curves, the horizontal coverage is quite good. However, some narrowing of coverage is evident in the range from 1.25 to 2 kHz (not clearly shown in the graph), due to the laterally separated bass/midrange drivers. This narrowing causes an 8-dB dip, two-thirds of an octave wide, in the response at 40° off the horizontal axis. In the primary listening window, ±20° of the axis, the narrowing is not significant.

The vertical "3-D" off-axis curves of the Point Source 3.0 are shown in Fig. 5. The bold curve in the center of the graph (front to rear) is on-axis response. Clearly seen in the set of curves is the elevated response below 1 kHz, which carries over to all the off-axis curves in the form of interference dips. In the primary vertical listening window, ±20° of the axis, the response is quite uniform. The output of the top-mounted tweeter is clearly shown in the elevated high-frequency response, which rolls off from on-axis to 45° above axis but begins rising again as the angle shifts toward +90°.

In general, although the horizontal and vertical off-axis responses of the Point Source 3.0 in the primary listening window are very uniform, responses farther off axis in both planes exhibit significant dips between 1 and 2 kHz. This indicates that the power response is attenuated in this range.

Figure 6 shows the impedance, from 5 Hz to 20 kHz, with the port open and
In 1980, Diamond Vision® made its stunning debut at America's ballparks. Today, Diamond Vision is the industry standard in bright, well-defined large-scale video.

Now large-scale Diamond Vision technology has found its way into your home. Mitsubishi's new 40-inch TV is a one-of-a-kind video tour de force, available only from your Mitsubishi dealer. No other company offers consumers a bright, sharp picture tube this big.

For the location of an Authorized Mitsubishi dealer in your area, call: 1-800-937-0000, ext. 330.
about 10 feet, cable of 16 gauge or larger should be used.

Figure 7 shows the complex impedance of the Point Source 3.0, from 5 Hz to 30 kHz, with the port closed. Most activity takes place at the closed-box resonance of 60 Hz in the bass range, and at the 1-kHz impedance peak just below crossover. The impedance phase (not shown) reached a maximum angle of +31° (inductive) at 45 Hz and a minimum of −36° (capacitive) at 1.6 kHz. A single Point Source 3.0 per channel will be no problem for any amplifier.

A high-level sine-wave sweep revealed a quite rigid cabinet with no significant vibrations. The 8-inch woofers have a healthy maximum travel capability of about 0.65 inch, peak to peak. Higher excursions generated only high third-harmonic distortion but with no bad sounds. No dynamic offset was evident at any input level or frequency.

With the port open, the excursion of the woofers was reduced somewhat over a broad range, 20 to 70 Hz. No definite null was evident. The maximum excursion reduction from opening the port was about 15% at 40 Hz. When open, the port generated significant wind noises at high input power levels, from air turbulence.

Removing the rear connection panel revealed that the bottom fourth of the cabinet is dead air space. A full partition exists about 12 inches above the bottom.

The 3-meter room response of the Point Source 3.0, with both raw and sixth-octave smoothed data, is shown in Fig. 8. The speaker was in the right-hand stereo position, aimed at the listening position, with the test microphone placed at ear height (36 inches) at the listener’s position on the sofa. The system was driven with a swept sine-wave signal of 2.83 V rms, corresponding to 1.6 watts into the rated 5-ohm load. The direct sound and 13 mS of the room’s reverberation are included.

Overall, the averaged curve does not exhibit any large deviations in response over the whole measured range. Notably absent are any major dips in the floor-bounce region, from 200 to 700 Hz. Above 1 kHz, the overall curve exhibits a downward tilt of about 4.5 dB per decade, or about 1.3 dB per octave. The whole curve fits within a fairly tight, 10-dB window.

Figure 9 shows the E₁ (41.2-Hz) bass harmonic distortion spectrum of the Point Source with input power ranging from 0.1 to 100 watts (22.4 V rms into the rated 5-ohm load). The second harmonic reaches only 3.8%, while the third reaches a moderate 11.8% at full power. Higher harmonics are 1.1% and lower. With a 100-watt input, the system reached a quite usable 98 dB SPL at 1 meter, at 41.2 Hz.

The A₂ (110-Hz) and A₄ (440-Hz) harmonic distortion data is not shown because it reached only low values of 1.1% second harmonic at 110 Hz, and 0.6% second at 440 Hz, at full power. Higher harmonics, at both frequencies, were below the noise floor of my analyzer. The Point Source 3.0 sounded quite clean at all three test frequencies at full power. It could actually handle 30 V rms at 20 Hz and above (20 V rms at 16 Hz) in the woofers’ range, with the port open or closed, without making any bad sounds or being harmed! This is the second highest bass and sub-bass power handling that I have measured on any system.

Figure 10 displays the IM created by tones of 440 Hz (A₂) and 41.2 Hz (E₁) of equal power, covering the range from 0.1 to 100 watts. The IM distortion reaches only a moderate 9.1% at 100 watts. This is a relatively low measurement for a two-way system.

The short-term peak power input and output capabilities, as a function of frequency (measured using a 6.5-cycle, third-octave bandwidth tone burst), are shown in Fig. 11. The peak input power was calculated by assuming that the measured
FINALLY, REVENGE FOR EVERYTHING IN LIFE BEING ONE BIG COMPROMISE.

When we introduced the C.E.C. TL 1, a funny thing happened. Critics—by and large known for their skepticism—went bonkers. Stereophile said, "The C.E.C. is unquestionably a remarkable transport. Its smoothness, ease and liquidity set a new standard in digital playback." It even continues to earn their rare Class A Recommendation again and again. The TL 1 was the first, and only, CD transport to take advantage of the stability and smoothness of belt drive. The results, not surprisingly, are remarkably similar to experiencing the best vinyl recordings on the finest belt-drive analog turntables. With a depth and richness never before heard from compact discs.

And now, the TL 1 has company. Introducing the TL 0 and the TL 2. The TL 0 is to the audio world as Michelangelo's David is to the world of art. With a price tag of $17,500, it should be. On the other hand, the TL 2 is the less expensive alternative designed to open up the wonders of CD belt drive to almost anyone. But whichever model you choose, rest easy. You can be assured that you'll never, ever feel like you could have done better. C.E.C. Available only at the finest audio dealers.
peak voltage was applied across the speaker's rated 5-ohm impedance.

The peak power handling starts out at a very strong 116 watts at 20 Hz, rises quickly to 1.5 kW at 100 Hz, and reaches a plateau of 10 kW (±223 V, peak, into the 5-ohm load) above 300 Hz! (Wow! Another 10,000-watt system! The Soundwave essentially ties the other all-time winner of the peak-power sweepstakes, the PSB Stratus Gold system reviewed in the November 1991 issue.) No problems were evident at any frequency.

With room gain, the maximum peak output SPL of the system starts at a very strong 99 dB at 20 Hz, and rises rapidly into the range from 120 to 130 dB above about 100 Hz. With an amplifier having sufficient peak-power capability, the Point Source will have no problems re-creating the peak SPLs of live instruments in a typical listening room. In the bass range, 110 dB is attained at 40 Hz and 120 dB is reached at 75 Hz. This places the Point Source in the top third of all the systems I have tested for peak bass output capability.

Use and Listening Tests

The Point Source 3.0s have a very distinctive, angular look. When set up for listening, the narrow, pointed front baffle is like a large arrowhead pointed straight in your direction. There is no doubt where you need to sit—that is, until you turn the speakers on and do some listening, either seated or while walking around, and discover that the coverage is quite broad both vertically and horizontally. The Soundwaves still sound good even if you walk between and around them; there is no loss of highs. The top-mounted tweeter really pays off here. This tweeter also adds a certain amount of sheen and airiness to high frequencies, especially percussion such as hi-hat cymbals, even when you listen sitting down and on axis.

Listening equipment included my usual Onkyo and Rotel CD players, Krell KRC preamp and KSA250 power amp, Straight Wire Maestro cabling, and the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers. Listening was primarily done with normal, not bi-wired, connections. All listening was done with the grille cloth on.

Vero Research suggests that the Point Source systems be placed 0.5 meter or more from the rear wall and at least 1 meter from the side walls of the listening room. I placed the systems in my customary locations, which spaced them about 8 feet apart and well away from the side and rear walls. Listening was done from my couch, 10 feet away. The systems were canted in so that I was on axis when seated in the center of the couch.

The instruction manual for the Point Source 3.0 is quite brief, a single 8½ x 11-inch page, folded. Areas covered include electrical connections, loudspeaker placement, use and listening, care and cleaning, and service.

First listening was done with the sampler tracks on The Sheffield /XLO Test & Burn-in CD (Sheffield Lab 10041-2-T). The Point Sources acquitted themselves very well, particularly in the previously mentioned high-frequency area, but also in bass, where the reproduction of the kick drum on the sampler’s Michael Ruff and Pat Coil pop tracks was quite clean, dynamic, and satisfying.

The Point Sources were essentially equal in sensitivity to my reference B & W systems. The tonal balance was different, however, with the Soundwaves tinted down somewhat in treble and up a bit in bass. Their subterranean bass response was not the equal of the B & Ws’, but the rest of the bass was very close in dynamics, cleanliness, and loudness capability. Played at high levels on pop material, such as Genesis’ We Can’t Dance (Atlantic 7 82344-2), and cleanly recorded country, such as Joe Diffie’s Third Rock from the Sun (Epic EK 64357), the Point Source loudspeakers were very involving and dynamic. They produced impressive levels of tight, danceable low end.

The low-end capability and bass power handling of the Point Source 3.0s were up there with the best of the systems I have listened to. Very demanding material, such as the bass drum on Winds of War and Peace (Wilson Audio WCD-8823) and the pedal notes on Jean Guillou’s organ version of Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian Recordings DOR-90117), were handled very cleanly and without a whimper at quite high playback levels. As I said, the very low bass output did not equal that of the B & Ws, but the Point Sources did produce very satisfying levels of clean bass.

With period, a cappella liturgical music on Psalmi et Cantica (Sony Vivarte SK 53 977), the Point Source 3.0 speakers exhibited a quite smooth vocal sound, with no exaggerated sibilance, coupled with excellent imaging and reproduction of hall reverberation.

On the pink-noise stand-up/sit-down test, the Point Source 3.0s did exhibit significant midrange tonal changes. Tonal changes were also evident when I moved back and forth in front of the speakers. The coverage was very broad, however, with no lack of highs, thanks to the top-mounted tweeter. The Soundwave’s spectral balance on pink noise was slightly depressed in highs and accentuated in lows, as compared to the B & W’s. Some tonality was also evident in the noise, which indicates a lack of smoothness. On third-octave band-limited pink noise, the 3.0s generated some 25-Hz low-bass output, somewhat more usable output at 31.5 Hz, and very good output at 40 Hz and above. Port wind noise was noticeable from 20 to 40 Hz.

On Prokofiev’s Piano Concertos Nos. 1, 3, and 5 (Sony Classical SK 52483), the Point Source 3.0s did very well reproducing the dynamics and attack of the piano while demonstrating very good soundstaging. They were somewhat more distant sounding than the B & Ws, however. Female classical vocals were reproduced quite cleanly and with clarity.

On balance, the Point Source 3.0’s favorable attributes—such as bass response, imaging, high-frequency coverage, and dynamics—far outweigh such unfavorable ones as a somewhat uneven vertical and horizontal coverage and slightly tilted-down response. At $2,490 per pair, the Point Source has some stiff competition. Do give these speakers serious consideration, however, particularly if you like their very distinctive, angular looks and many positive characteristics.

D. B. Keele, Jr.
Everyone Deserves a Sony...
Any Sony Product Makes the Perfect Holiday Gift!

...And Sony Has a Gift for You!
Special Gifts With Product Purchase!

SONY
IT'S YOUR PERSONAL GIFT GUIDE to consumer electronics. Your gateway to a world of spectacular innovations and special offers. In this holiday season, there's no more exciting gift than a Sony. From complete A/V home entertainment systems, to compact portable stereos, Sony does it all—and does it in style. You'll find a Sony that's perfect for everyone on your list. Including, of course, hints for gifts you'd like to get yourself!
You've seen big-screen A/V systems in movies—and maybe, in your dreams. Now, 'tis the season to experience it for yourself: a Sony audio/video entertainment system. Improve your image with an unsurpassed Trinitron® or Trinitron XBR® TV picture. Or discover the truly spectacular performance of a Videoscope® Big Screen TV—most with ultra slim cabinetry that takes up only about the same floor space as a standard 20" TV. Add a Sony Theater Sound System, for instant Surround Sound. Power up your movies with a Sony VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR. Add a superb Sony A/V Receiver, with Dolby Pro Logic decoding—then sit back. Relax. Enjoy the big show.
THIS YEAR, IT’S OUR TRINITRON® 25TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON — time to give a Sony TV your own personal tryout. In fact, Sony television has been named the TV of Choice of the NFL.

To celebrate, Sony dealers will be stirring up lots of excitement with all-star promotions. You can even receive a free book with your purchase of a Videoscope® Big Screen TV between October 31, 1994, and January 31, 1995: 75 Seasons, the big, handsome hardcover history of the NFL. It makes a great gift, for yourself or your favorite fan—and Sony-style picture and sound will also give you the next best thing to a stadium seat for all the big games.

Sony television
the whole world is watching
Over the busy holiday season, a little Trinitron TV can come in handy—in your kitchen, home office, anywhere at all. The KV-9PT40 delivers a bright 9" color picture in a white cabinet... with a matching white remote. Sony's V-series Trinitron TVs bring home more excitement with vivid detail, powerful sound, and sleek, compact styling—screen sizes ranging from 15"—32". For the ultimate in big-screen holiday entertainment, Sony Videoscope Big Screen TV delivers images so big, bright, and clear, they pull you right into the action. Our KP-53XBR35 53" Videoscope model has Pro-Optic™ system technology and Advanced Digital Picture-In-Picture—all in a compact cabinet you can custom-install.
SONY STYLE
IS YOUR STYLE.

Exciting. Ingenious. Out on the cutting edge of technology... and unsurpassed in performance. Sony high-fidelity products deliver today’s most exciting audio entertainment in all its glory—and with infinite variety, wherever and whenever you want it. From ultra-compact bookshelf stereos, to full rack systems, to individual components that deliver the ultimate in audio reproduction, Sony has it all—and brings it all home with remarkable ease.

SONY DEALER? CALL 1-800-342-5771

CDP-CX151
A hundred CDs at your fingertips? Pick a song, push a button, and it's yours—with fantastic, full-spectrum audio fidelity.

Your Sony CDP-CX151 100-Disc Changer loads a complete CD music collection for remote-control access. Custom File™ memory lets you program disc information for display, and Group Memory lets you group discs by category, mood, or listener. Our STR-D1015 A/V Receiver makes the perfect holiday companion: audiophile features like Parallel Push-Pull discrete-amplifier design, Dolby Pro Logic® Surround Sound for spectacular movie soundtracks, and a Programmable Remote Commander™ unit that makes total A/V system control a snap.
For video hits (both home and Hollywood), Sony 8mm video is an unbeatable system. Home videos are easy to shoot, edit, and play back on any TV. For Hollywood hits, you've got hundreds of titles to choose from. And to start your collection, Sony gives you three free 8mm movies when you buy a Sony CCD-SC5 or CCD-FX730V Handycam® camcorder, any Sony 8mm VCR, or any Sony Video Walkman® VCR/TV between October 1 and December 31, 1994. Don't miss the year's best triple feature!
The holidays slip by quickly—so capture your memories with a Sony Handycam® camcorder. Grab a compact TR-Series model, like the CCD-TR700 with Hi8® high-resolution picture quality and hi-fi stereo sound—plus SteadyShot™ stabilization, which minimizes picture shake without degrading the image. Or go for an FX-Series model like our new CCD-FX730V, with flip-out 3" color LCD screen and built-in speaker—so the whole family can enjoy instant playback anywhere.
SONY AV LASER® MULTI DISC PLAYER® COMPONENTS are the perfect medium for serious video collectors. And for long-lasting playback of kids' programs, and music videos you'll watch over and over again. Models like the MDP-500 add a new dimension to all your entertainment with up to 425-line horizontal resolution, digital audio sound, and quick, random access. They also play audio CDs with spectacular fidelity! And, if you purchase any Sony AV Laser player before March 31, 1995, we'll start your library with two free Laserdisc selections: one music, one movie.

movies and music with added dimension

ASK YOUR SONY DEALER FOR DETAILS.
The magic is sound: room-filling stereo sound that makes movies you rent feel so much bigger than your TV screen. Magic no ordinary VCR can deliver. Only America's best-selling HiFi Stereo VCRs - like the Sony SLV-770HF HiFi Stereo VCR - will help you see and hear all you've been missing, and open your eyes to amazing new convenience. Auto Clock™ Set gives you a VCR clock that actually sets itself (where available through TV broadcast). The Sony Shuttle™ dial is a simple, fun way to operate VCR functions. VCR Plus™ makes timer recording easy—and our Cable Mouse™ system lets you change channels on your cable box with your VCR remote or programmable timer.
It's the ideal medium for in-car listening: Sony MiniDisc. You can load up to four discs in an in-dash MDX-100 MiniDisc changer—and never have to worry about rough roads, because Shock Resistant Memory keeps your music running smoothly.

While loading your car, check out the new Sony in-dash XR-C410 AM/FM Stereo Cassette Receiver/CD controller, CDX-5270 in-dash AM/FM Stereo CD Player, and EXM-302 125-watt MOSFET amplifier... then hit the road in Sony style!

SONY AUTOSOUND COMPONENTS are the moving equivalent of concert-hall fidelity—the state of the art in high-performance highway listening. And driving with MiniDisc is an unforgettable experience. In this holiday season, Sony is giving away MiniMoney: buy select Sony MiniDisc players before March 31, 1995, and you'll get MiniMoney coupons redeemable for up to $300 in free MiniDisc music! Check your dealer for details.
The message is clear: Sony telecommunications products have great features, sleek designs, and superior performance. It’s your call: SPP-2010 Cordless Phone with dual battery system, IT-ID500 Caller ID Display Phone, IT-W20 Wall Telephone, SPP-A5000 Cordless Telephone with built-in Answering Machine, or TAM-2000 Digital Answering Machine. Buy a Sony SPP-2000 or SPP-2010 Cordless Phone between October 1 and December 31, 1994, and you’ll receive a Sony Prepaid Phone Card—for up to 30 minutes of toll-free calling anywhere in the continental U.S.

Sony calling
PERSONAL, PORTABLE, POWERFUL... Looking for a perfect last-minute gift idea? Look to Sony, the name that changed the way the world listens to music. Choose our MZ-R2 portable MiniDisc Player/Recorder, D-828K Car Discman™ CD player, splash resistant D-421SP Sports Discman CD Player, or WM-SSXF44 stereo cassette/AM/FM tuner with Action Grip design—then select the lucky person on your list.
sound gift suggestions

Everybody likes music—especially when it's easy to carry. For portable component listening, choose the 1-piece Sony CFD-970 Sports CD/cassette/AM/FM stereo with Mega Bass® sound...or the affordable CFD-21 CD player with AM/FM stereo, in striking white design. And don’t forget another Sony innovation: comfortable hi-fi headphones. The MDR-IF410K infrared headphone system, for wireless listening...or the MDR-55, with eardrum-facing Auranomic driver and “shape memory” alloy headband.
Sony Style: over 600 more ingenious gift ideas. No company has introduced more high-technology electronic innovations than Sony. Now, there's a great way to keep up with all the latest, greatest Sony ideas in TV, video, hi-fi, telecommunications, and more: Sony Style magazine. It's a full-color guide to over 650 Sony products—plus in-depth information on technology, features, even how-to hints on setting up systems. It's yours for just $4.95, plus $1.50 shipping and handling. Our current issue features all the products you've seen here...and also advance information on upcoming Sony Pictures movies and Sony Music releases!

Order by mail

I want Sony Style magazine. Please send me the latest issue of Sony Style at $4.95, plus $1.50 shipping and handling per issue. (New Jersey residents add 6% sales tax).

To receive your Fall issue:

Please make check or money order payable to Hann & DePalmer and send to: Sony Style Magazine, P.O. Box 9500, Cranbury, NJ 08512-9929

Payment enclosed with this coupon.

Order by phone

1-800-848-SONY

Magazine(s) Total
Shipping and Handling
NJ residents add 6% sales tax
TOTAL

Sony Style is $4.95 per issue. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Offer expires 4/95.
Anyone who thought that the soaring yen would price the Japanese out of the consumer electronics market has another thing coming. When a company like Technics prices its top-of-the-line Dolby Pro Logic A/V receiver—the SA-GX770—at $499.95 (THX systems go for more), it’s clear that the Japanese have a way of coping with “endaka”—the rising yen of the 1990s—just as they cleared the “oil-shocku” hurdle in the 1970s.

With Japanese labor costs now exceeding those in the United States and much of Western Europe, the only way to build in Japan and stay competitive is to be vertically integrated and highly automated. Matsushita, Technics’ parent company, fills the bill in both respects, as was quite apparent on a press trip I made to their Osaka factory last spring. Compared to what I saw on a visit two years prior, Matsushita has speeded its automatic insertion equipment dramatically and redesigned the guts of its receivers to minimize the number of wiring harnesses so that even final assembly is performed by machines.

Fundamental in Technics’ drive for competitiveness, however, is the development of a new series of high-efficiency, two-channel, hybrid power modules that operate in what the company calls Class H+. As you’re probably aware, several companies have adopted Class-H output topologies to improve efficiency in the region where audio output stages typically operate when handling music, that is, when they’re delivering between 10% and 40% of rated output. Conventional Class-AB stages operate from fixed supply voltages and are most efficient when operating at maximum rating. At 10% of rated output, they’re only about 20% efficient; at 40% of rated output, they’re about 50% efficient and generate as much heat as useful power.

The idea behind Class H is to employ two sets of supply voltages (“rails”) and switch between them, depending on signal demands. When idling or delivering relatively low output levels, the low-voltage rails are used; as the signal level approaches the limits of the low-voltage supplies, the high-voltage rails take over. With adroitly chosen voltages, the improvement in efficiency can be dramatic, since the amplifier operates from the low-voltage source most of the time and, to the extent that the amplifier delivers power close to the maximum possible with those supplies, uses each of the supply voltages in an efficient manner.

The problem with Class H comes in the transitions between supply rails. If the switchover is abrupt, distortion can be introduced; if it’s slow, the system can’t track high-frequency signals. Technics claims to have overcome these problems by using “variable amplifier bias” and “frequency dependent control”—the distinguishing features of Class H+. “Variable bias” anticipates what the signal is likely to do and adjusts for it. As the signal approaches the limit of the low-voltage supplies, the high-voltage pair is brought into action and turned on more fully as the signal reaches and exceeds the low-voltage limits, in the expectation that the signal level will continue to rise. “Frequency dependent control” keeps the rails at the higher voltage for a short period of time after the signal drops so that, if high frequencies are present, each cycle is not handled independently; instead, the switchover tracks the signal “envelope.”

Technics has developed a series of hybrid power modules based on this concept. Each handles two channels and contains four output transistors (two per channel), a pair of Class H+ control transistors that govern the supply rails for both channels simultaneously, a protection IC, a driver IC, and assorted other components to make up two complete output stages. The hybrid modules are assembled and tested by automated equipment so that when they reach the final production line, they’re sure to work.

The SA-GX770 uses two of the most potent Technics hybrids, and, as A/V receivers go, it certainly doesn’t lack for power. In stereo, it carries an FTC rating of 125 watts.
per channel into 8-ohm loads (0.05% THD from 20 Hz to 20 kHz); in five-channel operation with 8-ohm loads all around, Technics claims 100 watts into each of the three front speakers and 100 watts shared between the rear pair. True, the output in the multichannel mode isn’t specified in FTC parlance—distortion is specified only at 1 kHz (0.8%)—but that’s not unusual among A/V receivers. Thanks to the Class H+ topology, the SA-GX770 is a lot more efficient than previous Technics receivers when handling music. Technics estimates that the SA-GX770 dissipates about 102 watts of heat in normal operation, compared with 197 watts for a previous model.

SPECS

AMP SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating, Stereo Mode</td>
<td>125 watts/channel at 0.05% THD, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, both channels driven, 8-ohm loads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating, Five-Channel Mode</td>
<td>80 watts/channel at 0.8% THD at 1 kHz, 8-Ohm Loads: Front, 100 watts x 2; center, 100 watts; rear, 100 watts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Frequency Damping Factor</td>
<td>30 (8 ohms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Headroom</td>
<td>2 dB (8 ohms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMPTE IM</td>
<td>0.3% (8 ohms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>Phono, RIAA standard curve: ±0.8 dB; line, 7 Hz to 70 kHz, ±3 dB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Sensitivity/Impedance (IHF)</td>
<td>Phono, 0.4 mV/74 kilohms; line, 27 mV/22 kilohms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N, A-Weighted (IHF, re: 1 Watt)</td>
<td>Phono, 70 dB; line, 75 dB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone-Control Range</td>
<td>Bass, ±10 dB at 50 Hz; treble, ±10 dB at 20 kHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness Contour</td>
<td>+9 dB at 50 Hz (volume at −30 dB).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AM TUNER SECTION

Sensitivity, External Antenna: 20 µV, 330 µV/m.
Alternate-Channel Selectivity: 55 dB.
Image Rejection: 40 dB.
I.F. Rejection: 60 dB.

VIDEO SECTION

Output Voltage: 1.0 V, ± 0.1 V, peak to peak.
Maximum Input Voltage: 1.5 V, peak to peak.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power Consumption: 300 watts (385 VA).
Power Supply: 120 V a.c., 60 Hz.
Dimensions: 17 in. W x 6¼ in. H x 13¾ in. D (43 cm x 15.8 cm x 35.2 cm).
Weight: 22.2 lbs. (10.1 kg).
Price: $499.95.

Company Address: One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
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We do not invent sound.
We invent the **machine** that delivers it.
We can not improve **sound**. Which is why we choose to simply **recreate** it.

AR

**The way life sounds.**

The new AR 303, 302, 338, 228, 208v & 218v loudspeakers. 1-800-969-AR4U.

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
for "Tuning," "Tuning Mode," and "Direct Tuning" on the left. "Tuning Mode" cycles through three possibilities: "Auto," which seeks the next available station; "Manual," which permits you to tune stations with the "Tuning" knob, and "Lock," which locks in the current station. "Direct Tuning" permits you to enter a specific station frequency with the 10 numeric pads under the main display. These also serve to recall any of the 30 station presets. You can load presets manually or automatically. In the latter case, the first 20 slots are assigned to the FM band and the last 10 to the AM band. Auto presetting is accomplished by pressing the "Memory" key at the far right of the numeric pads; manual presetting is accomplished by tuning to the desired station and then pressing "Memory" and selecting the desired preset number.

The remaining controls are sandwiched between the numeric pads and the source selectors. On the far left, "Band" chooses the reception band, and "FM Mode" toggles between stereo and mono reception. On the far right is a "Muting/Loudness" key. A momentary press mutes or unmutes the receiver; pressed and held, the loudness toggles on and off. In the middle are the surround controls. The first pair from the left, "Surround" and "3 Stereo," activate the Dolby Pro Logic decoder in either full Dolby Pro Logic surround or in a three-channel mode that doesn’t use rear speakers. A second tap toggles the system off. "Test," "Center Level," and "Rear Level" pads come next and are used to balance the system. "Center Mode" cycles between normal-, wide-, and phantom-center operation, and "Delay Time" adjusts rear-channel delay in 5-mS increments from 15 to 30 mS.

The SA-GX770 comes with a 56-key remote control that is compatible with Technics products manufactured since 1985. The remote is preprogrammed with the control codes needed to operate equipment from many other manufacturers.

Measurements

Technics' new hybrid power modules do a nice job. Although the SA-GX770 is rated at "only" 125 watts (21.0 dBW) per channel (8-ohm loads), I measured a clipping point of 170 watts (22.3 dBW) per channel with those loads and 215 watts (23.3 dBW) per channel when terminating with 4 ohms. As shown in Fig. 1, THD + N is safely under Technics’ 0.05% spec at rated power across the band. Only the 10-watt curves show an increase in distortion above 7 kHz that can be attributed to Class-H operation. However, as you can see, distortion just touches 0.04% at 20 kHz, so I consider it negligible. At full power, the anomaly disappears, presumably due to the "frequency dependent control" circuit.

Figure 2 displays THD + N as a function of power at three test frequencies. Figure 2B with 4-ohm termination. The 20-kHz curves show a hint of Class-H switching distortion in the region of 6 to 12 watts with 8-ohm loads and in the region of 10 to 20 watts with 4-ohm loads, but it’s just a hint. Class H can be much worse than this. The hybrid modules also do well on bursts. Dynamic power, using the IHF tone burst, clocked in at 230 watts per channel with 8-ohm terminations, for a dynamic headroom of 2.6 dB—well above spec. With 4-ohm loads, I measured 315 watts per channel from this “125-watt” receiver. Damping factor (140) was much better than Technics’ claim, and output impedance stayed relatively low across the audio band (rising from 55 milliohms at 1 kHz, to 75 milliohms at 5 kHz, 120 milliohms at 10 kHz, and 180 milliohms at 20 kHz).

The SA-GX770 proved more sensitive than spec. From the high-level inputs, it delivered 1 watt from an 18.3-mV source.
Ever wonder why McIntosh components retain more of their original value than any other brand?

In an industry inundated with countless brands fancy features and “Models of the Month,” one manufacturer’s equipment frequently sells for more used than when new. How can this be? Because, for more than 40 years, every McIntosh component and loudspeaker has been built to the highest standards of American craftsmanship and engineering.

If the concept of lasting value means more to you than fads and gimmicks, write today for a free full-line McIntosh catalog. You’ll discover why McIntosh components stand up to a test few others can pass. The test of time.
and needed only 0.32 mV (1 kHz) for equivalent output from the MM phono input. Sensitivities for rated output calculate to be 205 and 3.6 mV, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, frequency response is quite flat for an amplifier without a tone-defeat switch: +0.0, –0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 25 kHz (–3 dB at 70 kHz) from the CD input and +0.0, –0.6 dB from 25 Hz to 20 kHz from the phono.

Input impedances (34 kilohms for CD, 44 kilohms in parallel with 130 pF for MM phono) seemed fine. With standard volume setting, channel balance was perfect from the CD input. The A-weighted noise, although setting no new standard, was –76.2 dBW (CD input) and –71.5 dBW (MM phono), safely above Technics’ claims. When referenced to rated power, A-weighted S/N ratios become 97.2 and 92.5 dB, respectively.

Figure 4 depicts the tone-control range, the loudness contour, and the response of the internal subwoofer crossover. At 50 Hz, the bass provides a range of +10, –10.6 dB; at 10 kHz, the treble can boost 8.7 dB and cut 10.5 dB. Engaging the loudness circuit produces a 9.3-dB boost at 50 Hz. Subwoofer crossover occurs at 110 Hz (–3 dB), with a slope of 12 dB per octave.

Levels at the recording terminals measured 0.27 V from the MM phono input (5 mV at 1 kHz) and 0.51 V when using the FM tuner (100% modulation). From high-level inputs, the gain was close to unity: 0.475 V out for 0.5 V in. Output impedance at the recording jacks was a bit high, 3.6 kilohms. Keep the cable length reasonably short.

Crosstalk from the CD inputs is better than –50 dB from 30 Hz to 4.5 kHz and –45 dB out to 10 kHz (see Fig. 5). A third-octave spectrum analysis from that input (Fig. 6) is remarkably free of hum components.

The SA-GX770’s only weakness as far as amplifier performance is concerned lies with the rather low input-overload margins. Input clipping occurred with a 62-mV (1-kHz) signal at the MM phono terminals and with a 3.6-V CD input. Although the numbers are below those I’d like to see, I don’t expect you will encounter any problems in most listening situations. Most CD players output a maximum of 2 V, and I expect that only very high-output cartridges are likely to deliver more than 62 mV from a record.

As far as sensitivity goes, the FM tuner in my sample proved disappointing, so I obtained a second unit and made all FM measurements on it. As shown in Fig. 7, 50-dB quieting with mono modulation is attained with a 19.9-dBf input; equivalent quieting in stereo is reached at the 44.0-dBf level. The tuner comes within a whisker of meeting its rated mono S/N ratio (74.6 dB versus the 75-dB spec). In stereo, I measured an S/N of 67.0 dB at the 65-dBf reference level, but, with a stronger input applied, the S/N continues to improve and tops out at just a shade under the 70-dB spec.

In Fig. 8, tuner THD + N versus frequency, there is virtually no difference between the mono and stereo curves out to 600 Hz; distortion on both averages just under 0.5%. Above 600 Hz, stereo distortion rises (typical) and mono distortion decreases (atypical). At the 6-kHz benchmark, THD + N is 2.12% in stereo and 0.21% in mono.

Figure 9 shows AM and FM frequency response and FM separation. The FM response is excellent—+0.0, –0.6 dB from 26 Hz to 15 kHz—and separation is 30 dB or better from 130 Hz up. The AM response is typical: +0.2, –6 dB from 95 Hz to about 3 kHz.

Capture ratio measured a decent 1.4 dB at 45 dBf, and the tuner exhibited very
McIntosh THX® Components.

To call them "Home Theater" would be false advertising.

When McIntosh set out to design a Home Theater System, we had to answer to two masters: the stringent Dolby® and Lucasfilm® requirements as well as our own 44 year tradition of the most exacting standards for high fidelity music reproduction.

The resulting components startle everyone who hears them: Not only are movie soundtracks reproduced with unsurpassed precision and accuracy; the overall fidelity is among the best you will hear in any theatrical venue.

Equally surprising is that genuine, American-built McIntosh Home Theater Components cost the same or little more than run-of-the-mill systems. So you can enjoy realistic Home Theater and still afford a home.
good selectivity: 8.1 dB from the adjacent channel, 70.5 dB from the alternate channel. Image rejection was 51.7 dB, and AM rejection was 52.9 dB—both better than spec. The 19-kHz pilot was suppressed by 36.3 dB (the 38-kHz subcarrier by 61.9 dB) at the tape recording output.

With Dolby Pro Logic decoding, response is very good at all outputs. As shown in Fig. 10, front-channel response is essentially identical to that in stereo mode, while center-channel response (center-wide mode) is within +0, −0.5 dB from 62 Hz to 20 kHz (−3 dB at 28 Hz). In the center-normal mode, the low end is down 3 dB at 100 Hz, which is Dolby Labs’ recommendation. Rear-channel response is down 3 dB at 6.6 kHz (again in accordance with Dolby Standards) and at 35 Hz on the low end.

With 8-ohm loads and Dolby Pro Logic decoding, the front channels delivered 115 watts (20.6 dBW) a side at clipping; the center delivered 120 watts (20.8 dBW). Rear-channel clipping occurred at 60 watts a side (17.8 dBW); this makes sense, since the same output circuit drives both channels and is delivering 120 watts into the pair. The A-weighted noise measured −73.7 dBW in front, −74.0 dBW in the center, and −69.9 dBW in the rear. This yields signal-to-noise ratios (referenced to the clipping points) of 94.3, 94.8, and 87.7 dB, respectively.

Figure 11 is a plot of THD + N versus frequency at rated output with Pro Logic decoding. (The rear channels were measured at 50 watts each.) As Pro Logic systems go, the results are excellent—especially in the three front channels, which produced less than 0.1% THD from 38 Hz to 12 kHz. It’s normal for the rear-channel distortion to be greater than that in front, and the results I obtained on the SA-GX770 are fine in my book.

Pro Logic channel separation was adequate, close to or better than 30 dB between opposing channels. Separation between the left front and the rear was best (64.6 dB); separation between the right front and the center was worst (29.8 dB). On average, separation was on the order of 40 dB.

Use and Listening Tests

The Technics SA-GX770 is somewhat of an enigma. It’s easy to use, the ergonomics are good, and the “Help” feature may avoid unnecessary calls to the repair shop or reduce time spent looking for “obvious” problems. It sounds fine—I’d even say great, considering the price—and the Pro Logic operation is certainly adequate. I don’t know where else you can get this much power for the money—or power that’s so sensibly distributed among the channels.

Setting aside the relatively low input clipping points (which are unlikely to cause a problem under average conditions), the major fly in the ointment (as I see it) is the paucity of A/V inputs. In my book, two ain’t enough. Not for anyone seriously interested in home theater.

Anyone who wants to use the SA-GX770 for both music and home theater is likely to come up short. If you tie up the two line-level audio inputs with a CD player and tape deck, how do you feed a stereo TV broadcast to the decoder? If you use “VCR 2” to feed stereo from your TV into the receiver, you’re down to one VCR or a videodisc player, but not both. To use two VCRs or a VCR and a disc player, you’ll have to use the TV tuner in one of the VCRs for reception. That may be adequate for an entry-level product, and entry-level buyers should probably give this receiver serious consideration. It delivers far more than entry-level power and (by and large) far better than entry-level performance at an entry-level price. I guess I’m just chagrined that with so much to offer, the SA-GX770 could be far more than an entry-level product—if only it had a few more inputs!

Edward J. Foster
Make Your Audio/Video System The Best It Can Be.

Whether designing the ideal home theater system or making your present system even better, B&K amplifiers, preamplifiers and audio/video control centers with Dolby Pro Logic* are the best investments you can make to guarantee that your entire system will be the best it can be.

B&K components, recognized as the best in their class, outperform receivers as well as similar components costing considerably more. Their remarkable value is the result of B&K's uncompromising commitment to design, engineering and manufacturing quality.

For instance, the B&K AVP 2000 A/V Control Center offers eight simple-to-use personal memory presets that allow you to easily customize your audio/video system. A single command instantly gives you music, movies or satellite, cable or TV broadcasts tailored to bring you optimum audio/video performance.

Visit a B&K dealer today. You'll see and hear how B&K components can make your audio/video system the best it can be.

B&K Audio/Video Control Centers Feature Dolby Pro Logic • Time Link

* "Dolby" and "Pro Logic" are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories

B & K Components
Designed, Engineered and Made in the U.S.A.

B&K Components, Ltd. • 2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA • In NY (716) 656-0026 • Fax: (716) 656-1291

Call 1-800-543-5252 for the dealer nearest you.
The first time I heard the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 D/A converter, I said to myself, “Got to get one of those machines to try out and, I hope, to review.” Sonic Frontiers was kind enough to let me try one out, and after I listened to and enjoyed the unit for a number of months, the gods finally aligned the universe in such a manner as to allow me to review it.

I think the SFD-2’s price/performance ratio makes it a breakthrough product. With some input from UltraAnalog Inc., Sonic Frontiers has designed a D/A converter that is right up there among the very best. Among its circuit features are a digital filter with eight-times oversampling, dual UltraAnalog converters in a balanced configuration, and a fully balanced tube output stage.

Starting out with a heavy-gauge steel enclosure and stainless steel front panel, the approximately 30-pound package is beautiful, rugged, and functional. Three front-panel toggle switches, spaced across the front panel, set output polarity, select input source, and select “Standby” or “Operate” mode. Three LED indicators in the left half of the panel show “Power,” signal lock-in, and de-emphasis. Toward the right, three more LEDs show the sampling frequency of the selected input’s signal. Digital inputs on the rear panel include an XLR jack for AES/EBU signals, a phono connector for coax, and an AT&T (ST) glass-fiber connector. Conspicuous by its absence is the Toslink optical connector that many audiophiles consider sonically inferior. A coaxial output (another phono jack) carries the selected digital input for connection to other equipment. Neutrik silver XLRs are used for balanced analog outputs; Kimber Kable phono connectors are used for the unbalanced outputs as well as for the digital input and output phono connectors. An IEC a.c. power connector and line-fuse holder round out the rear-panel features.

The interior space is divided roughly into thirds. The left-hand section, as seen from the rear, houses the power-supply p.c. board, which feeds the digital processor board and provides plate and heater power for the analog output board. An example of the many nice touches in the SFD-2 is the use of power transformers with end bells instead of the usual open-construction board-mount transformers. In the middle section is the digital processor board, surrounded by a metal shield to keep the digits contained therein. Analog circuitry (consisting of output-stage voltage regulators, a passive output-filter assembly, muting relays, and the tube output stage) is on the third p.c. board to the right. The fourth p.c. board, mounted behind the front panel, interconnects the LEDs and digital input selector, and provides the power on/off time-delay and muting-control circuitry. High-quality parts, such as Caddock and Holco resistors and MIT film capacitors, abound. Build quality is superb. Truly, this is a first-rate component!

The SFD-2 is one of the first products, if not the first, to use the new UltraAnalog AES 20 input-receiver module. Convinced that jitter in the incoming S/P DIF data stream and the jitter produced in the input receiver itself are potential causes of audible degradation in the final audio output of a D/A converter, UltraAnalog set about designing an input receiver that would reduce these effects. The AES 20 contains a low-jitter input-receiver chip and fast phase-locked loop (PLL) combined with a second PLL that reduces the overall jitter-attenuation cutoff frequency to about 1 kHz. Some unusual techniques are employed in the AES 20, including brass shielding of the phase-locked
CONQUEST OF PERFECTION

Models 800 and 900
Digital-to-Analog Converters

- 20 BIT RESOLUTION with 3 TIMES OVERSAMPLING
- AUTOMATIC MUTE and FREQUENCY LOCK
- 2 OPTIC and 3 COAXIAL INPUTS
- REMOTE DC POWER SUPPLY

ADDITIONAL FEATURES: DIRECT DRIVE™ MODEL 900
- VOLUME, BALANCE, MUTE, and PHASE CONTROLS
- BALANCED and UNBALANCED/ NORMAL and INVERTED OUTPUTS

How does a U.S. built stereo component receive a “Best Buy” status in Japan? Probably by being very, very good! Hear the incomparably musical Polyfusion DACs and experience the breathtaking realism of precision digital audio.

The Direct Drive™ Model 900 has its own controls and MOS-FET output stage to drive your power amp directly. The Model 800 works through your (or better yet, our) preamp.

Our specs are extremely impressive, but our sound defies description.

polyfusion audio

30 Ward Road Lancaster, New York 14086 USA Phone (716) 681-3040 Fax (716) 681-2763
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loops, to insure ultra-low jitter in the receiver module’s outputs.

Digital outputs of the AES 20 module are fed to an NPC SM5803 digital oversampling low-pass filter. This in turn drives two UltraAnalog D20400A dual D/A converter modules in a complementary, or push-pull, signal arrangement, one for each channel. The digital data is fed, with normal and inverted polarity, into the two inputs of each channel’s D/A module. Within each stereo channel, this tends to cancel any common even-order error characteristics in the difference between the two phases of each module’s audio outputs. Richard Powers of UltraAnalog might contest this by countering that the D20400A measures so well, as normally used (one module used for both channels), that this differential operation using two modules may be needlessly gilding the lily. Perhaps so, but the proof of the pudding is in the listening, and in my own and others’ opinions, the SFD-2 definitely sounds better when listening to the differential output, as opposed to using the single-ended output. (This is, perhaps, getting ahead of myself.)

**SpeCS**

**Sampling Rates:** 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz.

**Frequency Response:** 5 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.5, -0.1 dB.

**S/N, A-Weighted:** Greater than 110 dB.

**THD:** Less than 0.05%.

**Jitter:** Intrinsic jitter, less than 40 picoseconds; jitter rejection from 1 kHz up.

**Channel Separation:** At 1 kHz, greater than 105 dB; at 10 kHz, greater than 85 dB.

**Output Voltages:** Unbalanced, approximately 3.5 V; balanced, approximately 7.0 V.

**Dimensions:** 19 in. W x 4 in. H x 13 in. D (48.3 cm x 10.2 cm x 33 cm).

**Weight:** 26½ lbs. (12 kg).

**Price:** $4,695.

**Company Address:** 2790 Brighton Rd., Oakville, Ont., Canada L6H 5T4.
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The audio outputs from the D/A converter modules are led out of the digital board via shielded cables to the input of the analog board. Here they are filtered in a proprietary passive low-pass circuit that combines inductors and capacitors with an adjustable twin-T notch filter, presumably to null out the eight-times oversampling frequency (352.8 kHz). Finally, a tube cathode follower, utilizing a Sovtek 6922 dual triode in each channel, buffers the passive filter outputs and provides a low-impedance final audio output. These cathode-follower circuits utilize positive and negative 120-V d.c. supplies in order to eliminate a coupling capacitor between the DAC/filter output and the tube’s control grid. Four separate solid-state voltage regulators supply the positive and negative voltages for each channel. Note, there are two followers for each channel, one for each signal phase. There is no provision for combining the two phases into one composite unbalanced output; rather, the unbalanced output is the output of the positive-polarity signal.

The three transformers on the powersupply p.c. board are, logically, assigned to powering the tube output circuitry, the digital +5 V loads, and separate positive and negative 16-V supplies for the UltraAnalog D20400As in each signal channel. Power for the tube heaters is sourced from a full-wave-rectified, unregulated d.c. supply. The front-panel “Standby/Operate” switch connects or disconnects the tube heaters from this supply. When the unit is plugged into the a.c. line, all the digital circuitry and high-voltage supplies to the tube output buffers are operational.

**Measurements**

Frequency response for both channels, with instrument loading on the balanced outputs, is plotted in Fig. 1. Also shown is the effect on one channel’s response of loading the output with the IHF load (10 kilohms in parallel with 1,000 pF). The main effect is a reduction of low-frequency response caused by the high-pass filter action between the 3.3-µF output coupling capacitors and the effective load per phase of 5 kilohms (or 10 kilohms, phase to phase). Also seen is the wideband drop in output of the 10-kilohm load against the intrinsic output impedance of the tube cathode-follower stage, some 0.31 dB. High-frequency response is essentially unchanged by the IHF loading. Best low-frequency response (which has an effect on overall space, not just bass) will be obtained with balanced loads of 50 kilohms or more. Frequency response for the unbalanced outputs (not shown) was about the same as for the balanced outputs, except that the low-frequency loss with the IHF load was only about half as great. Response with de-emphasis switched in was perfectly flat and therefore is not shown.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise, as a function of frequency at digital full-scale, is shown in Fig. 2 for balanced outputs with instrument loading. Distortion is low up to about 1 kHz, because of second-harmonic cancellation in the push-pull output. For some reason, the balance degrades above about 1 kHz, so the overall distortion rises as shown. Results are shown for two measurement-filter bandwidths, 22 and 80 kHz. The increased high-frequency distortion measured in the 80-kHz bandwidth is partially due to harmonic distortion itself, but it also includes some leakage of the eight-times oversampling frequency into the measurement.

Putting the IHF load on the balanced outputs is kind of rough on these tube cathode-follower output stages. We have already seen that it unacceptably (in my opinion) affects low-frequency response.
In the August 1994 issue of Stereo Review, Technical Editor David Ranada had this to say about the Onkyo TX-SV919THX:

"Powerful, accurate, and clean with music, and especially when decoding soundtracks, Onkyo’s standard-setting TX-SV919THX is the best A/V receiver I have ever tested."

High praise indeed from a man who’s probably heard just about every A/V receiver made to date. And it affirms what we at Onkyo already knew—that the world’s first Home THX® receiver had to be the world’s finest Home Theater receiver.

As part of its unparalleled performance package, the TX-SV919THX offers digital Dolby Pro Logic decoding, digital Home THX Cinema processing, eight digital soundfield modes, discrete output stages for all channels (100 watts to the three front channels, 50 to each of the surrounds), multi-colored on-screen display, plus 10 audio/6 video inputs. And the TX-SV919THX is as ready for tomorrow as it is for today, with full Dolby Surround Digital capability.

But the TX-SV919THX is only part of the total Home THX experience brought to you by Onkyo. Our SYSTEM-1 is a complete speaker system of Home THX certified components including both powered and passive subwoofers. Filled with proprietary Onkyo designs like its Bio-Hybrid woofers and BRaDD titanium dome tweeters, SYSTEM-1 was designed to encompass the Home THX criteria for precise imaging, ultra-wide frequency response, stunning dynamic range and high SPL. And, when a speaker system excels in these areas, it’s certain to be equally as exciting musically as it is cinematically.

Finally, the dramatic impact, pinpoint accuracy and total immersion that make the Home THX Audio System the ultimate surround sound system is available from one company, in one system, at an affordable price. See your Onkyo dealer today.
Measurements of distortion versus digital signal level (not shown) indicated that distortion decreases rapidly with decreasing signal level and is down in the noise by about \(-12\) dB full-scale (dBs). However, in reality, the higher numbers discussed above for full-scale signals are not the distortion levels that the system produces with music, as the average level of most digital program material is much lower than full-scale.

Deviation from linearity as a function of digital signal level is plotted in Fig. 3 for 500 Hz. The data shown is for the unbalanced outputs, but there was no noticeable difference with the balanced outputs. Using the CBS CD-1 fade-to-dither test (which measures the same kind of thing but uses a CD transport to drive the D/A instead of the Audio Precision digital generator) yielded essentially the same result.

I was curious to see if using a balanced AES/EBU feed from my digital signal source instead of my usual unbalanced coax feed would make any noticeable difference in the measurements discussed thus far. Repeating some of the measurements with a balanced cable from the Audio Precision digital generator output to the AES/EBU input of the SFD-2 yielded essentially the same results.

Another look at low-level linearity is the noise-modulation test devised by Richard Cabot of Audio Precision. This test causes a low-level 40-Hz signal to be presented at input levels of \(-60\), \(-70\), \(-80\), \(-90\), and \(-100\) dBs. For each of these input levels, the output is analyzed by sweeping a third-octave filter from 300 Hz to 20 kHz. If things are in order, these five curves basically overlap each other; this was the case for the SFD-2.

Interchannel crosstalk generally increased at a rate of 6 dB per octave after it rose above the noise level, which occurred at about 500 Hz to 1 kHz. Crosstalk for both directions, with balanced or unbalanced outputs, was better than 100 dB down at frequencies up to 2 or 3 kHz and rose to a worst-case amount of about \(-75\) dB at 20 kHz.

Test results for S/N, quantization noise, and dynamic range are shown in Table I for the balanced outputs. Data was similar for the unbalanced outputs, except the digital-zero (0-dBfs) noise levels were 2 to 3 dB noisier. Either output was quiet enough to easily resolve the three-state waveshape of an undithered \(-90\) dBfs input signal.

Output resistance measured about 175 ohms for the unbalanced outputs and about 350 ohms for the balanced outputs. The a.c. line draw was 280 mA in "Standby" and 440mA when the SFD-2 was warmed up and fully operating.

Use and Listening Tests

Phono sources in my system during the review period included an Oracle Audio turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Lab arm and JVC X-1 moving-magnet pickup (used with my own tube phono preamp or a Quicksilver Audio preamp). Counterpoint DA-11A or PS Audio Lambda CD transports were used to feed the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, the Stax DAC-Talent BD, and other (experimental) D/A converters. Other signal sources included Nakamichi's ST-7 FM tuner and 250 cassette recorder, and a Technics open-reel recorder. Preamplifiers used included a Quicksilver Audio, Forsell tube line drivers, and an AR Limited Model 2. Power amplifiers used were a Crown Macro Reference, Quicksilver M-135s, and an Arnoux MB300A digital switching design. Loudspeakers used were B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s augmented in the range from 20 to 50 Hz by a pair of subwoofer systems, each using a JBL 1400Nd driver in a 5-cubic-foot ported enclosure.

To get the full benefit of the differential (or push-pull) operation of the SFD-2, one needs to feed its differential output into a component (normally a line-level preamp) with a balanced input having an impedance of at least 20 to 30 kilohms, and preferably 50 kilohms or higher. The input-impedance consideration is relevant to getting the best low-frequency response, in view of the 3-μF output coupling capacitors in the output of the SFD-2. If the contemplated system preamp is to feed an unbalanced output to a power amp, it is
Introducing the first speaker system to realize even Mozart fans like a good chase scene.

Some consider Lynnfield VR video reference speakers from Boston Acoustics to be the first home theater components that do justice to, say, an impeccably recorded symphony. Others see them as the first audiophile speakers flexible enough to reproduce an Arnold Schwarzenegger film without muscling in on the rest of the living room furniture. To accomplish this, our Lynnfield VR speakers use advanced technology from our acclaimed Lynnfield Series (which sell for over $5000 a pair). Like our patented AMD mechanical filter, anodized aluminum tweeter dome, DCD bass units, crossovers with bypass capacitors and heavy windowpane-braced cabinets. Plus all VR components feature MagnaGuard® shielding so they’re not finicky about being placed next to video equipment. A full explanation of these engineering achievements is available at your local Boston dealer. Why not drive there? Carefully.

New Lynnfield VR.

The Lynnfield VR Series includes three floor-standing left/right speakers—the VR20, VR30 and VR40—the VR12 center channel speaker and VRS dipole surround speakers.
Table I—Signal-to-noise ratios. Quantization noise was −94.7 dB in either channel; dynamic range was 96.1 dB in the left channel and 96.0 dB in the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>−120 dBfs Signal</th>
<th>Digital Zero Signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEFT</td>
<td>RIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Essential that this preamp combine both input phases, in a differential-amplifier manner, into the single output phase to be used. Some balanced-input preamps do not do this but separately pass both input phases on to the two output phases and include only one of these phases in their unbalanced outputs. Such a preamp will get best results from the SFD-2 if—and only if—the following power amplifier has balanced inputs.

I was impressed with the sound I got from the SFD-2 right from the start, using its unbalanced outputs to feed the unbalanced inputs of my Forsell line driver, which, in turn, drove my various power amplifiers. I also modified the Forsell to accept a balanced source, combine both phases, have control of the volume, and then drive the amps unbalanced. The result was extremely good sound. This line driver permitted the SFD-2 to sound its best and has formed the basis for long-term listening with it.

The sound is characterized by a great sense of space and dimension, killer bass, great transparency and delicacy with low irritation levels, and simply the best digital sound reproduction I've had so far. Toward the end of the review period, I began using another, newer, Forsell line driver that is fully balanced from input to output and combines both input phases to either output phase; the sound became better yet. Using it to drive the Crown Macro Reference in balanced mode produced an exceptionally wonderful and musical sound.

One thing that drove me nuts, until I found out what caused it, was that after I used the SFD-2 for a number of months, the sound became a bit edgy and irritating (sort of like a phono cartridge going bad). I tried changing everything, but nothing really helped until I changed the tubes in the SFD-2 and that wonderful sound came back! I personally think (but cannot conclusively prove) that the way the "Standby/Operate" switch works in the SFD-2 makes the tubes slowly deteriorate, with resultant sonic degradation. So I would simply advise owners of this otherwise outstanding piece of gear to either leave it on in the "Operate" mode and/or have some spare new tubes on hand to put in whenever the sound degrades (if, indeed, it does so for anybody else). Other than this, the SFD-2 operated flawlessly.

In conclusion, do I like the SFD-2? You had better believe it. I think it is the best D/A converter I have had so far, and it has brought me untold musical pleasure and delight. Do go out and buy one of these, and discover the delights of good digital sound for yourself!

Bascom H. King

---

**the ultimate surround sound**

Life is stressful. You could spend a few thousand dollars rushing to a weekend getaway at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your home for one of those "quiet as a recording studio" motor cars you’ve seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the sanctity of your own home with a pair of Sennheiser headphones.

Discover the ultimate in surround sound... at a budget you can easily afford.

---

Sennheiser

6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 · TEL: 203.434.9190 FAX: 203.434.1759
IN CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE, POINTE-CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 · TEL: 514.426.3013 FAX: 514.426.2979
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Which scares you more, a horror film with the sound turned off, or a horror show on the radio? The answer is easy because it is the movie’s soundtrack which carries the pathos and emotion. You can enjoy sound without pictures, but who wants pictures without sound?

It’s What You Don’t See That Counts.

It just so happens that cables are the part of your system which can help or hurt the performance the most... and for the least money. Whether you have two-channel stereo or multi-channel stereo, you have to have cables. You can’t completely fix a bad system with good cables, but you can seriously degrade a good system with badly designed cables.

You won’t see the cables and you won’t see the sound – but you will experience the difference!
At first glance, Kenwood’s DP-M7750 seems conventional—just another CD changer with a six-disc magazine and a single-disc tray—but conventional it is not. It is the first computer-controlled 6 + 1 changer that’s crossed my bench, and for me that sets it apart from the crowd. In fact, it’s fair to say computer control is the DP-M7750’s most distinguishing feature. Yet I found it surprising that, unless a salesperson explained the feature to you (or you had mighty sharp eyes), you’d be hard pressed to know it exists. The only reference I found in the owner’s manual appears on the back-panel line drawing on page 8, where a callout for the DB-25 RS-232C jack simply states: “For the U.S.A. only. This connector is for use in connection with an IBM PC (or compatible) using the software floppy disk FD-M7750 available as an optional accessory.”

I expect that the disk referred to is Kenwood’s MoodMaker Version 2.0, a software package to catalog and manage your music library and, if you have the DP-M7750, control the player from a PC. To use the software, you’ll need an IBM-compatible computer running Windows 3.1 under MS-DOS 5.0 (or higher) and have installed the standard line of Windows TrueType fonts. Kenwood recommends that the software run on at least a 20-MHz 386SX platform with 4 megabytes of RAM; I’ve yet to find software that didn’t benefit from more power, speed, and RAM. You’ll also need a bus or serial mouse (a bus mouse is recommended), a VGA or SVGA monitor, and at least 4 megabytes of room on your hard disk. If you use MoodMaker to operate the DP-M7750, you’ll also need a free serial port (or a switch box to share a port with whatever’s using it now) and a serial interface cable to lash the two together. MoodMaker is provided on a 3½-inch floppy (no indication of it being available on 5¼), so you’ll also need a compatible drive in the computer to load it initially.

Since MoodMaker is designed to be used with the DP-M7750 (even though it can be used simply as a music-oriented relational database), it catalogs CDs in six disc clusters. The file for each disc is organized on the basis of disc title, artist, and composer as well as on the basis of track title and artist. You also can append notes to categorize CDs by type of music and can “rate” each CD on a scale of 1 to 5.

As a relational database, MoodMaker searches for specific words that appear in the title, artist, and composer fields. The title and track databases are scanned separately, as requested, when initiating a search. (The search is case-sensitive; you won’t find “love” if you ask for “Love.”) If you search on the basis of CD title, the magazine numbers and CD titles that match the criteria appear on the screen. If you search the track data, the magazine numbers, CD titles, and track names will appear.

MoodMaker also facilitates compiling play lists of similar music based on the search criteria you’ve given it. The preprogrammed list can be sent directly to the DP-M7750, but, of course, you will have to have loaded the appropriate magazine, since the database will presumably contain many more discs than the player can handle at once. This reinforces the desirability of placing similar CDs in the same magazine. MoodMaker’s control screen also permits you to operate the DP-M7750 from your computer (all functions can be controlled via the serial port), and it displays the CD and track title that’s being played on the computer screen. You can even store cover art or graphics for display, provided they’re available as .BMP or .DIB files.
INTRODUCING BREAKTHROUGH AMPLIFIER TECHNOLOGY WHICH ACHIEVES VIRTUALLY NOTHING.

The consummate audio amplifier provides pure gain. Nothing else. Nothing added to, nothing subtracted from, the delicate texture of music.

Now a new amplifier from Carver Research achieves "nothing" to a degree never before possible. It's called Lightstar, and when you audition it, you will not hear it. You will hear nothing but transparent, effortless reproduction of music precisely as presented by the source.

Most astonishingly, it will not matter which loudspeakers you use. Lightstar is virtually immune to stress induced colorations caused by reactive loudspeaker loads, thanks to three breakthroughs in amplifier design.

1. **High Voltage Power Supply Storage** with five to ten times the usable energy reserves of most comparable amplifiers. Lightstar delivers full rated power below 10Hz, with perfect doubling of power as impedance is halved for unprecedented low frequency control regardless of speaker impedance fluctuations.

2. **A Digital Transformer™** which optimizes voltages delivered to the output devices. Relieved of "fighting" its own power supply, Lightstar converts voltage to output current with maximum efficiency.

3. **High Current, Reactive Load-Independent Amplifier** with over 150 amperes of peak current capability. Revolutionary circuit topology allows reactive currents "kicked back" from loudspeakers to circulate freely without inducing stress, enabling Lightstar to track input signals undisturbed by the vagaries of loudspeaker behavior.

The combined result is effortless, uncolored music reproduction. The sound of nothing. Call (206)775-1202 to find out where you can audition Lightstar. If you'd like more technical details, ask for our free White Paper.
Control Layout

But enough about MoodMaker. On to the DP-M7750 itself, which has enough panel buttons to keep the busiest centipede happy. On the upper left is a jumbo “Power” button and, beneath it, a “Phones Level” control and a gold-plated “Phones” jack. At the lower right are the main transport controls: “Stop,” “Play/Pause,” and conventional up/down skip and search keys (all of which have dual functions) and “Function” and “Display” buttons (which I’ll describe later).

Immediately beneath the display and just to the right of the single-disc tray are seven equally spaced buttons that select the disc for playback: “P” for the one in the single-disc tray and six buttons further to the right for those in the magazine. Slightly to the left is the magazine “Eject” button and, below it, the tray’s “Open/Close.” To its right is an array of 20 keys to be used for track selection.

The “Function” button mentioned previously permits magazines and discs to be named and permits programs to be stored in, and recalled from, the DP-M7750’s internal memory. The names and programs of up to 42 magazines, including the names of 255 CDs, can be registered in the DP-M7750 and displayed on its panel. There’s a limit of eight characters per designation. Characters are entered via the seven disc-select buttons and the first 19 numeric keys, which together cover the 26-character English alphabet. Certain typographical symbols can be entered with the track search and skip keys.

The nine buttons above the transport controls serve a variety of purposes. Some involve the DP-M7750’s programming and editing features; others, however, strike me as logically unrelated. For example, although I can come up with a rationale for having the “Random” button in the cluster (the DP-M7750 can randomize playback of any disc, magazine, or program group), the button that activates the player’s peak-search function (for tape recording) also lies here. All but two of these buttons (“Repeat” and “Clear”) have dual purposes, which further complicates usage. What it all comes down to is that Kenwood has loaded this player with the benefits of Kenwood’s 47-button main panel (86 buttons if you count those with dual purposes twice) for the blessed simplicity of its 31-button remote. Even 31 keys sound like a lot for simple-minded folk like me, until you figure that 17 of them are numeric pads for disc and track selection. Another two open/close and select the single-disc tray, and six more operate the transport—all second nature to every audiophile. That leaves just a half dozen buttons to contend with: “Random,” “Repeat,” “Time Disp.,” “Check,” “Clear,” and “P.Mode.” The first three are pretty conventionally assigned; the latter three are used for programming.

Measurements

Kenwood claims to employ dual D/A converters in the DP-M7750, and based on the interchannel phase measurement I made, I have no reason to dispute the issue, since phase error was less than 1° from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Kenwood also claims that the converters use eight-times-oversampled filters and one-bit conversion, but I suspect that, compared with high-end one-bit systems, Kenwood’s digital filters have relatively few taps. As you can see in the frequency response curves of Fig. 1, there’s measurable high-end ripple and a modest treble boost. Nevertheless, the response is within −0.04, +0.33 dB across the band—which isn’t all that bad, and far better than Kenwood’s ±1 dB tolerance. And the two channels are extremely well balanced, within ±0.005 dB.

With 0-dB recordings, THD + N was virtually identical on both channels; only the left is plotted in Fig. 2. The distortion and noise are shown in dB versus frequency rather than as a percentage. Converted to percentages, the numbers come out to be 0.005% from 20 to about 200 Hz, above which the residual contamination falls to a minimum of 0.0025% at 1 kHz, only half of Kenwood’s ±0.005% specification. At higher frequencies, distortion rises fairly rapidly and reaches 0.039% at 10 kHz and 0.48% at 20 kHz. These figures are rather higher than I’d like to see and may be caused by the analog output stages rather than by the converter itself.

Linearity error (Fig. 3) is a bit less on the right channel than on the left but is essentially nonexistent down to the −60 dB recorded level on both channels. At −70 dB, the error is −0.27 dB on the left channel (−0.11 dB on the right) and increases to −1.33 and −1.00 dB (left and right, respectively) at −80 dB. At −90 dB, left-channel error is −4.58 dB without dither (−5.22 dB with), while the right channel is −3.22 dB without dither (−3.80 dB with). Not long

SPECS

| Frequency Response: 4 Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB. | S/N: Greater than 96 dB. |
| Dynamic Range: Greater than 94 dB. | THD: Less than 0.005% at 1 kHz. |
| Channel Separation: Greater than 90 dB at 1 kHz. | Wow & Flutter: Unmeasurable. |
| Output Levels and Impedances: Fixed, 2.0 V/3.3 kilohms; headphone, 20 mW maximum/16 ohms. | |
| Power Consumption: 15 watts. | |
| Dimensions: 17¾ in. W x 5¾ in. H x 14½ in. D (44 cm x 12.8 cm x 36.8 cm). | Weight: 11.9 lbs. (5.4 kg). |
| Price: $399. | Company Address: 2201 East Dominguez St., Long Beach, Cal. 90810. |

For literature, circle No. 93.
The purity of separates. From the passion of Carver.

The Carver name evokes an almost mystical following among serious music lovers. And justly so. Carver power amplifiers have generated critical acclaim year after year, model after model, with one – the TFM-35 – universally acknowledged as "one of the best audio amplifier values in the world." Upgraded to the TFM-35x, with high fidelity enhancements so advanced, it also exceeded the strict specifications of THX® home theater.

One look, one listen, will confirm Carver's passion for aural perfection. Gold plated input jacks, 5-way binding posts, dual analog meters. Expansive headroom that faithfully – no, stunningly – reproduces the dynamic peaks of digital music and movie soundtracks.

Witness the superiority of Carver separates: Flawless sound, low distortion, instant and authoritative response to octave fluctuations in the center channel. Note the abundance of power: At 360 watts per channel @ 4 ohms (triple that of a top receiver), merely one of the most powerful audio amplifiers available for both music and home theater.

With the infinite flexibility to accommodate system upgrades for years to come. Yet, this is but a preview. For a feature length brochure, contact Carver today.
Channel separation (which is affected by the analog circuitry), the DP-M7750's analog section is exemplary. The A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (which also really measures analog performance, since the converter is not exercised) was a spectacular 128 dB referenced to a 0-dB recording. A spectral analysis of the noise indicated specific components existed only at the powersupply ripple frequency (120 Hz) and its second harmonic. Even these were exceedingly low: -116 dB at 120 Hz and -128 dB at 240 Hz, referenced to the 0-dB level. Quantization noise (which does include converter effects) averaged only 86 dB below the 0-dB reference, so it's clear that the converters, not the analog stages, set the noise floor of this system.

Dynamic range takes converter distortion and noise into account. When measured on an A-weighted basis in accordance with EIAJ standards, it clocked in at 95.8 dB on the left channel and 97.2 dB on the right, both better than Kenwood's 94-dB claim. Unweighted, the numbers became 92.3 and 92.6 dB, respectively.

Output at the rear-panel RCA jacks was a higher-than-typical 2.56 V (0-dB recording at 1 kHz). Output impedance measured a relatively high 3 kilohms, suggesting that you should not use connecting cables longer than necessary. With the "Phones Level" control at maximum, 2.49 V (open circuit) were available at the headphone jack with a source impedance of 69 ohms. You can expect more than adequate drive for the average consumer headset (about 22 mW into 50 ohms) and a reasonable 8.3 mW into 600-ohm ("high-impedance") headphones.

Use and Listening Tests

If you're the type who slams the doors of a new car in the showroom hoping to be reassured that the construction is solid, you may not cotton to the Kenwood DP-M7750. Like most other magazine changers that are based on a mostly plastic transport, this one is rather noisy when loading or changing discs. The thin sheet-metal housing doesn't do much to add to a feeling of solidity either. I found the skip and search buttons less than positive in action. Ultimately, they always did work, but sometimes I had to press twice to get the desired result, and sometimes I'd get a double skip on what I thought had been a single tap. I'm not sure what kind of switches Kenwood uses—there's a circuit board right up against the control panel—but considering the number of buttons and the proximity of the circuit board, I expect they use either membrane switches or even contacts made directly to circuit-board traces. Such is the price of packing lots of features into a relatively inexpensive component.

When it comes to listening, let's face it, most CD players sound pretty good. So does the Kenwood DP-M7750. But it didn't approach the sound quality of my one-bit reference player. On piano, the bass was rather tubby and somewhat indistinct, the tenor a bit zingy, and the treble brittle. Violins tended to be wiry, piccolos overly shrill. On the positive side, the DP-M7750 struck me as being admirably quiet, especially on some older "audiophile" CDs that may have been recorded without dither. (Undithered recordings are a mixed blessing; they tend to be quiet, but ambience often is lost.)

Overall, I consider the Kenwood DP-M7750 to be an average CD changer with wads of toys, not least of which is computerized operation. Computer hackers turned audiophiles should love it. So will non-computer audiophiles who like to spend their leisure hours punching in their disc library character by character. If you fit into neither category, you'll probably want a more-standard single-disc CD player.

Edward J. Foster

---

The A-weighted S/N was a spectacular 128 dB, referenced to a 0-dB recording.
THE RAVE OF AUDIO INSIDERS, NOW AT "INSIDER" PRICING.

"Considering their price and fine all-around performance, the Digital Phase AP-1s would be a good addition to any audiophile's system."

D.B. Keele, Jr.
AUDIO Magazine

"The best performance and value in the marketplace today, period."

Maurice Paulsen
Crown International

"After 15 years in the speaker industry, I've heard about a lot of 'major breakthroughs.' Digital Phase is truly innovative. I cannot imagine a system more accurate. The AP-2s are now in my home."

Woody Jackson
Audio Industry Consultant

Yes, the audio industry is raving about Digital Phase. And for good reason.

Thanks to the new, patented Acousta-Reed™ technology, Digital Phase brings bass depth and definition to a level never before realized.

Thanks to the special one-piece tweeter of spun titanium, Digital Phase delivers an uncommon freshness and sweetness to high frequencies.

And now, thanks to factory-direct pricing, Digital Phase makes true audiophile quality sound affordable to virtually everyone. The Digital Phase AP-5, for example, is just $449 a pair in genuine oak cabinetry.

This is not a close-out of old technology. This is a factory-direct offer on the latest, patented technology. And with our 30-day return policy, you simply can't lose. So there's absolutely no reason to wait. Call us today with your order, or just to find out more.

1-800-554-7325

DIGITAL PHASE. The rave of audio insiders, now at "insider" pricing.

Pictured, the AP-1, one of five Digital Phase systems with patented Acousta-Reed technology.

☐ Send me info as indicated
☐ Place my order as indicated

☐ AP-5 bookshelf system, $449/pair   ☐ SM-1, $649/pair   ☐ AP-1, $899/pair
☐ AP-2, $1199/pair   ☐ AP-4, $2199/pair

Name ________________________________
Street Address ________________________________
City/State/ZIP ________________________________
Telephone (____) ___________ ☐ VISA ☐ MC ☐ AMEX Exp. ___________
Card No. ________________________________ Signature ________________________________

Mail to: DIGITAL PHASE Insiders • 2841 Hickory Valley Rd. • Chattanooga, TN 37421
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The C-383 preamplifier and M-383 power amplifier are at the top of Luxman's current 300 series, a line of components more affordable than the Ultimate series. (The Ultimate series has some intriguing pieces that I may want to review in the future, e.g., the MA-88 mono tube power amp.) The models in the 300 series have a built-in "Line Phase Sensor" that checks whether the a.c. line plug is plugged in with the polarity that minimizes leakage from the line to the chassis; minimizing leakage usually corresponds to getting subtly better sound. These models also have a bidirectional system bus, which allows for more extensive control of interconnected Luxman components. For example, if you press the "CD Synchro" button on the preamp, and the matching CD player and cassette deck are in the system, the CD player will stop at the end of the last song that can fit completely onto the tape you are recording, so that the tape does not run out in mid-song. Multiroom remote control is also available, provided you use optional accessories.

Circuit Description

In Luxman's literature, the C-383 preamp is said to minimize the length of the audio signal path by keeping the audio circuits away from the front panel and using long shafts from the front-panel controls to the actual switches and potentiometers. The motorized volume control is said to be superior to active signal attenuators. Separate windings on the power transformer isolate the analog power supply and audio signal circuitry from the digital supply that powers the control microprocessor. This preamp also has video switching, with high-grade video buffers for each input, and allows for two audio/video inputs, a VCR input and output, and a TV monitor output.

SPECS

PREAMP
Frequency Response: Phono (RIAA), 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, -3 dB; line, 10 Hz to 100 kHz, +0.2, -0.8 dB.
THD: 0.003% for 2-V, 1-kHz signal at CD input.
S/N, IHF A-Weighted: MM phono, 91 dB; MC phono, 76 dB; line, 106 dB for 2-V input.
Input Sensitivity: MM phono, 2.5 mV; MC phono, 200 µV; line, 150 mV; video, 1 V, peak to peak.
Input Impedance: MM phono, 47 kilohms; MC phono, 100 ohms; line, 47 kilohms; video, 75 ohms.
Output Level: 1.0 V at pre-out jack.
Output Impedance: 20 ohms at pre-out jack.
Tone-Control Range: Bass, ±8 dB at 100 Hz; treble, ±8 dB at 10 kHz.
Loudness Compensation: +6 dB at 100 Hz, +4 dB at 10 kHz.
Dimensions: 17¾ in. W x 7 in. H x 16¾ in. D (43.8 cm x 12.5 cm x 43.1 cm).
Weight: 15.4 lbs. (7 kg).
Price: $1,200.

AMP
Power Output, 8-Ohm Loads: Continuous (rms), 200 watts per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at 0.04% THD; dynamic, 300 watts per channel; bridged mono, 700 watts at clipping.
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 100 kHz, +0, -1 dB.
S/N, IHF A-Weighted: 126 dB.
THD: 0.008% at 1 kHz for 200 watts into 8 ohms.
Input Sensitivity: 1 V.
Input Impedance: 45 kilohms.
Dimensions: 17¾ in. W x 7 in. H x 16¾ in. D (43.8 cm x 17.8 cm x 43.1 cm).
Weight: 39 lbs. (17.7 kg).
Price: $2,000.

Company Address: 915 Washington Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55415.
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Denon's lifelong philosophy of "Design Integrity" has led us to constantly improve audio quality in all phases of the reproduction chain—including circuitry for Home Theater. As a result, off-the-shelf IC components like those used by our competitors, are no longer good enough for Denon's AVR-2500 Audio/Video Receiver. The new Denon AVR-2500 features Dynamic Discrete Surround Circuitry, **DDSC**, which employs discrete surround circuitry plus an 18-bit digital converter in the DSP stage. (Most competitors use lower bit converters.)

**DON'T COMPROMISE SOUND FOR SURROUND.**

Just as discrete components allow an audio system to be optimized for better sound, Denon's DDSC produces more accurate, more realistic surround sound by reducing Total Harmonic Distortion, by increasing Signal-to-Noise and minimizing DSP quantization noise.

Naturally, the Denon AVR-2500 also features the latest audio and FM circuitry, such as multi-zone capability for playing different programs in different parts of your home and personal memory fields for one-button recall of your favorite, custom tailored surround sound stages. The AVR-2500 and AVR-1500 also feature the RDS Smart Radio System, which lets broadcasters offer you additional, invaluable information, services and conveniences, either on the front panel or via On-Screen Display on the AVR-2500.

Denon AV Receivers: DSP surround sound, advanced features and uncompromised High Fidelity.
The M-383 power amp uses  "All-Stage Symmetrical Push-Pull" circuitry (translation: complementary symmetry), along with a "Duo-Beta" topology that permits low amounts of overall negative feedback along with good d.c.-offset stability. Star power distribution (independent supply lines to each circuit), independent left and right "Input Level" controls and "Clipping Indicator" LEDs, two speaker-selector buttons, and a remote power on/off facility round out the features of the power amp.

Circuitry in the M-383 is mostly composed of discrete bipolar devices. The input stage, which I deduce is a complementary differential amplifier, is in the form of an IC containing either bipolar or junction FET transistors. The rest of the circuitry is of the familiar complementary topology, consisting of a last voltage amplifier driving a triple Darlington-connected, emitter-follower output stage utilizing three pairs of output devices per channel. Each channel is powered by its own rectifier bridge and filter capacitors but fed from one common secondary winding on the power transformer.

The novel optimum a.c. line-polarity detector is simplicity itself. What is set as the low side of the unit’s a.c. internal wiring goes through a high-value resistor (4.7 megohms) in series with a neon bulb to a touch plate on the back panel. When you touch this plate, your capacitance to ground apparently causes enough current to flow to light the bulb. If this is the case, you reverse the polarity of the a.c. line plug in the socket. This would be especially simple if each a.c. line plug had equal-width blades; the C-383’s plug does, but the M-383’s does not. What’s a person to do? You could either trim the wide tab on the neutral blade of the plug with some heavy-duty wire cutters or use a three-wire to two-wire adaptor and cut off the excess width of its neutral blade. Luxman, however, points out that it’s safer in the long run to rewire the a.c. outlet.

Construction and build quality of these pieces is typical of Japanese equipment in this price range, with rather thin-gauge sheet metal, reasonable parts quality, and adequate—if not elegant—quality wiring and construction.
Ready for your free catalog?

Legacy Audio
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
800-283-4644 Fax 217-744-7269 Tech Support 217-544-5252
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A series of frequency responses (not shown) were taken of both channels with the preamp in its normal mode. As is typical for most preamps, the high-frequency response was most extended when the “Volume Control” was at maximum (with a 3-dB down point of about 125 kHz) and least extended with volume down about 6 dB from maximum (where the response was 3 dB down at about 67 kHz). With volume down about 40 dB, the high-frequency response approached that with volume at maximum. In the “Line Straight” mode, the preamp’s high-frequency bandwidth (−3 dB point) was greater than in the normal mode. Rise- and fall-times with volume at maximum and at an output level of ±5 V were 2.8 µs and 1.5 µs, respectively, for normal and “Line Straight” modes. With the volume control at −6 dB, these rise-times lengthened to 5.5 and 5.0 µs, respectively.

Frequency responses for various conditions are shown in Fig. 1 for both channels. One pair of curves shows the effects of the tone controls in normal mode; other curves show the differences in response for the normal and “Line Straight” modes with the tone controls set flat. The “Attenuator” curve, at −20 dB, is for volume at maximum in normal mode with the “Attenuator” button engaged. Finally, the remaining curve is the result of pushing in the “Loudness” button when volume is set at −20 dB. Square-wave responses (not shown) all displayed the effects of, and correlate with, the various frequency responses discussed above. A 20-Hz square wave showed considerable tilt in the normal mode and none in the “Line Straight” mode.

Figure 2 plots distortion at 20 kHz as a function of output voltage, for normal and “Line Straight” modes, instrument/IHF loads (whose effects were essentially the same), and 600-ohm loads. Results are shown for the right channel only, as distortion there was slightly higher than for the left channel. Distortion and noise were somewhat lower in the “Line Straight” mode than with the normal loads (instrument/IHF), and performance into 600-ohm loads was very similar in both modes for output voltages above about 1 V. Measured distortion performance of this unit is quite good, and the C-383 appears to drive a 600-ohm load handily.

Interchannel crosstalk (not shown) with volume at maximum was generally better than 90 dB down at frequencies from 400 Hz to 2 kHz, depending on condition, and rose at 6 dB per octave, in either normal or “Line Straight” mode. End amounts at 20 kHz ranged from about −70 to −58 dB, depending on direction and mode. With the “Volume Control” set to about 20 dB of attenuation (typical of moderate to loud volume settings in a working system), crosstalk increased to some −64 dB at 1 kHz, rising to −40 dB at 20 kHz.

Input resistance for line inputs was 48 kilohms with the “Rec Out Selector” off and 41 kilohms with it set to the selected input. Output resistance was a low 12 ohms in either normal or “Line Straight” mode.

The two channels of the “Volume Control” tracked each other within ±0.1 dB from 0 to 33 dB of attenuation, diverging to a difference of about 1.2 dB at the −58 dB setting and 4.5 dB at −75 dB.

Line-amplifier output noise is listed in Table II for normal and “Line Straight” modes; “worst-case” refers to the setting where the noise was highest, usually corresponding to the volume setting 6 dB down from maximum. Noise levels with the worst-case and clockwise volume settings are lower in the “Line Straight” mode. This

**Table IA—Gain levels for C-383 preamplifier.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source/Load</th>
<th>Normal Mode</th>
<th>Line Straight Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD to Main Out</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD to Tape Out</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Main Out</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Tape Out</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table IB—Input sensitivities for C-383 preamplifier, with IHF loading.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHF Sensitivity</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD to Main Out</td>
<td>78.2 mV</td>
<td>77.2 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD to Tape Out</td>
<td>534.6 mV</td>
<td>534.6 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Main Out</td>
<td>1.28 mV</td>
<td>1.36 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono to Tape Out</td>
<td>8.68 mV</td>
<td>8.87 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II—Output noise levels of C-383 preamplifier’s line-amplifier section for counterclockwise (CCW), worst-case (WC, typically −6 dB), and full clockwise (CW) settings of “Volume Control.”** IHF S/N figures for left and right channels are 89.2 and 89.8 dB, respectively, in normal mode and are 89.7 and 89.4 dB, respectively, in “Line Straight” mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>CCW</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>CCW</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Mode</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>152.4</td>
<td>152.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>152.5</td>
<td>152.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>50.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**“Line Straight” Mode**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>CCW</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>CCW</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regardless of how sophisticated your stereo and video system is, it may never achieve its full performance if plugged directly into an AC outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and reduce the resolution of your video picture.

ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly improves the performance capabilities of your system by filtering and processing raw AC power, unveiling a pure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics

"...the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all three CD players. ...the significant improvements in instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall ambience are superb. ...it simply appears to allow musical information to be passed through to the listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.'"

—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.

Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4, April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself

The ACE-515 also protects your valuable equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off control circuit guards your speakers from disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree

"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear) is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line protection—you can pay a little for it now, or you can pay a lot for it later."

—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For a modest investment, the ADCOM ACE-515 enhances both audio and video clarity while protecting your equipment from damaging line voltage disturbances. Once again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of offering superior performance at a reasonable cost. For complete technical data, please visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a necessity.
The low-frequency roll-off was probably intentional, to help reduce spurious subsonic energy. Personally, I prefer a design that has flat low-frequency equalization response, with an option to apply a subsonic filter (if need be) for a particularly warped record.

Total harmonic distortion in the MM mode for the left channel is plotted in Fig. 4 for output levels of 1, 3, and 5 V rms for instrument loading. Distortion can be seen to rise at high frequencies. Usually, distortion in a feedback equalizer is lower at high frequencies, where there is more loop gain. In this circuit, what appears to be heavy high-frequency open-loop roll-off compensation (as judged from the phono equalizer’s schematic) seems to result in reduced loop gain at high frequencies, which would account for the rise in distortion with frequency. The IHF load didn’t materially affect the distortion results shown. In the MC mode, the distortion at 5 V output was about the same as that in Fig. 4 above some 2 kHz; it was limited by measurement-system noise below about 700 to 800 Hz.

In measuring phono overload versus frequency, using a pre- equalized sine-wave source, I ran into some difficulty at high frequencies. For this test, my Audio Precision System One’s generator produces the RIAA pre-equalized signal and regulates its amplitude to produce a constant measured 3% THD at each test frequency: the resultant input and output voltage from the phono preamp under test is then measured. If the preamp handles all frequencies equally, the attainable output should be flat with frequency, and the input voltage which produces that constant output will be the inverse of the RIAA equalization curve. When the C-383’s phono preamp was pushed to clipping, the distortion results shown. In the MC mode, high-frequency compression was much less, allowing the C-383 to deliver more than twice the output it did in the MM mode before compression became visible. However, rise-time was somewhat slower, at about 5 μS. Also, the 1-kHz square wave is flatter, with either instrument or IHF load-

is because the normal mode puts the tone-control amplifier between the source and the “Volume Control,” thereby adding its noise with the volume up but having no effect with the volume down.

Figure 3 shows RIAA equalization error for the phono preamp’s MM and MC modes. Data is shown for instrument loading; IHF loading dropped the levels about 0.5 dB but didn’t alter the curve shapes. There is a considerable difference in the two modes’ equalization error below 200 Hz that I can’t account for in the circuitry.

Fig. 5—Square-wave response, MM phono, for 10 kHz (top), 1 kHz at varying drive levels (middle), and 40 Hz with instrument and IHF loads (bottom).

Fig. 6—MM phono response and crosstalk.

Fig. 7—Frequency response of M-383 amp.

Phono interchannel crosstalk is plotted in Fig. 6 for the MM mode. One solid curve shows crosstalk with the input of the undriven, measured channel terminated with a 1-kilohm load; the other solid curve shows the results with the IHF moving-magnet source as a termination. Results were about the same in both directions. In the MC mode, the crosstalk was a flat –65 dB in both directions with a 100-ohm termination resistor but, strangely, was quite a compression behavior was reasonably symmetrical, which is desirable. The bottom trace is for 10 kHz, with instrument and IHF loading; the IHF load produces the greater tilt. In the MC mode, high-frequency compression was much less, allowing the C-383 to deliver more than twice the output it did in the MM mode before compression became visible. However, rise-time was somewhat slower, at about 5 μS. Also, the 1-kHz square wave is flatter, without the overshoot at lower levels visible in the middle trace of Fig. 5.

Phono interchannel crosstalk is plotted in Fig. 6 for the MM mode. One solid curve shows crosstalk with the input of the undriven, measured channel terminated with a 1-kilohm load; the other solid curve shows the results with the IHF moving-magnet source as a termination. Results were about the same in both directions. In the MC mode, the crosstalk was a flat –65 dB in both directions with a 100-ohm termination resistor but, strangely, was quite a compression behavior was reasonably symmetrical, which is desirable. The bottom trace is for 10 kHz, with instrument and IHF loading; the IHF load produces the greater tilt. In the MC mode, high-frequency compression was much less, allowing the C-383 to deliver more than twice the output it did in the MM mode before compression became visible. However, rise-time was somewhat slower, at about 5 μS. Also, the 1-kHz square wave is flatter, without the overshoot at lower levels visible in the middle trace of Fig. 5.

- Scope waveforms of MM phono response to square waves are shown in Fig. 5. The top trace is for 10 kHz with instrument loading; vertical sensitivity is 0.5 V/division. With IHF loading, output dropped slightly and rise-time increased from 1.8 to 2.6 μS. The middle trace, for 1 kHz and trace sensitivity of 1 V/division, shows the high-frequency compression that takes place as the output is driven to levels above about 1 V, peak to peak. The
Once you see the Klipsch epic series, once you experience the dynamic impact of these four magnificent horn-loaded speakers, nothing else will satisfy you. Not since Paul Klipsch invented the Klipschorn has a loudspeaker inspired such profound devotion to the harmony of art and science.

Grand in both style and technology, the epic series begins a momentous era of Klipsch Audio and Home Theater Systems. Our engineers combined the most innovative technology resulting in a sensational 3-dimensional soundstage: D'Appolito design, neodimium magnets, Kapton surrounds, exotic cone materials and CONTROLLED FOCUS TECHNOLOGY™.

Our design team created a cabinet with subtle aesthetic detail, elegant from the line of the baffle to the weave of the custom grille cloth fabric. Gorgeous lacquer finishes were painstakingly researched, and developed specifically to blend with the home theater designs of the nineties.
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Voltage gains and sensitivities for the M-383 power amplifier were 28.9 and 28.8 dB for the left and right channels, respectively, with corresponding IHF sensitivities of 101.3 and 102.3 mV. Gain was about 6 dB higher than the usual 26 dB.

Frequency response as a function of load is plotted in Fig. 7. As can be seen, high-frequency bandwidth relates strongly to resistive loading. Response with speaker systems having moving-coil tweeters, but lacking impedance-compensating networks that keep high-frequency impedance down, will likely look more like the curve for open-circuit loading. The open-circuit response appears to be peaking at a frequency above the 200-kHz limit of the plot.

Figure 8 shows square-wave responses. In the top trace, for 10 kHz into an 8-ohm load, everything looks good and well-behaved; rise- and fall-times are about 1 µS. With a paralleled 2-µF capacitor (middle trace), there is ringing behavior typical of most transistor amplifiers. In the 40-Hz trace (bottom), the tilt is very slight, indicating extended infrasonic response.

Figure 9 shows SMPTE-IM distortion and 1-kHz THD + N, as a function of power output, with 4- and 8-ohm loading for the left channel. Figure 10 shows THD + N as a function of frequency, for various power levels into 4-ohm loads. A spectrum of harmonic distortion for a 1-kHz signal at 10 watts output into 8 ohms (not shown) revealed mostly even-order distortion, with a descending envelope of harmonic amplitude versus harmonic number. Typically, when the dominant harmonics are even, the amount of total harmonic distortion versus power output at a particular frequency is relatively constant at all power levels up to clipping; this is shown in Fig. 10 to be more or less the case. Damping factor at 100 Hz was 247 and 234 for the right and left channels, respectively. As with many power amplifiers, damping factor started to decrease at 300 to 400 Hz and reached a final value of about 29 at 20 kHz.

This amp’s interchannel crosstalk was higher in the right-to-left direction. Crosstalk increased over most of the audio range at 6 dB/octave, indicating capacitive coupling between the channels. The amount was about -97 dB at 1 kHz, increasing to about -73 dB at 20 kHz. Crosstalk in the left-to-right direction was some 12 to 13 dB better.

Output noise levels, along with IHF S/N ratios, are given in Table IV. The noise level is very low, and no sign of the line-harmonic background that I saw in the distortion-spectrum plot shows up here.

Dynamic power measurements with 8-ohm loads yielded an equivalent output of 306 watts at the beginning of the 20-mS burst period and 289 watts at the end of the burst. For 4-ohm loads, the results were 578 and 512 watts, respectively. Based on the higher power at the beginning of the burst, IHF dynamic headroom computes out to 1.85 and 2.18 dB for 8- and 4-ohm loads, respectively. Continuous maximum power output at the visual onset of clipping was 225 and 324 watts, respectively, for 8- and 4-ohm loads.

The a.c. line draw was 360 mA. This indicates a relatively low output-stage idling current.

Use and Listening Tests

Digital signal sources used in my reference system during the review period included Counterpoint DA-11A and PS Audio Lambda CD Drive transports feeding Sonic Frontiers SF2-2 and other (experimental) D/A converters. For analog sources, I used an Oracle Audio turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Lab tone-arm and a Spectral Audio MCR-1 Select moving-coil pickup, feeding a Vendetta

Fig. 8—Amp square-wave response for 10 kHz into 8-ohm load (top), 10 kHz into 8 ohms paralleled by 2 µF (middle), and 40 Hz into 8 ohms (bottom).

Fig. 9—Amp THD + N at 1 kHz and SMPTE IM vs. power.

Fig. 10—Amp THD + N vs. frequency with 4-ohm loads.

bit lower at mid-frequencies when the undriven channel was not terminated.

Phono referred input noise, along with IHF S/N ratios for the whole preamplifier in both phono modes, are given in Table III for different source impedances and bandwidths.

I didn’t test the preamp’s video switching, external remote sensor, or remote-control “Bus Line” functions.

Table V. THD and Noise Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Impedance</th>
<th>THD at 1 kHz</th>
<th>Noise Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 ohms</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ohms</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 ohms</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dynamic power measurements with 8-ohm loads yielded an equivalent output of 306 watts at the beginning of the 20-mS burst period and 289 watts at the end of the burst. For 4-ohm loads, the results were 578 and 512 watts, respectively. Based on the higher power at the beginning of the burst, IHF dynamic headroom computes out to 1.85 and 2.18 dB for 8- and 4-ohm loads, respectively. Continuous maximum power output at the visual onset of clipping was 225 and 324 watts, respectively, for 8- and 4-ohm loads.

The a.c. line draw was 360 mA. This indicates a relatively low output-stage idling current.

Use and Listening Tests

Digital signal sources used in my reference system during the review period included Counterpoint DA-11A and PS Audio Lambda CD Drive transports feeding Sonic Frontiers SF2-2 and other (experimental) D/A converters. For analog sources, I used an Oracle Audio turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Lab tone-arm and a Spectral Audio MCR-1 Select moving-coil pickup, feeding a Vendetta

Fig. 8—Amp square-wave response for 10 kHz into 8-ohm load (top), 10 kHz into 8 ohms paralleled by 2 µF (middle), and 40 Hz into 8 ohms (bottom).

Fig. 9—Amp THD + N at 1 kHz and SMPTE IM vs. power.

Fig. 10—Amp THD + N vs. frequency with 4-ohm loads.

bit lower at mid-frequencies when the undriven channel was not terminated.

Phono referred input noise, along with IHF S/N ratios for the whole preamplifier in both phono modes, are given in Table III for different source impedances and bandwidths.

I didn’t test the preamp’s video switching, external remote sensor, or remote-control “Bus Line” functions.
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Table III—Phono referred input noise for C-383 preamplifier with short-circuited and loaded inputs. Loading was 100 ohms in MC mode and IHF simulated moving-magnet load in MM mode. IHF S/N ratios for either channel, with inputs loaded as above, are 75.0 dB in MC mode and 78.0 dB in MM mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referred Input Noise, nV</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC Gain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorted</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>178.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Ohms</td>
<td>158.0</td>
<td>158.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>114.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM Gain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorted</td>
<td>224.0</td>
<td>224.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>200.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>116.0</td>
<td>116.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>631.0</td>
<td>631.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV—Output noise levels for M-383 power amplifier. IHF S/N ratios are 100.0 and 97.7 dB, respectively, for the left and right channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Output Noise, µV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td>138.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research SCP-2C phono preamp. I also used Nakamichi's ST-7 FM tuner and 250 cassette recorder and a Technics open-reel recorder. Other preamplifiers used included a unit from Quicksilver Audio, a Forsell tube line driver, and a First Sound Reference II. Other power amplifiers on hand were a Crown Macro Reference, Quicksilver M-135s, and an Arnoux MB300A switching design. Loudspeakers used were B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, augmented in the range from 20 to 50 Hz by a pair of experimental subwoofer systems, each using a JBL 1400Nd driver in a 5-cubic-foot ported enclosure.

When I first received the Luxman equipment, I tried out the M-383 power amplifier in my system. My listening notes indicate that it sounded quite good but was a little dull and closed in compared to my highest resolution amplifiers. On the other hand, it didn't sound edgy or irritating.

After measuring the Luxman units, I connected up both the preamp and the power amp in my system and just started listening to different signal sources. I must admit I had a predisposition to think that the sonic qualities of this pair wouldn't be in the same league as that of some of the reference equipment I normally use. Well, I was pleasantly surprised and found, much to my delight, that music issued forth in a very listenable manner. I found myself saying "Boy, that sounds good" more than a few times. Imaging and spatial properties were quite good, with tonal balance generally like the balance I am used to with my reference equipment. Edginess and irritation levels, an aspect of reproduction to which I am hypersensitive, were acceptably low. A good sign was that, as I listened to various types of music, I didn't have an itch to get back to "the good stuff."

Operationally, everything worked without any bothersome problems. Once, when I was listening to phono, the preamp muted when I switched on my subwoofer amp. Although the manual indicates one just has to touch the a.c. line-polarity detector's plate to operate it, I found that I had to ground the plate with a wire or clip-lead to a grounded piece of equipment in order for the indicator to light when the polarity was wrong. Although I didn't regularly use most of the remote's many features, I particularly liked having remote control of signal source, volume, and muting. I do wish that the remote had a balance function, as that really enables one to completely dial in a particular recording from the listening position.

In summary, I find the Luxman C-383 and M-383 to be musically satisfying, and I urge prospective buyers of separates in this price range to give them a listen.
When you think about it, there is a surprisingly long list of high-end firms whose product excellence we all take for granted. You know, even before you open the box, that quality will be high in terms of design features, construction, and sound. You know the manufacturer's track record, and if you are considering a line-stage preamp and/or amplifier, you can be almost certain the sound will be at least very good and that the measured frequency response and distortion will be so good that you can't possibly relate them to perceived sound quality. Audio Research is one of those manufacturers. I could begin virtually every review of Audio Research equipment with the comment "Another fine preamplifier" or "Another fine amplifier."

Yet it takes a certain indifference to reality to claim that Audio Research products sound just the same as my Krell, Pass Laboratories, or Classe Audio reference preamps and amplifiers—or that they sound the same as the preamps and amps of other leading high-end manufacturers whose products are designed around a different perception of musicality. The differences in sound may be ones of nuance, but they are the kind of differences that make a high-end system into a personal statement of how the owner defines the sound of music.

Furthermore, no one who has had any experience with the products of a well-established high-end manufacturer fails to hear changes over time—changes that are almost always for the better. Audio Research is again a good case in point. The company earned world-wide recognition by producing equipment that created a new interest in tube designs at a time when the rest of the audio world was rushing—perhaps prematurely—into transistors.

Audio Research, however, has come a long way from the era when tube sound meant considerable warmth, a loss of tightness and control in the deep bass, and a tendency toward slightly rolled-off highs. In fact, the days when tubes were "warm" and solid-state devices were "dry" have been over for at least half a decade. Longtime firms such as Audio Research have shown that tube electronics can provide both the sweetness and exceptional dynamic life of top tube designs and the flat frequency response and bass power and control of the best transistor designs. Further, Audio Research has expanded to become a top solid-state manufacturer while remaining a top manufacturer of tube equipment. The Audio Research LS2B Mark II preamp and D300 power amplifier are both good examples of this process of evolution. The preamplifier sells for $2,650 in its basic configuration (the LS2 Mark II), $2,995 with balanced...
inputs (the LS2B Mark II), and $3,495 with both balanced inputs and a remote control. It is a hybrid tube and solid-state line-stage preamplifier that uses FET devices for its input and output circuitry and 6922 dual triodes as its main gain amplifier. The 6922, incidentally, is one of the many benefits of the end of the cold war. It is a Russian-made tube that Audio Research finds has exceptional reliability and long life.

Audio Research emphasizes during design implementation the systematic selection of the best-sounding components, as well as solid technical engineering, but the LS2B Mark II does have a number of especially interesting design features. The Mark II in the model name of the preamp indicates that amplified feedback is used to provide buffering and to avoid loading down the output. The unit provides 18 dB of gain and is a true Class-A circuit capable of swinging 50 V of output, peak to peak. FETs are used as constant-current devices to get improved linearity and power-supply regulation.

As is increasingly common with modern preamps, a great deal of engineering effort has gone into designing the power supply. Audio Research’s engineers believe that in the past, power-supply limitations—not solid-state devices—were responsible for much of the dryness and lack of dynamics that used to be associated with “transistor sound.” Two power transformers are used; the smaller transformer feeds and effectively isolates the active balanced input circuit. It uses advanced coaxial capacitors and decoupled electrolytic-capacitor networks. A new generation of ICs is used for error control in the regulators, and even the low-voltage regulators use current-feedback devices rather than op-amps.

The Audio Research LS2B Mark II is a minimalist preamp in terms of features. You have a choice of five high-level inputs, a “Gain” control, and “Power” and muting switches. The rest of the control layout clearly emphasizes sonic purity, at the cost of eliminating the balance control and tape-monitor switch. You do, however, get a front-panel tape-defeat control that bypasses the tape output circuitry and prevents any risk of interaction with a tape deck. A “Direct/Normal” input switch allows you to bypass the switching circuitry for the balanced “Direct” input on the back—adding another element of sonic purity. Further, the balanced input on the LS2B Mark II has a 3-megohm input impedance, which Audio Research feels reduces the loading on source equipment and both opens up the sound and provides better musical integrity.

The sound character of the LS2B Mark II is as you might expect from this design emphasis. Its sound is very clean, very detailed, and very transparent. There is no particular warmth or character of timbre, and no coloration in the bass, midrange, or treble. The LS2B Mark II clearly emphasizes neutrality over any euphonic kind of coloration, a neutrality that will delight some tube fans but disappoint others.

Any former Audio Research SPI1 owner—and I am one—is going to find that the LS2B Mark II does an excellent job of
preserving some of the best in tube sound. It has the exceptional dynamic life that I, at least, expect from the best tube preamps, and it combines outstanding dynamics with outstanding resolution. In contrast, even some of the best transistor gear tends to slightly soften dynamics and the natural energy of music, particularly at low levels or in complex passages.

Some preamps have more apparent depth, but few sound more open or do a better job of imaging. The soundstage is very live and open, with excellent left-to-right spread and well-focused imaging. Further, imaging is not artificially fixed in space, or spotlighted, and it is very good from front to back as well as excellent from left to right. The soundstage was good enough to make me forget the absence of a balance control—at least, most of the time. I normally like to lock in the imaging and soundstage of a given record or CD with small adjustments to the balance control, but I only missed this capability with a few unbalanced recordings.

In short, the Audio Research LS2B Mark II gives you accuracy and not romance. This preamplifier will never dazzle you with features or woo you with some pleasing coloration. What it will do is provide an outstanding mixture of the best in tube and solid-state sound.

The D300 stereo amp is a bit more conventional, at least in the sense that it is all solid-state. It sells for $3,995 and provides 160 watts per channel into 8 ohms and 300 watts into 4 ohms. It can be bridged to provide 600 watts into 8 ohms and 900 watts into 4 ohms. The power bandwidth ranges from d.c. to 150 kHz into 8 ohms, and noise is rated at 116 dB below output. The damping factor is a relatively high 130, the slew rate is 50 µV/S, and the rise-time is 1.7 µV. The input impedance is 150 kilohms unbalanced and 300 kilohms balanced; the amp is noninverting.

There are no front-panel features other than an off/on switch and two lights that indicate whether the amplifier is in “Operate” or “Protect” mode. The rear panel has two RCA inputs, two balanced XLR inputs, two sets of stereo binding posts, the usual fuse-holder, and switches to select the balanced or unbalanced inputs.

The design philosophy and sound of the Audio Research D300 bear a striking resemblance to those of the LS2B Mark II preamp. The circuit and components were chosen on the basis of exhaustive listening tests, with the goal of providing as much as possible of the openness, clarity, and dynamic life that Audio Research feels are the great strengths of tubes.

Like the LS2B Mark II preamp, the D300 uses constant-current devices and a complex power supply with distributed electrolytics and premium components. A higher voltage, or rail, with a capacitance multiplier (or ripple stripper) is used in the lower gain stage in order to provide more open dynamics.

The D300 blends the use of J-FETs and bipolar transistors in what Audio Research believes is the best-sounding use of each device. There are no MOS-FETs in the active audio circuitry. The D300 uses direct-coupled, high-current multiple-emitter transistors in the output stages, which Audio Research feels have the ruggedness of single-emitter bipolar devices and the sweetness of MOS-FETs. The D300 uses plastic output devices—not because they are cheaper than metal devices, but because Audio Research feels they sound better. The subsonic limiting and protection circuitry are chosen to sound neutral.

As for sound character, the D300 is very similar to the LS2B Mark II. The D300 has a very fast, live, and dynamic attack and an open soundstage. It does not warm the sound, add extra bass power, or alter timing, although it is clean enough so that it may appear to have more detailed highs and upper midrange energy simply because more of the signal gets through. This added upper octave transparency is a real blessing with today’s best CD players and D/A converters but is unforgiving with hard or excessively close-miked recordings and poor CD players or converters.

The apparent S/N is also excellent. Like a lot of today’s best high-end equipment, the music seems clean at lower signal levels, emerging with less of the vestigial electronic “haze” or noise you sense with older equipment, even equipment that has excellent overall S/N.

The Audio Research D300 did an exceptional job of getting the best out of difficult speakers. It performed very well with a low-impedance ribbon speaker, a Quad electrostatic, the Spendor BC-1, and the Thiel CS5i. In fact, the D300 got some of the best performance out of the Thiel CS5i that I have yet heard from any amplifier.

By any standard, the Audio Research LS2B Mark II and D300 make an outstanding combination, one that offers much of the best in tube sound. You also have a wide range of potential choices in prices and power. I prefer balanced inputs, but choosing the LS2 Mark II over the LS2B Mark II offers substantial savings, and a remote control is a luxury that contributes nothing to sound quality. Similarly, the D300 is part of a family of amplifiers that includes the D400 Mark II, with 200 watts per channel and a price of $5,495, and the D200 with 110 watts per channel and a price of $2,495. If you are on a budget, the cheaper combination may be a great deal more appealing.

Do remember, however, that audio is a sport that is based on careful comparative auditioning. There is no one right answer to reproducing the illusion of live music, and the nuances in top high-end electronics are considerably subtler than those in speakers. You’ll miss half the fun in buying audio equipment if you don’t listen to a range of products like the LS2B Mark II and the D300.  
Anthony H. Cordesman
Satellite and Subwoofer Speakers: The “Overnight Success” of the ‘90s.

Overnight, it seems, virtually everyone has discovered the advantages of the satellite-subwoofer speaker concept—especially for use in the home theater.

1994 marks M&K Sound’s twentieth year at the forefront of this technology. After two decades of developing and refining this concept, we are flattered to see satellite and subwoofer speaker systems become the dominant choice for the multichannel home theater.

M&K speakers have been found in Hollywood screening rooms (the earliest home theaters) since the 1970s. Long acknowledged as the deep-bass specialists, we’ve also been pioneers in direct-to-disc and digital audiophile recording with our RealTime Records label—the first U.S. label to release compact discs.

TWENTIETH

ANNIVERSARY

We celebrate our twentieth anniversary by introducing the new M&K S-1C. This first Push-Pull Dual-Driver Satellite speaker exceeds the superb musicality of its legendary predecessors, thanks to M&K’s unique Transmission-Line tweeter and several other significant improvements.

Combine the S-1C with an M&K MX-series Deep Bass Powered Subwoofer to create a high-performance, flexible system that can be optimized for both two-channel music and multichannel film and music reproduction.

With six Satellite and thirteen Powered Subwoofer speaker models, M&K gives you the widest selection in the industry.

Choose M&K and discover what twenty years of cutting-edge expertise can bring to your listening experience.
small bookshelf monitors involve inevitable compromises. There are severe limits to the bass energy and extension they can deliver relative to floor-standing speakers, and this forces the designer to make trade-offs. Far too often, the speakers either lack bass or have an audible boost in the upper bass that colors all of the music reproduced through them. Although they seem like speakers that can be placed conveniently on shelves or furniture, this often ruins their soundstage and presents still further problems in the bass response. Unless bookshelf speakers come with dedicated speaker stands, serious problems can occur in their effective frequency response at the listening position. This is because the height and angle of the front of the speaker relative to the listener determines the timing and amount of reflected energy that reaches the listener's ear.

There are, however, small monitors that have a special magic. Ever since the coming of the BBC-designed LS3/5a, it has been clear that a really well-designed small speaker, placed on the proper stand and at the right height, can act as an apparent point source and produce an excellent soundstage. It has also been apparent that with the right set of design trade-offs, a speaker can apparently produce much more bass than is actually there, and that a really clean and musical midrange response can make up for a multitude of smaller technical evils.

The art of loudspeaker design has since moved far beyond the LS3/5a, and a few firms (such as Wilson Audio) have raised the design of small speakers to a level of musicality that once seemed unimaginable—although not without a high price tag (the Wilson Watt costs at least $7,450 a pair). A number of other firms, like Spica, have been able to perform their own magic at a much more affordable level. The Spica TC-60, for example, sells for $795 a pair, although the real price tag should include another $250 per pair for the rigid Gravity stands necessary to help the TC-60 achieve its best bass response and ensure it is at the right height and angle to perform at its best.

Yet despite the TC-60's moderate price, this speaker does have some interesting design features and specifications. It is a bit larger than most small monitors are (11 1/2 inches wide x 21 1/4 inches high x 10 1/2 inches deep), and has a sloping front panel to ensure time coherence of the tweeter and woofer and to correct for delays created by the...
Yes, after 14 years, Bob Carver has left Carver Corporation, the company he founded and nurtured. Said Bob, "I wanted to start a smaller company, the kind I really like." That company is Sunfire Corporation.

Now, as you know, Bob Carver created the dominant amp of the ‘80s, the Phase Linear 400, as well as the dominant amp of the ‘80s, the Carver M-400 magnetic field amplifier, and also the "amp of the decade," the mighty Silver Seven vacuum-tube amplifier. You would think, therefore, that the amplifier that launches his new company must be quite special. Indeed, the new Sunfire amplifier may well define the art for the rest of this century.

Performance that’s difficult to believe.

The Sunfire can produce 600 watts rms per channel into 4 ohms and it can do so continuously.* Into 2 ohms and 1 ohm, it can deliver, respectively, 1200 watts and 2400 watts rms on a time-limited basis, and its peak-to-peak current output capability is 138 amperes! This enormous current is supplied by 24 massive Motorola triple-diffused output devices, each capable of 20 amperes with current to spare. The intrinsic frequency response extends from dc to beyond 0.25 megahertz. Its distortion is orders of magnitude below audibility, with the profile of a classic vacuum tube amplifier.

The breakthrough.

The big breakthrough feature of the Sunfire amplifier is its uncanny tracking downconverter, which uses 12 herculean International Rectifier Hexfets. This downconverter provides the seemingly magical gift that allows the amplifier to drive any load to any rationally usable current or voltage level.

Here’s the best part.

We’ve included two kinds of outputs: (1) a standard voltage-source (i.e., near zero impedance) output for all typical applications and (2) a higher-impedance current-source output, specially suited for electrostatic, planar magnetic, or ribbon speakers. Or, and this is the second best part, you can biwire your speaker with the voltage source driving the woofer(s) and the current source driving the upper part of the system. (In many cases this provides by far the best possible interface between the amplifier and the speaker system.) You can even select gold RCA standard inputs or gold XLR balanced inputs. Your options are practically unlimited.

Whichever way you decide to hook up the Sunfire power amp, it will create a multilayered soundstage that is deep, wide, three-dimensional, and utterly believable. And, thanks to the optional current-source output, its musical voice can be as soft, sumptuous, and delicately detailed as you wish. (The slight current-sourcey characteristic of vacuum tubes is the dominant factor in the soundstage delivery of classic tube amplifiers.) And the bass “slam” or “whack” with all that available current is, well, not to be believed. But don’t believe us, go to your nearest Sunfire dealer and see for yourself.

* E.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THD

Price: $2,175

Sunfire Corporation

For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking downconverter, use the reader service card or write to Sunfire Corporation, PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290
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BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS
WITHIN YOUR REACH

Introducing McCormack’s award-winning musicality recreated in new compact components.

MICRO LINE DRIVE

MICRO PHONO DRIVE

MICRO HEADPHONE DRIVE

MICRO POWER DRIVE

We adopt circuits and parts from our full-size electronics to take advantage of the many benefits of downsizing: shorter signal paths, less signal processing, limited space requirements, lower prices.

McCormack Micros.
Same McCormack sound. Same McCormack quality. Smaller size with an exciting new high tech look.

Contact us for the name of the nearest dealer where you can see and hear them yourself.
crossover. The TC-60 uses a ported enclosure with a QB3 alignment. The polarity of both drivers is positive, and the baffles are designed to extend the tweeter response smoothly down to lower frequencies while blending the output of the tweeter and midrange in the crossover region. A thick acoustic blanket around the drivers minimizes cabinet diffraction and the reflection of unwanted sounds into the listening area.

The TC-60's frequency response is specified as -3 dB from 48 Hz to 20 kHz, which is flatter than that of most small speakers, and it is specified to be consistent at inputs ranging from as little as 0.1 V to as much as 10 V. The vast majority of small speakers changes significantly in frequency response with changes in power, and many have their best response at some particular listening level. The frequency response of the TC-60 is exceptionally consistent, from the softest string passages to loud orchestral passages.

The crossover has a fourth-order Bessel acoustic response for the 6½-inch polypropylene woofer and a computer-derived first-order crossover for the 1-inch cloth dome tweeter. The TC-60s are symmetrically mirror-imaged and matched in pairs to improve imaging and consistency.

I need to balance my praise for the TC-60 with some important qualifications, most of which apply to every speaker this size. This kind of speaker performs at its best in small- to medium-size listening rooms. Its bass and power-handling capabilities do not suit it for large listening rooms, any more than the characteristics of large monitors suit them for small listening rooms. As with all speakers, the performance of the TC-60 is sensitive to placement relative to rear and side walls. Like most speakers, it needs to be kept well away from the side walls. Careful experimentation is needed to place it at just the right distance from the rear wall in a given room to give it the best combination of bass and midrange response. The TC-60s are more sensitive to this than most speakers.

You have to pay the same attention to other aspects of setup that you do with virtually all small speakers. In the real world, you can't mount speakers in bookshelves or on furniture without a major sacrifice in performance. You need to use the TC-60 with a top-quality speaker stand, and you need to place the TC-60s well away from any furniture and with a clear line of sight from each speaker to the listening position. The TC-60 also performs best when positioned slightly lower than the listener's ear, and its ideal listening area is not all that wide. You need to experiment with speaker-to-listener distance and with the distance between speakers to find the triangle that gives you the best possible soundstage and listening position. Finally, you need a bit of patience. The TC-60 takes time to break in—a week of listening to reach its best, I found.

If this need for careful setup sounds a bit daunting, it should not. All speakers need this kind of care and attention, and I can promise you that the TC-60 will reward you for your efforts. Designer John Bau's previous speaker, the TC-50, won a considerable reputation for the quality of its midrange, its coherence, and its excellent soundstaging, but the TC-60 is better in every way. It has one of the most musical midranges I have ever heard in its price range (including its stand), and its dynamics are vastly improved over the TC-50. This is a small speaker that sounds "big" and "live" when played at anything like reasonable volume levels. Equally important, you do not need to raise the gain with very soft passages. They come through very clearly, as they do in a live performance.

The TC-60 does not have true deep bass (no speaker its size does), but it still does a good job of reproducing the bass viol and percussion. The TC-60 is not the speaker for organ fanatics or those who like the lower range of the synthesizer, but its frequency response extends low enough so that you do not hear an obtrusive bass bump. At the same time, this speaker does not have the artificial clarity of those small monitors that appear to have more treble and upper midrange detail simply because they are weak in terms of bass.

1-800-LINN HI-FI
music for life™
The overall timbre of the TC-60 was well balanced, with just enough warmth to avoid the leanness of some small speakers. Male and female voices were very good, although soprano voice had some slight coloration in the upper registers (a coloration that was significantly reduced after break-in). I also found the treble to be smooth and extended, though somewhat beamy, and the TC-60 required considerable experimentation in placement before the upper octaves integrated smoothly with the rest of the sound. You may find tilting the front of the speaker slightly up or down relative to your listening height will also help lock in best performance.

The TC-60s did a surprisingly good job of getting the best out of recent Sheffield, Mobile Fidelity, and Chesky LPs, even in comparison with Apogee Studio Grands, B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, and Thiel CS5i's—and these are full-range reference speakers that are up to an order of magnitude more expensive. I was particularly pleased with the TC-60's ability to resolve complex choral passages, and to give solo percussion instruments, violin, acoustic guitar, and piano the illusion of the life, dynamics, and detail that you hear in live performances.

Transient response was very good, and percussion detail was quick and very well defined. The Spicas performed very well with the Chesky test CDs, easily revealing the differences in the comparisons between dirty and clean power, analog and digital tape, and digital sound techniques recorded on the Chesky JD 111 test disc. If you are a fan of the superior transient detail on Reference Recordings and Wilson Audio LPs and CDs, you will hear that detail on the TC-60s.

Soundstaging was very good. The imaging was very natural, and the soundstage "floated," rather than clustered, the imaging around the location and height of the speakers. You can get a surprisingly wide soundstage with careful placement of the TC-60s. Depth was very good, although I could not get the resolution of depth from the TC-60s that I have gotten from a number of reference speakers.

The real key to the TC-60's sound is that the sum of its parts has considerable synergy. No speaker made can realistically reproduce the sound of a full symphony orchestra, opera, or rock concert in the home, although some larger monitors give it a damn good try! An outstanding speaker can, however, go a long way toward giving you the illusion of live solo music, a live string quartet, or a live small jazz group. The TC-60s can create this kind of illusion; they are for serious listeners who know the sound of live music and give it the attention it deserves.

"Magic" in a speaker is always relative. No aspect of audio is more personal than choosing a loudspeaker, and no choice should be more dependent on your auditioning a product at length and making your own choice. I believe, however, that classical music fans, and fans of acoustic rock and jazz, are likely to find that the TC-60 does an exceptional job of creating the illusion of a live performance from a small enclosure. There are many good to very good small speakers on the market, but a properly set up Spica TC-60 is one of the rare exceptions that can make you forget its size and let you completely lose yourself in the music.

Anthony H. Cordesman
It's true! The new XLO/PRO Type 150 interconnect, at just $49.95 for a one meter pair, really **CAN ADD $1000 OR MORE** worth of better highs, cleaner bass, higher resolution, tighter focus, and broader, deeper, *vaster* soundstage to virtually ANY system.

Try it yourself. Put XLO/PRO 150 up against ANYTHING AT ALL—from "peanut butter and jelly," up to "the high-priced spread." The only cables you'll find that are any better are XLO's own higher priced models.

**XLO really *IS* "The Best in the World!!"**

---

**Visit your authorized XLO/PRO dealer today!**

**XLO/PRO**

9480 Utica Street, Suite 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone (909) 466-0382
FAX (909) 466-3662

---

**29 cents FREE!**

Mail in this completed coupon, and we'll send you our latest XLO/PRO literature and a GENUINE U.S. GOVERNMENT 29 CENT STAMP!

Name _____________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
Telephone _________________________________________

Only one coupon may be redeemed per customer. Offer is not valid outside the continental United States, and expires December 31, 1994.
Montana! As I unpacked the HeadRoom Supreme Headphone Amplifier and Audio Image Processor, I was singing “I come from Montana. I wear a bandanna. My spurs they jingle as I ride along.” I knew that there was more going on in the Big Sky country than riding, roping, and branding, but I never expected an audiophile-quality headphone amplifier from there! But since most receivers, cassette machines, and CD players have stereo earphone jacks, why would anyone want a separate amplifier for earphones?

Tyll Hertsens, president of HeadRoom Corp., once had a job that required a great deal of travelling. Because this led to many hours of listening through earphones, he became acutely aware of the differences between listening with earphones and loudspeakers and did some research to find the cause of these differences. He found some answers and decided to design and build a headphone amplifier to resolve the problems. His goals were: Consistency when using earphones with different sources, more power output, and a cross-feed circuit to improve imaging.

A separate earphone amplifier can be designed to provide a uniform frequency response into the wide range of impedance characteristics of different earphones. It can also be designed to supply more audio power than most sources with built-in 'phone jacks; many CD players, especially portables running on small batteries, necessarily have low-power amplifiers.

The cross-feed circuit is not a new idea, but it is an eminently practical one. It became prominent in the 1960s through work done by Ben Bauer of CBS Labs, and consequently it is sometimes called the Bauer circuit. After you have listened to music with earphones using a cross-feed circuit, you will wonder how you ever got along without it.

An explanation of the difference between loudspeaker and earphone listening will make it clear why a cross-feed circuit is so worthwhile. Let's consider, for example, a recording that has a clarinet predominantly in the left channel and a trumpet in the right. When you listen to this recording with loudspeakers, you will hear the clarinet coming from the left loudspeaker and the trumpet coming from the right loudspeaker. However, you will hear the clarinet and the trumpet with both your left and right ears, albeit with slightly different spectra and at slightly different times. The clarinet's sound will arrive at your right ear slightly after it arrives at your left; it will also have a reduced high-frequency spectrum due to shadowing by your head. These spectral and timing clues are what allow you to determine the direction of the sound. When you listen with
Sure, it’s nice to be hailed as a “benchmark.” But what, exactly, does that mean? Well, let’s read the quote in context:

“While the HCA-2200” has virtually unlimited brute power, it has enough finesse to let the music come through largely unscathed. Over the last six months it has proven, with a variety of speakers in both my listening rooms, that it’s a benchmark product against which other amplifiers can be measured. If an amp of equal or greater price isn’t at least as good as the HCA-2200”, it doesn’t cut it.”

It’s clear that Mr. Stone has discovered the virtues of our amplifier. And while we’re pleased he found the process so enjoyable, we aren’t surprised. It’s all part of our design philosophy, whose essence he captures nicely when he says, “...a middle-class audiophile like myself no longer has to take out a second mortgage on his house to afford a musically satisfying amplifier.”

“...A BENCHMARK PRODUCT AGAINST WHICH OTHER AMPLIFIERS CAN BE MEASURED.”

— STEVEN STONE, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 17 NO. 3, MARCH 1994

But what did surprise us, as well as flatter us, was being thrown into the ring with $12,000 monoblock behemoths. The result of this apparently absurd comparison? Not carnage, but rather: “...the Parasound HCA-2200” gives them all a run for the money, and even beats ’em in flexibility and price.” He continues, “...a pair of HCA-2200”s performed with Apogee full-ranges on a par with a pair of Boulder 250 AEs and four VTL Deluxe 300 amps. Dynamic impact and attack were excellent...Compared to the VTL300, the HCA-2200” had a greater sense of extension...”

Enough quotes. It’s time to experience one yourself. Just visit your local Parasound dealer and learn that “benchmark” is the expert’s way of saying you don’t have to break the bank to get the best. And you can quote us on that.
If you operate the Supreme from the accessory battery holder, which houses four D cells.) There are 25 parts on the circuit board, including a d.c.-to-d.c. converter (that provides +15 and -15 V from a 5-V input) and the encapsulated, two-channel circuit module which is the heart of the amplifier.

The basic amp and processor module is sold separately for those who would like to build their own earphone amplifier; it costs $89. HeadRoom will even help you by supplying schematics, parts lists, and sources.

You could put the module into a receiver, preamp, etc. whose power supply provides 12 to 15 V of positive and negative d.c. In fact, one of Tyl Hertsen's goals is to make an IC version of the HeadRoom circuit that audio manufacturers will be able to put into their products.

Rated output is 60 mW (maximum output is 400 mW), and the amp will drive earphones with impedances from 10 to 600 ohms. I listened to the Supreme with a pair of earphones that measured 17 ohms, and the combination sounded very good; I heard no problems even when I listened at a very high level. There is plenty of output even for low-sensitivity earphones.

I listened to a wide variety of music with the Supreme while switching the cross-feed and the filter in and out. Most recordings benefited from the cross-feed, and many sounded better with the filter turned on. You can usually tell that the cross-feed will make the sound more natural if an instrument can be heard in one ear and hardly at all in the other. For example, Dave Grusin's *Discovered Again* (Sheffield CD-5) sounded much better with the cross-feed and filter switched on. The cross-feed and filter also made "Wishing Well" on the Schönherz and Scott album, *One Night in Vienna* (Windham Hill WD-1060), sound more natural. But "Bourbon Street Parade," an Al Hirt cut on *Dixieland's Greatest Hits* (First Choice FC 4512), benefited from the cross-feed but sounded better with the filter off. Many rock and jazz recordings are made with very little cross-feed on some instruments, and these will definitely sound better with the cross-feed on.

Recordings that sound great without the cross-feed switched in are rare and are usually made by people who use earphones to check the sound, such as Tom Jung of dmp or Craig Dory and Brian Peters of Dorian. Chuck Loeb's "One Man's View" from *Simple Things* (dmp CD-504) sounded excellent with the cross-feed turned off, as did Pergolesi's *Stabat Mater* on Dorian (DOR-90196). "La Bamba," on *Lift Off* (dmp CD-498), was only slightly enhanced by the cross-feed.

There are some recordings that have adequate cross-feed between channels but can still be enhanced with the Supreme's cross-feed circuit. I have recorded in the Alice Millar Chapel at Northwestern University, where the Millar Brass Ensemble was recorded (Koss CD-1011). The long and narrow hall is very bright and reverberant, but the brightness of the brass instruments was tamed, and the imaging improved slightly, with the Supreme's cross-feed on and its filter switched off. Some recordings made with a dummy head in a reverberant space can actually sound less natural when the cross-feed switch is on. An example is *Joyce Jones at the Ruffatti Organ in Spivey Hall* on Rosenhaus Records (3525 Carondolet, Waco, Tex. 76710). This recording was engineered by Wade Bray of Head Acoustics, using an Aachen Head augmented by a pair of Schoeps MK-5 omnidirectional microphones. The sound is magnificent. However, with the Supreme's cross-feed, the sound field collapsed slightly and wasn't as natural.

If the last few examples cause you to believe that I think the cross-feed process isn't useful, you are very wrong! The majority of recordings will benefit greatly from it. The HeadRoom Supreme headphone amplifier is portable, has audiophile-quality sound, and doesn't cost a fortune. It is one of the best things that has happened to those of us who enjoy listening to music via earphones.

Edward M. Long
Too often, solid-state audio components sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solid-state designs that audiophiles readily identify this unmusical sonic signature as “transistor sound.” At Conrad-Johnson, we have long believed that these audible distortions are not inherent in solid-state devices. Instead, they are a consequence of circuit design and implementation. Through innovative circuit design and the use of highest-quality parts, we have developed a range of Conrad-Johnson solid-state products that prove the point. They do not sound like solid-state. They just sound like music.

For more detailed information on the full range of Conrad-Johnson solid-state products write, phone or fax:

Conrad-Johnson Electronics, Inc.
2733 Merrilee Drive • Fairfax, VA 22031 • Phone: 703-698-8511 • Fax: 703-560-5360
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Unpacking the McIntosh C40 preamp and MC500 amp was like opening the front door and greeting old friends. The first piece of "high-end" equipment I was able to afford was a used McIntosh preamp. I still rely on a slightly modified McIntosh MR71 tuner, a unit that was excellent not only during its heyday but long afterward.

The C40 and MC500 have the features and styling I am accustomed to expect from McIntosh. While Mac equipment may include the latest technology, its black chassis, feature-filled front panels of the preamps, and illuminated meters on the power amps are all familiar signs that McIntosh designs for the carriage trade rather than for high-end fanatics. McIntosh equipment puts the user in control, instead of imposing the designer's ideas on the buyer.

The McIntosh C40 Control Center is anything but an audio purist's product. For $3,250 it offers virtually every feature you could want. For example, with the tone controls, you get the equivalent of a small equalizer with five controls centered at 30, 150, 500, 1,500, and 10,000 Hz.

You also get a phono input, eight high-level RCA inputs, one balanced input, and one balanced output. You can control up to three tape recorders. There is a variable loudness control, a switch to choose between various stereo and mono modes, and a compander to expand or compress the sound. The C40 can use remote relays to switch between two speakers, has a 20-watt stereo headphone and monitor amp, and lets you switch the equalizer and/or compander into the recording circuits. In fact, there are more features than I have space to describe.

Beautifully made, the C40 uses top-grade resistors and capacitors in its sophisticated circuitry, with updated electronic switching of all signals. The phono preamp uses an IC op-amp with a differential input stage that has high open-loop gain; this allows the use of a large amount of negative feedback to reduce noise and distortion and provide precision RIAA equalization. Although the phono preamp does not have the gain and impedance settings to permit the use of low-output moving-coil cartridges, it does work well with any cartridge of more than 2.5 mV output, is extremely quiet, and can accept up to 90 mV input without overload.

High-level signals go past the input and mode switching and are fed into the loudness-contour amp. An integrated-circuit op-amp is used with two active-feedback loops, one with flat frequency response and
WHERE DOES THE TWEETER OF A HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q - SERIES

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement, which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer. This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder KEF’s patented Uni-Q™ is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home as they do in the showroom.
one with loudness compensation. This circuit provides 20 dB of gain and allows you to choose between zero loudness compensation and whatever level of compensation you have dialed in to match your listening setup. Signals in the “listen” program path go directly to the compander, through the “listen” processor circuit, and then to the volume control, the balance control, and then the equalizer, which feeds the outputs.

The compander uses a voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA) as a variable gain block; control voltages for the VCA are taken from samples of both the left and right input signals. The electronic signal processing includes band-shaping, logarithmic conversion, full-wave rectification, level setting, expansion or compression ratio regulation, attack timing, and d.c. amplification. The resulting processed voltage controls the gain of the VCA to cause logarithmic gain expansion or compression.

You do pay a slight sonic price for all these control features. Although the C40 is rated as having less than 0.002% IM or harmonic distortion, some preamps offer cleaner and more detailed sound. The C40 is a very good unit, but it does not quite reach the level of transparency and natural dynamic life of its top high-end competition. I also found the loudness control to be largely irrelevant. A modest use of the equalizer controls did a much better job of correcting frequency problems, and I don’t like the kind of low-level listening to background music for which the loudness control seems intended. That said, the other features of the C40 offer very real alternatives to the purist approach to preamps.

I know many audiophiles feel that tone controls and equalizers are anathema, but the tone controls on the C40 are truly valuable. A light touch of the midrange controls or a careful adjustment of the low bass control can correct for some speaker or room problems. Like the somewhat similar controls on Cello’s Palette preamp/EQ, the controls on the C40 can be very valuable in many real-world systems. Further, they are flexible enough to correct timbre problems in a number of recordings—for example, in touching up the sound of old tapes or 33½- and 78-rpm records.

The C40’s compander is equally useful. It is unnecessary with many recordings, but a touch of expansion does a surprisingly good job of opening up the sound of many mediocre recordings and giving new life to what may be an old but great performance. It can add life, dynamics, and openness to the soundstage. Similarly, a little compression can add a merciful touch of musical realism to hard-sounding or close-miked recordings. The result may not be exactly what is on the recording, but it does improve the illusion of listening to live music.

In short, the C40 offers excellent features and very good overall sound—with no trace of hardness and just a slight touch of warmth. It is one of the few control centers on the market that can actually play a useful role in improving the sound of music.

A few notes of music will tell you the new Centaurus Slant 6 speaker is quite unique.

It’s ribbon hybrid design offers performance that defies its modest $1995 price.

As the Centaurus weaves its magic, an evening’s listening session can pass into morning, leaving you with a smile.

The technology that makes this level of performance possible was pioneered on our $85,000 state-of-the-art Grand System. Your nearest Apogee dealer will be happy to demonstrate the Centaurus speakers. But bring your pajamas, just in case.

-APOGEE-ACOUSTICS, INC.
35 York Ave. Randolph, MA 02368 Tel. (617) 963-0124 Fax (617) 963-8567

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

McINTOSH DESIGNS FOR THE CARRIAGE TRADE, PUTTING THE USER, NOT THE DESIGNER, IN CONTROL.
How Not to Buy an Amplifier.

Spend a couple grand on an amplifier with an internal layout reminiscent of a bowl of spaghetti. Burn it in for at least six weeks (don't even dream of turning it off). Send it out to be tweaked (to improve definition and eliminate glare from all recordings). Install a line filter hoping to reduce that buzz in the right channel. Place an ad in the classifieds: "$800 or best offer." Start looking for the next rage in amplification.

There are lots of pretenders promising high-end performance at an affordable price. This amplifier delivers. Our audit on policy guarantees it.*

220 watts per channel into 8 ohms • Class A/AB design • 100,000 microfarad of storage • zero negative feedback
D.C. coupled circuitry • 1400 watt toroidal transformer • balanced and single-ended inputs • biwire capability

distributed by Reel to Real Designs, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
export inquiries invited • Fax: 217-744-7269

*Call 1-800-283-4644 for free 52 page color brochure.
In a world where far too many high-end products compete to provide exactly the same features, the C40 stands out as one of the few real alternatives.

The McIntosh MC500 stereo amplifier sells for $6,250. It is anything but cheap, although it is a powerhouse that delivers 500 watts per channel into 8 or 4 ohms and offers many of the features of McIntosh's top solid-state monaural amplifier, the MC1000, for about half the price.

There isn't sufficient space to go into all of the relevant design details and features, but the MC500 is capable of peak currents of 112 amperes, and its harmonic and intermodulation distortion specifications are excellent—less than 0.005% each. It has very sophisticated protection circuitry along with thermal control that eliminates the need for fans and leads to more silent in-room operation. Power Guard circuitry prevents any risk of clipping (and destroying a speaker driver in the process).

The MC500 is also one of the few solid-state amplifiers to use autoformers as output transformers. This ensures that the optimum load is presented to the output transistors, so that extra current doesn't flow and cause extra heating of the power transistors. You also get an optimum match with any normal-impedance speaker. There is protection circuitry to prevent any output transistor's failure from putting d.c. into the autoformer, conducting it instead directly to ground.

The MC500 has balanced and unbalanced inputs, and can be bridged to become a 1,000-watt mono amplifier. Its power on/off switching can be remotely controlled by the C40, and the styling is as good as that of any component I have seen.

The MC500 is also one of the few solid-state mono amplifiers, the MC1000, the McIntosh MC500 stereo amplifier showed me there's a good case for luxury.

THOUGH MY TASTES LIE IN THE PURIST CAMP, THE C40 AND MC500 SHOWED ME THERE'S A GOOD CASE FOR LUXURY.

Anthony H. Cordesman
"BBSM SERIES MONITORS ARE MY REFERENCE"

For the past 12 years, I have been changing speakers like changing shorts...in search of a sound that is both accurate and relates to the real world. I am now on my fourth pair of BBSM-6's and each new generation of the BBSM series represents a marked improvement in sound from the previous generation. Westlake has expanded on a solid foundataion of engineering to offer real world improvements in the sound of their products.”

— Tom Jung

"PS. While I still change my shorts every day, I haven’t changed speakers in almost a year!”

Founded in 1971, Westlake Audio strives to offer the most accurate reproduction of the source recording as currently possible and to research methods of improving this technology for future generations of products. For serious music lovers who value the quality of well recorded music, Westlake Audio offers a number of monitor loudspeakers to suit your individual needs and listening environments.
Technology has not been kind to home recording in recent years. Classic open-reel decks have become something specialist audiophiles rebuild rather than buy. The technology and sound quality of the best CDs and analog records are far beyond the limits of cassette recorders. MiniDisc and DCC have so far contributed nothing to the state of the art, and the sound of these two "new" digital technologies falls well short of the performance that ordinary DAT recorders have provided for several years. In fact, DAT stands out as today's best way of making top-quality home recordings.

While the small portable DAT units I have tried have their limits, most of the larger decks provide excellent home recordings, on a format whose sound quality is superior to anything other than that of the most expensive professional recorders. Moreover, DAT playback can be easily upgraded simply by connecting a DAT deck to a high-quality D/A converter. Although many DAT decks have good D/A converters, there is no question that they sound much better played through converters by Krell, Theta Digital, Wadia Digital, etc.

Digital Audio Tape is an underrated and often unappreciated medium. It was introduced in the wrong way, as the new popular format that would replace the cassette—a fantasy in terms of DAT recorders' cost, then and now. Its very real value to music collectors, musicologists, and audiophiles who make their own recordings was largely ignored. Further, little attention was given to packaging DAT recorders with improved microphones, mixers, dubbing decks, and low-cost digital editors that would have encouraged audiophiles to make high-quality home recordings. Nor was any real effort made to market DAT as a way of recording local performances and amateur theater and music. Little effort also seems to have been made to market DAT as a way of providing music and sound effects for low-budget dance, theater, and other performances. I recently had the misfortune of suffering through a performance of a ballet company and a semi-professional chorale group that thought a slightly off-pitch cassette deck was state of the art; I would vehemently suggest that DAT is a far better solution in supporting performances such as these.

Unfortunately, DAT has little or no commercial software. The initial efforts to sell prerecorded DAT cassettes seem to have died. Thus, there is no point in having a DAT deck in your car or buying a portable playback unit, unless you make your
Striving for Perfection.

The New T Series from Threshold.

For twenty years Threshold has advanced the art of what is possible in audio design. Threshold products have consistently gained recognition for both sonic excellence and visual elegance, and they continue to do so. As evidenced by the new T series.

Striving for perfection has become a constant at Threshold, and the new T Series represents the most articulate expression of that philosophy to date. These new products await your appreciation at select dealer locations.

T 400
Class A Power Amplifier
own recordings on a DAT deck with record features.

This does not mean that DAT is dead as a consumer product. A growing number of sound engineers and some audiophiles do use DAT decks to make live recordings. I have heard quite a number of home recordings, made with simple miking and without multitracking, which show that there is a great deal to be said for amateur performances and simple recording techniques. Some of these DATs are far more involving, in acoustics and emotional impact, than the overprocessed professionalism of far too many CDs.

Some audiophiles also use DATs to archive records or rare CDs. They have discovered that becoming involved in music—in collecting and comparing performances—is often a great deal more fun than the endless search for another tweak or the perfect components. Then, there is the odd reviewer; I, for one, use a Sony DTC-75ES Digital Audio Tape deck to create tapes that I use to screen the equipment I review.

At the same time, my Sony DTC-75ES DAT deck, and other DAT decks I have tried, have some important sonic defects; they lack the ability to properly resolve low-level detail and dynamics. On the plus side, they have flatter frequency response, lower distortion, and less wow and flutter than analog machines. They have done a good job in recording and playing back medium to loud passages, but they have not done an equal job of reproducing the natural sweetness and air of music. They have had trouble reproducing all of the detail of musical dynamics, and could not record all of the low-level soundstage detail available on the best analog recordings. The result has been a loss of depth and hall effects. A well-tweaked and restored Revox G36 open-reel analog tape deck—more than two decades old—could do a better job of recording these important aspects of sound quality than DAT machines.

Enter the Sony DTC-2000ES. This DAT recorder, which sells for $2,500, incorporates what Sony calls a "high-density, linear A/D converter system" and Sony's Super Bit Mapping technology. The DTC-2000ES uses a delta-sigma converter in its analog-to-digital stage, like some other DAT decks, but it incorporates separate ICs designed to reduce the noise inherent in single-IC systems. The signal is then fed to a pulse A/D converter, which reduces the quantization noise to a theoretical level of -115 dB and reduces the aliasing noise without having to introduce steep filtering into the analog circuit. A decimation filter removes unwanted high-frequency elements with digital processing; it is claimed to reduce aliasing noise by up to 120 dB.

Sony has issued a long and detailed technical explanation of this process. Unlike some such claims, you can hear the difference just as well as read about it. I have compared the DTC-2000ES to Sony's DTC-75ES DAT deck, a Sony MiniDisc deck, a Philips DCC machine, tweaked Revox G36 tube and A77 transistor open-reel decks, and a Tandberg TD 20A transistor open-reel deck. The DTC-2000ES decisively outperformed them all.

After a few trial recordings, I gave up on DCC and MiniDisc; they simply are not sonically competitive with DAT. The DTC-2000ES clearly outperformed my Sony DTC-75ES. It was almost as if the DTC-2000ES lowered the noise floor by about 10 dB. I found I could hear significantly more detail in dubbing CDs and LPs, and in making some live recordings. Music had more sweetness and air. Dynamics seemed more natural, and bass had more kick and slam. The soundstage expanded to become much more like the original source, and voices seemed slightly more natural. The low-level sounds that help give recordings of live performances a more natural and lifelike character were also clearer. Even though you may not listen much for rustling scores or chair movements, they are important to ambience.

The Sony DTC-2000ES also outperformed the open-reel tape recorders (and I don't intend to refight the digital-versus-analog battle here). The Sony provided far more accurate frequency response, more speed stability, freedom from tape scrape and mechanical problems, freedom from tape bias and equalization problems, and an absolute absence of hiss and hum. I was particularly impressed by the lack of low- and mid-bass bumps and irregularities that are a reality in even the best consumer-level open-reel decks. The much more natural sense of air and extension in the upper octaves was also impressive. The DTC-2000ES may not provide a euphonic rolloff in the highs, but it does provide accurate highs, with no problems from tape equalization or head effects.

I do not mean to say, however, that the DTC-2000ES provides perfect transparency, for I have never heard any home recording device that did not affect sound quality. While the DTC-2000ES is much better than some, its effects are still audible. This Sony deck has a good FET microphone preamp built in, which I would much rather use than a number of stand-alone consumer or home-studio-level mike preamps. The line-level A/D section of the DTC-2000ES does lose a bit of definition and dynamics and has just a touch of the hardening of recorded sound I associate with transistor electronics of less than top quality. The D/A section's sound is very listenable but lacks the definition and dynamics the digital output has when played through the latest Krell or Theta Digital D/A converters. I would much rather use the DTC-2000ES as an input to a high-end D/A converter than feed its analog output directly to a preamp.

It takes very careful listening to hear the differences between a DAT recorded on the DTC-2000ES (using the digital output from a top-quality CD transport) and its...
original CD. In fact, unless the CD is of exceptional quality, you may find the difference to be meaningless. If you are archiving analog records, you probably are not going to lose a bit of sound quality by recording 78s and most 45s on DAT with the Sony DTC-2000ES. Archiving 33 1/3-rpm LPs may reveal the slight changes in sound quality I described above, but many digiphobes may be surprised. Since you are recording the colorations of your cartridge, tonearm, turntable, and phono preamp, you tend to record what many audiophiles feel is "analog sound." Of course, such archived recordings will forever include the colorations of the analog signal source you use, but this may be precisely what you want.

When it comes to live recordings, the Sony DTC-2000ES outperformed the microphones I could borrow and my skill in using them; determining the sonic limits of the DTC-2000ES in recording live music takes a sound engineer with more skills than I have. Yet it was very clear that using the DTC-2000ES is a far better way to provide demanding theater sound effects and recorded music for live performances than any of its competition.

In short, the Sony DTC-2000ES is a major step forward in both DAT and home recording. It is going to take a real churl, if not a neo-Luddite, not to admit that this deck offers sound superior to any stock analog recorder I can think of. The DTC-2000ES offers you the option of interacting with live music at moderate cost. You can also archive your collection of rare LPs or CDs, record comparative performances with minimal loss of sound quality, and easily upgrade the sound during playback with a top-quality D/A converter. And who knows, you just might find a friend to exchange tapes with. If DAT has not excited audiophiles in the past, the Sony DTC-2000ES demonstrates that it should!

Anthony H. Cordesman

---

Whaddya Say To A Guy Who's Had The Same Job For 50 Years, Has Never Called In Sick Or Showed Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation Or A Holiday, Never Asked For A Raise Or Got A Bonus And, Believe It Or Not, Has No Plans For Retirement?

Thanks.

Remember - only you can prevent forest fires.

---

Anthony H. Cordesman
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WEST LEFT

PRECISION AUDIO
5140-C COMMERCE AVENUE
MOORPARK, CA 93021

(805) 523-3005
ESX, SHEFFIELD, AND STEREOPHILE TEST CDs

Test signals on CDs are produced digitally, with high precision, and are even more accurate than the laboratory oscillators which formerly generated the test signals for LP test records. Some engineers have found the test signals on CD to be so accurate that they are able to replace portable test instruments. The four CDs in this report have test signals plus a variety of musical selections that can help you achieve better sound. Each was created with a specific idea in mind and employs different recording techniques for the musical selections. Even so, there are certain similarities. For example, all of them have tracks for channel identification and proper phasing of the output; all of them have techniques for the musical selections from the Sheffield catalog. The voice on tracks 7 and 8 is for channel identification and phasing.

A warning is given on track 9 that the next tracks contain test signals that should be used with caution. These tracks, 10 through 42, contain signals that were created by Richard Clark of Autosound Kinergetics Research. It costs $19.95 and comes with a 12-page booklet. Track 1, “A Sonic Demonstration,” has musical selections that are preceded by descriptions of what is to follow, and provides cues about what you should be able to hear if your system is performing well. Tracks 2 through 6 are complete selections from the Sheffield catalog. The voice on tracks 7 and 8 is for channel identification and phasing.

For literature, circle No. 101 Sheffield Lab, 1253 Coast Village Rd., Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108.

Company Addresses
For literature, circle No. 99 Sheffield Lab, 1253 Coast Village Rd., Santa Barbara, Cal. 93108.
For literature, circle No. 100 Stereophile, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, N.M. 87502.
For literature, circle No. 101

AURICLE

SOME ENGINEERS THINK CD TEST SIGNALS ARE SO ACCURATE THAT THEY CAN REPLACE PORTABLE TEST INSTRUMENTS.
The Sound of the Future is Now

“A musically pleasing experience. They also stand as a signpost toward the direction speaker design should go.”
- Dr. Robert E. Green, The Absolute Sound

“Their bass reproduction was impressively strong and clean down to the 50 Hz region and below (a subwoofer would contribute little to these speakers).
- Julian Hirsch, 1994 Stereo Review

“Soundwave loudspeakers create a breathtaking stereo image, offer tremendous dynamic range and are harmonically correct. They’re the most musical speakers I’ve ever heard.”
- Dr. Christopher Rouse, world renowned composer of classical music

“Detail is virtually unmasked in the Soundwaves, and purity reigns.”
- Dr. Robert E. Greene, The Absolute Sound
Vol. 19, Issue 97 August 1994

“Soundwave speakers are the most accurate I’ve ever heard. The clarity and sound are superb... I have never heard the human voice so accurately reproduced... members of the New York Audio Society are in awe of the sound reproduced by your great design.”
- Robert Kreisler, President New York Audio Society

Introducing Soundwave Point Source Loudspeakers

A revolutionary design accomplished with the utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques, Soundwave Point Source loudspeakers have a patented “baffleless” enclosure and unique drive units. This new design propagates a coincident, coherent, hemispherical soundwave – the theoretical ideal. The result is sound so natural and three dimensional, you’ll think you’re hearing a live musical performance.
way your system reproduces the sound when you are in different locations. Track 5 has a 315-Hz signal that you can use with an inexpensive multimeter to set the same level from your amplifier to your loudspeakers. Track 6 has a “demagnetizing sweep” signal that can be used to reduce any residual magnetism that may have built up in your system components. This is a relatively safe type of signal and provides a rather low level of demagnetization for resistor and capacitor leads, crossover inductors, cables, and phono cartridges. I haven’t seen any scientific proof documenting the sonic effects of this type of low-level magnetization. Its proponents categorize it as being different from the residual magnetism that happens to a tape head due to asymmetrical low-frequency or d.c. signals. Internal copper wiring and p.c. board traces, they say, become magnetized, due to current flow, and degrade the sonics. To say the least, it is controversial. I’ll keep an open mind while I await scientific evidence and just say that using this signal is like “mother’s chicken soup—it can’t hurt!” Track 7 has a “low frequency demagnetizing fade,” the more usual kind of signal for demagnetizing even the most highly magnetized devices; because of this it should be used with caution. It is intended to demagnetize low-frequency system components; I take this with a grain of salt also. Track 8 has “burn-in tones” that allow you to “exercise” any new components in your system. Tracks 9 through 13 are musical excerpts from the Sheffield catalog. The final track, 14, is an excerpt of track 9, only in mono. This track should appear to come from a small point between your loudspeakers; the better the loudspeakers, the smaller and sharper the point.

The Ultimate Test CD from ESX Entertainment (ESD-7059) has 45 tracks, comes with a 16-page booklet, and carries a price tag of $7.98. After the introduction on track 1, tracks 2 through 6 are for channel identification: Left, right, the phantom center (both channels together in phase), and L + R and L - R to check for the correct connection of your loudspeakers. Track 7 is a 1-kHz tone in both channels at 0 VU (actually the tone is 1,035 Hz and -10.4 dB). Tracks 8 through 20 are test tones from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, in both channels, at -10 dB below 0 VU reference; the booklet misstates the frequencies on tracks 8 through 11. Track 21 is a 440-Hz tone, which is an “A” for tuning instruments; again, this is misidentified. Track 22 is a repeat of track 7. Track 23 is pink noise, left and right. Track 24 is pink noise, in phase and out of phase. Track 25, “The Soundstage: Imaging, Depth, and Directionality,” features a man moving to different positions in a large, very reverberant room and stating where he is with respect to the microphone. Tracks 26 through 30 have bass drum and cymbal sounds to check frequency response and dynamics. The lowest frequency from the bass drum is 37.5 Hz and at only -10 dB from the 0-dB d.c. reference level; the cymbal has energy beyond 16,250 Hz, where the level is -27 dB. Tracks 31 through 34 have the sound of a scraper in the left, right, and center so you can check how your system reproduces this complex sound and also check the system’s transient response. Tracks 35 through 39 are musical excerpts. The final tracks, 40 through 45, are intended to help you set up a surround system. The last one is of a very good Dixieland band playing “Struttin’ with Some Barbecue”; it has a good sense of space and ambience, with most of the instruments recorded relatively close except for the trumpet, which sounds distant.

Stereophile Test CD2 (Stereophile STPH 004-2) was produced by John Atkinson, the editor of Stereophile magazine. An informative, 26-page booklet accompanies this 31-track disc, which costs $7.95 plus $3 for shipping and handling. There are musical excerpts and test signals intended to help you identify and correct problems with your sound system as well as test signals intended for use with both inexpensive and expensive test instruments. Tracks 1 and 2 are for channel identification and phasing. Tracks 3 through 9 are musical excerpts. At 19 seconds into track 4, there is a -40 dB thump with a spectrum from 15 to 30 Hz, a good test for true subwoofers. Track 10 features Larry Archibald, the publisher of Stereophile, talking and clapping as he walks around, “mapping out” the sound of a recording venue; tracks 11 and 12 are piano selections performed in this same hall and using the same figure-8 coincident microphone pair. Track 13 is from Edward Elgar’s “The Dream of Gerontius” and features a soloist with chorus and orchestra.
A special sampler CD for Audio readers!
The famous Everest 35-mm Ultra Analog Recordings.
Originally produced by Bert Whyte.
Processed by Vanguard Classics, utilizing Sony’s proprietary 20-bit SBM technology.*

JUST $5.00


These recordings have been made from the original three-channel, 35-mm film masters. These are the ones you read about in Bert Whyte’s “Behind the Scenes” column so many times. John Eargle (1994) says, “These recordings remain models of how symphonic music should be recorded,” while Stereo Review (9/94) says, “These recordings are still considered to be among the very best ever made,” and Stereophile (11/94)

comment, “Superbly transferred . . . they can hold their own with the best from RCA or Mercury CD reissues.”

This is a limited-time offer, so order your Sampler today, from Everest/Vanguard Classics/Omega, 27 West 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023. Checks or money orders only, please; no credit cards.

Everest Sampler
Make out coupon and check for $5.00, payable to Omega Record Group, Inc., to cover CD, postage, and handling. Mail to: Everest/Vanguard Classics/Omega, Sampler Offer, 27 West 72nd St., New York, N.Y. 10023

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

(City) ____________________________ (State) ____________________________ (Zip Code) ____________________________


*SBM is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation.
This Month's Specials!

**Bose Specials**

- Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II Speaker System
  - $2995
  - 4-way, 8-event/1-month programmable
  - Built-in VCR, with remote
  - 100 watts/channel, matrix surround
  - Our Low Price: $6995

- Bose AV-AD-F850 3 Head Cassette Deck
  - 4-heads, 1-event/8-year programmable
  - 100 watts/channel, remote
  - Our Low Price: $2995

**Aiwa Specials**

- Aiwa VX-S131 13" Color TV/H-Fi Stereo VCR Combo
  - 181-channel cable compatible
  - Closed captioning
  - 100 watts of power
  - Our Low Price: $2995

- Aiwa NX-5200 Mini System, 3-CD Changer, dual cassette
  - 100 watts/channel, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro
  - Our Low Price: $2995

**Compact Disc Players**

- Sony CDX-6041R 5 Disc Compact Disc Player
  - 5-disc loading rotary design allows changing up to 4 discs while 1 is playing
  - Our Low Price: $4995

- Technics SL-PD867 5 Disc Compact Disc Player
  - Our Low Price: $1995

- Panasonic PV-4451 4-heads, 8-event/1-month programmable
  - Our Low Price: $4995

**Personal Stereo**

- Audioquest Ruby Audiophile Speaker Cables
  - High performance
  - Our Low Price: $59.95

**RCA CD1051M**) Black metal finish

- Technics SL-PG440
  - Our Low Price: $1995

- Technics SL-PG967
  - Our Low Price: $2295

**Hi-Fi VCRs**

- JVC RD-V150 4-heads, 8-event/1-month programmable
  - Our Low Price: $1995

- Mitsubishi HS-7995
  - Our Price: $4995

- Mitsubishi HS-7995
  - Our Price: $5995

- Technics SL-PG440
  - Our Low Price: $2295

**Receivers**

- Technics SA-GX170 Audio/Video Receiver
  - 100 watts per channel
  - Our Price: $1795

- Sherwood RX-1010 A/V receiver, 30-station presets
  - Our Price: $1095

- Teac AV-1050 A/V receiver, 30-station presets
  - Our Price: $1895

- Technics SL-PD867
  - Our Price: $1995

- Technics SA-GX707
  - Our Price: $2495

**Cassette Decks**

- JVC TDW-309 Dual Cassette/Deck
  - Our Low Price: $2995

- JVC TDW-106
  - Our Low Price: $1995

- Teac V-601
  - Our Low Price: $159

- Technics RS-TR477
  - Our Low Price: $2195

**Cassettes**

- Aiwa AD-F450
  - Our Price: $149

**Loudspeakers**

- Technics RS-TR232
  - Our Low Price: $159

- Technics RS-AF790
  - Our Low Price: $149

**Compact Discs**

- JBL Pro III 2-Way Speaker System
  - Our Low Price: $149

**Accessories**

- Sennheiser HD-340 Digitally Processed Headphones
  - Our Price: $4995

**Audio Equipment**

- Technics SL-PD967
  - Our Price: $5995

- Sony CDX-6041R
  - Our Price: $2995

- Audioquest Type 6 (Black metal finish)
  - Our Price: $11.99

**Cameras**

- Sony CDX-6041R
  - Our Price: $2995

**Personal Stereo**

- Technics SL-PG440
  - Our Low Price: $2295

**Speaker System**

- Aiwa AD-F450
  - Our Price: $149

**Audioquest Ruby Audiophile Speaker Cables**

- Our Low Price: $59.95

**Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Recorder**

- Mitsubishi HS-U59 Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Recorder
  - Our Price: $4995

**Hi-Fi VCRs**

- Sony VR-6010 Hi-Fi VCR
  - Our Price: $2395

- General Electric VQ4235
  - Our Price: $2595

- Panasonic PV-4451
  - Our Price: $2895

- JVC HD-6000
  - Our Price: $2995

- JVC HD-PR606
  - Our Price: $3495
Track 14 is "Eden," composed and performed by Corey Greenberg, a former contributor to Stereophile, in a studio using guitar sounds and artificial reverberation; 15 seconds in, there is a bass sound that reaches down to 30 Hz. Tracks 15 through 31 are test signals for evaluating system performance.

The first 42 seconds of pink noise on track 15 is correlated (i.e., the same in both channels), so that it should produce a clear, centered front image and no sound from the rear channels of a surround system. The pink noise on the remainder of this track is uncorrelated in the left and right channels and should produce a wide spread of sound with no specific central image; if you have a surround system, the sound should come from all of your speakers at the same level. Tracks 16 through 18 contain warble tones for the bass decade (descending from 200 to 20 Hz), the midrange decade (ascending from 250 Hz to 2 kHz), and the treble decade (ascending from 2.5 to 20 kHz). Track 19 has an interesting "Music Articulation Test Tone" by Arthur Noxon of Acoustic Sciences Corp.; it can be used to determine the resolving power of your system. Tracks 20 through 25 contain demonstrations of different types of distortion. Track 26 is claimed to have three index points. The signal at index 2 is supposed to demonstrate the effects of jitter by applying a 4-kHz modulation to an 11-kHz tone; I could only find index 1, a pure 11-kHz tone. Tracks 27 through 29 are meant to test CD players and tape recorders. Track 30 has 19- and 20-kHz tones at 0-dB reference level (I measured each tone as actually being at -6.5 dB); these tones are to be used with a spectrum analyzer to test for IM distortion. The last track, 31, also intended for use with a spectrum analyzer, has a 20-kHz tone at 0 dB (I measured this tone as -0.4 dB).

If I had to pick only one of these four CDs, I would be in a real quandary. The Sheffield/Coustic disc has music by Clair Marlo on tracks 2 and 4 that I have used for demonstration for a number of years, the invaluable absolute polarity test, plus surround system test signals. The Sheffield/XLO disc has a very good "walkaround" test on track 3, the "clap" on track 4, the intriguing demagnetization signals on tracks 6 and 7, and an "M-S" (mid-side) microphone recording of the Los Angeles Philharmonic on track 10. The ESX disc has a very good test on track 25 to check for imaging, depth, and directionality; excellent bass drum, cymbal, and scraper sounds on tracks 27 through 34, and some surround tests on tracks 40 through 45. The Stereophile CD has a tremendous variety of music and test signals intended for listening and measuring. I am certain that I will be using this disc to correlate subjective comments from my listening panel with objective measurements I make with my lab instruments. I hope that I have described these CDs well enough for you to make a choice. As for me—I'd buy all of them!

Edward M. Long
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here are some 15 sets of these six Suites for Unaccompanied Cello in my nearly current Schwann's Opus, with about that many more recordings of individual suites. Mostly, these have been done on the standard modern cello, as opposed to the cello of Bach's day, an instrument with a higher, thinner voice. There are also guitar, harpsichord, and piano versions (I hesitate to say "transcriptions" since Old Johann freely reused music, passing it from one instrument and context to another). The notes say that Nathaniel Rosen is playing a 1738 violoncello from Domenico Montagnana, and this instrument sounds to my ear like a very proper one for this music.

Insofar as the recordings on other instruments go, let me commend the Gustav Leonhardt harpsichord version of Suite No. 6 (as well as his Goldberg's) on Editio Classica (77014-2-RG). Definitely stay away from the marimba (!) version of No. 3. Both guitar and piano seem strained in some fashion when this music is played on them. The guitar does not have, to my ear, the range of voice from loud to soft, while the piano is, well, not a member of the family of viols, so that its voice is not as resonant.

Now, at this point, I need to tell you that I am not a school-taught music critic, and while this frees me from academic fashions, it makes my comments subjective, distant, and perhaps unreliable for you, so have a care. Think of me as the Hunter Thompson of music criticism. But I like this music, and I think that if you like classical music at all, you should at least be aware of these suites, for they are among the very best things from one of the very best composers. These are some of the first classical stuff I could stomach as an adult after having had some years of classical piano training during grade school. Further, they bring up emotional ties to a long-gone girlfriend I dated during an unfortunate attempt at graduate school. We spent many evenings and weekend afternoons doing something other than studying as Milton Thomas’ viola scraped along in the background; these were on three LPs from Concert-Disc/Everest.

SMETANA: MÁ VLAST
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Walter Susskind
VOX UNIQUE VU 9007, CD; 76:30
For older collectors, it's nice to have Vox still with us— as I recall, the first of the post-World War II new American labels, run by a courtly gentleman named Mendelssohn, a descendant of the Mendelssohn, or so it was said. (I never dared ask him.)

Of the six short tone poems, the only one heard very often is Vltava, or The Moldau, a beautiful evocation of a river from source onwards. The others seemed less interesting—were they merely unfamiliar? Not easy to say, since Vltava brought back a hundred musical memories! All six tone poems are out of that full-blown, mid-century Romanticism that knew no doubts yet, nor limits to harmless bombast. And sweet, juicy, folksy melodies.

After so much later and more biting music, Smetana's sound can be a bit smothering, no edges to it. But it is indeed perfect in its own way, the mid-continent equivalent from Bohemia (Czech country) of mid-Victorian. Don't belittle our "lesser" orchestras. The Saint Louis under Susskind (spell out "Saint" and rhyme it with "paint") is excellent here, both in the gratifying accuracy of its ensemble and the perfect understanding of this old-fashioned style.
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MURDY WATERS
FOLK SINGER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'm Gonna Need My Help</td>
<td>3:09</td>
<td>McKinley Morganfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Distance</td>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>McKinley Morganfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Captain</td>
<td>5:10</td>
<td>Willie Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Girl</td>
<td>3:12</td>
<td>Sonny Boy Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home is in the Delta</td>
<td>3:58</td>
<td>McKinley Morganfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Produced and distributed by MFSL, Inc. under license from MCA Special Markets. © 1964 All Rights Reserved
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Each suite has a similar form, being in six sections begun with a prelude and followed by five baroque dances. To my ear, these are rhythmically and stylistically dances, and indeed the sections bear the names of dances. But they are much more than that, since through the use of counterpoint to stretch and multiply melodic lines, Bach creates (at least for me) a near illusion of multiple instruments, a string quartet or small orchestra. While other composers certainly do use this device, I have never been satisfied with what I hear as their relatively amateurish interplay of the lines. Only in the Benedetto Marcello harpsichord works have I heard an equivalent of this.

Now, I'm told that current fashion is to play these suites in a "romantic" way, and that the leading exponent of this style is Yo-Yo Ma, whose three-CD set burst out in 1983 (CBS M2K 37867). I am not certain of all the implications of "romantic" in this context, but Ma's version would be very difficult to dance to, with what with his extending of various notes, suppression of the beat, and sudden, furious, forte attacks on various phrases. It's as if someone with a migraine headache had written this music, instead of, say, someone calmly contemplating the intricacies of baroque dances. I feel that Ma's rendition of this music is nearly as far as one might go in this direction. Rosen's, to my ear, is in this direction too, perhaps 75% of the way. Yet he adds things here, ones that are interesting and worth listening to again, as one might compare different Oriental rugs, all of the same basic design. But his style is not as flamboyant as Ma's.

Of the other cello performances, the one I like best is that of Janos Starker on two Mercury CDs (432756-2) from 1963. There is a great deal of strength and expression to these readings, but not so much that the dance forms are lost. While Pablo Casals' recordings on Angel remain in the catalog—and rightly so, given the greatness of the performer—they seem dated to me, mostly because of their limited sonic quality.

The sonics of the Rosen CDs are excellent. Recording engineer Jerry Bruck used a single Schoeps KFM-6 mike in State University of New York/Purchase College's recital hall to feed a Nagra D 20-bit digital reel-to-reel recorder. A Meridian 618 was used as the 20- to 16 processor. Background noise is quite low, and the hall's acoustics are good, though I think I personally would have preferred a "wetter" mix. (A critic has to have some nit to pick.)

Would I buy this? Yes. Do I prefer it to the Ma? Well, no, it's more of an "alternative" to Ma. And I would still keep the Starker in my collection of these suites.

Kim Bak Dinitzen, cello; Elisabeth Westenholz, piano
KONTRAPUNKT 32172, CD; 66:04

In times way past, I used to avoid cello recordings whenever I could, especially those by the big names. It was the early era of exuberant microphonings, the soloists close up, routinely presented as enormous elephantine presences, with a piano or maybe a whole orchestra vaguely audible in the background! If you don't believe me, ask somebody else who remembers. What a change, then, to report here the very opposite: The cello is played down; the big piano dominates. I kept urging, in my head, more, more, and I meant the cello.

On the other hand, a reviewer's toughest job these days is to distinguish between musical performance and recording technique, with no help but the listening. My final impressions of this cellist—after much doubt—are (a) his technique is superb, perfectly in tune, never sloppy or inaccurate, the high melodies as clean and clear as those of any violinist or better, and (b) somehow, he is a colorless, unimaginative performer. Everything sounds the same. It is definitely the pianist who leads, and that without any musical doubt. She is the one who puts the oomph, the humanity, the strength into this music!

What, then, if the cello had been miked louder, closer, more prominently, if not with exaggeration? This had me bothered through two complete readings. Yes or no? My final judgment is that in spite of superb technique, all sorts of prizes, etc., and in spite of possibly a weak microphone presence, this young cellist is somehow colorless. Everything does sound alike, ever so beautiful, ever so monotonous. More, more, I kept saying to myself! And this became not more miking of the cello but more music.

The program is an interesting three-way comparison, even so, and the piano carries it through nobly. Richard Strauss? It sounds much, much earlier, like an extroverted and extended Schumann, astonishing if you have not heard early Strauss. Not surprising: He composed the sonata at age 17. Interesting that he used Schumann, rather than the later Brahms, as his clear model. Schumann's manner, but all extroversion; expressive but long to the point of boredom—Strauss begins to sound all too much like himself, even at the tender age of 17!

The brief Schumann is darkly introverted, well before his mental collapse. But it is the Brahms sonata, a relatively early work, too (1866), that is ever so clearly the superior piece among these three. A rather arresting comparison. Also dark, much deeper—in the end, more genuinely Romantic than the other works. And interestingly authentic in this performance—the "scherzo," already well away from Beethoven's high-speed model, is really played here as Brahms directed, slowly, quasi minuetto. Good thinking.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Stravinsky: Music for Piano
(1911-42)
Aleck Karis and Robert Lubin, pianos
BRIDGE BCD 9051, CD; 73:12

The severe young man at the piano on the CD cover is Stravinsky himself, who began his career mainly as a pianist and conductor. This extraordinary CD is a compilation of works from his "middle period" plus the big item that comes first, Stravinsky's own transcription of scenes from Petrouchka, one of the most difficult and expert piano scores ever put down on paper—with up to four lines of simultaneous music for two hands! Aleck Karis does more than encompass all its difficulties with the greatest of ease. I jumped a foot when it began—such power, such rhythm! But even more than that, he has quite an exquisite sense of shaping, phrasing, drama, even with the steeliest fingers that I have ever heard. In other words, a tremendous musical mind, and when Robert Lubin joins him for several piano duets, it is the same. Stravinsky would be delighted, I am quite sure.

After Petrouchka, the rest of the disc ranges from seldom-heard to unfamiliar, out of the teens and '20s and on. But it is a familiar Stravinsky sound, like no other, and you will be astonished at his ability to compose such non-Russian idioms and raga time, large as life. The only work I knew well was the Circus Polka of 1942, music for an elephant, and very elephantine. I had always heard it was written for the Barnum & Bailey circus, whose management was horrified; it says here, instead, that the choreographer Balanchine commissioned it—had in mind a ballet with a real live elephant. More likely story. It is amusing music, sounding just like tons of elephant and quoting a grotesque bit of Franz Schubert! The piano recording is excellent, so that the listener is never really bothered by those incredibly powerful fingers.

Edward Tatnall Canby
Buckle up for a SONIC DETOUR with the Freeway Philharmonic, a high-brow, high-strung, animated instrumental quartet, featuring three virtuoso string players (Chapman Stick, viola, guitar) and "drumcussion." Combining the improvisation of jazz, the accessibility of pop and rock, and the discipline of classical music, they have created a vibrant style and image all their own, appealing to sophisticated music lovers of all ages.

"The hipness of Kronos, the serious musical ability of a group like Shadowfax, and the acoustically humored sensibility of a Bela Fleck."
- Gavin Report

"No known genre adequately defines the delightful, intricate sound of this string-based quartet."
- Billboard

"Motors with Rolls Royce luxuriance and Porsche pluck!"
- JazzTimes

"More energy and vibrant creativity than in ten normal CDs!"
- Compact Discussion

Available from fine record stores and specialty audio dealers, or order from Acoustic Sounds:
(800) 525-1630 (913) 825-8609
In Canada, call May Audio: (514) 651-5707

Setting the Standard for 25 years: The award-winning "Natural Sound" of Sheffield Lab Recordings is recognized around the world as the reference standard for audiophile excellence. Custom electronics throughout the entire recording chain, plus our legendary "live to two-track" engineering, combine to deliver all the musical excitement created by world-class musicians in live sessions.
No Quarter
Jimmy Page & Robert Plant
ATLANTIC 82706-2, 75:40
Sound: B+, Performance: A–

Jimmy Page and Robert Plant have had a long and complicated association. As collaborators, friends, rivals, and the nerve center of Led Zeppelin, they created music that was awe-inspiring, ridiculed, majestic, bombastic, innovative—pick your adjective. When Zeppelin sank under its own weight (following drummer John Bonham's death) almost 15 years ago, Page and Plant embarked on, respectively, new band projects and a solo career that both casually and shamelessly lifted elements from Zeppelin's canon. The two have had numerous impromptu reunions as well as an aborted writing session in 1986. Suffice to say, time has revealed one distinct fact: Page and Plant do their best work together.

No Quarter is being touted as Page and Plant's de facto reunion; not including former Zeppelin bassist/keyboardist John Paul Jones was a deliberate effort to distance themselves from the Led Zeppelin name. But are we bearing witness to a major embarrassment—like past "Led Zeppelin" reunion attempts—or is this the inspired get-together that fans have awaited? Can Page and Plant still write together? Are they serving up something different, or is No Quarter merely a pocket-lining nostalgia trip?

Unquestionably, No Quarter overflows with inspiration; it's hardly a rote recitation of the Zeppelin songbook. Here, Page and Plant strive for greatness, sometimes capturing it and sometimes merely brushing against it, by going the multi-cultural route. Led Zeppelin carried the influence of international music—particularly, Moroccan and Indian—long before most of the current East-meets-West rock 'n' rollers. But unlike Zeppelin, which only flirted with ethnic musics, No Quarter plunges right into cultures. Recorded in London (before an audience), Wales, and Morocco, the album presents ingenious new arrangements for music that was thought to be a closed chapter in rock history.

Page and Plant accomplish this with four ensembles—a core rock base that's augmented by hired guns...
Change your evil ways to MasterSound

MasterSound CD's are the definitive versions of classic albums, all produced to the highest possible standard. 20-bit digital transfers using Sony's SBM process and state-of-the-art equipment, plus intensive archival research to find the original masters, assure a listening experience that puts you in the studio with the artist himself. The MasterSound series features over 3 dozen titles, including new releases from Robert Johnson, Bob Dylan, Basia, Indigo Girls® and Roy Orbison.

Get all the music. MasterSound.

For more information about other great Legacy releases, write to: SBM, Legacy-MasterSound, Radio City Station, P.O. Box 1526, New York, N.Y. 10101-1526
playing traditional British Isle instruments, an Egyptian orchestra that uses indigenous percussion and string instruments as well as Western orchestral string instruments, a 29-piece chamber orchestra, and a four-man ensemble of Moroccan musicians. It's ambitious, it's indulgent, and it works.

While several songs remain close to their original recorded versions—"Thank You," "Gallows Pole," the blues vehicle "Since I've Been Loving You," "No Quarter"—the startling revelation is how well the "ethnized" songs lend themselves to rearrangement. "The Battle of Evermore" works especially well with a cross-cultural arrangement, combining Celtic percussion, hurdy-gurdy, and the vocals of Najma Akhtar, who sings Sandy Denny's original part—with vocal inflections common to music from Akhtar's native India—with remarkable effect. A half-timed "Nobody's Fault but Mine" includes banjo, tin-whistle, and hurdy-gurdy in an almost bluesy, neo-Appalachian-meets-Misty-Mountains arrangement. "Kashmir," what Plant considers the definitive Led Zeppelin song, is made even more exotic than its Physical Graffiti original by accompaniment from every musical participant involved in the project.

No Quarter includes three new songs, two of which indicate where Page and Plant may be headed. "Yallah" and "City Don't Cry" are like field recordings, made with Moroccan Gnawan musicians in the middle of a village square, and the results resemble jam sessions more than songs. Yet the Gnawan specialize in trance-inducing ritualistic music [see John Diliberto's review of The Trance of Seven Colors in the December 1994 issue], and combined with Page's guitar—distorted to an effect more reminiscent of a stomp box than the overtones of a Marshall amp—and Plant's stream-of-consciousness prose, the result is mesmerizing. "Wonderful One," despite Page's eloquent guitar playing, falls flat. It's No Quarter's only throwaway.

Unfortunately, as good as everything else is, it takes only one lackluster song—and an original nonetheless—to raise a specter of what future Page and Plant songs will be like. That, of course, remains to be seen. What is fact right now is that at the very least, No Quarter makes their solo careers seem almost peripheral. At the most, it rewrites Led Zeppelin in a way that Page himself would probably find more fun than you ever could have. Mike Bieber

Meet Mike Martindell.
The man who broke the sound barrier.

In the world of hi-fi there are those who have it and those who have not. Arcam's Mike Martindell has it in spades.

This is a man who did more for the anorak than Chuck Yeager did for the flight jacket. A man with only three things on his mind. Your left ear, your right ear and the final frontier... your wallet.

It took plenty of the right stuff (what Chuck would drawl 'moxie') to even dream of producing a CD player with Arcam's standards of sound quality for under $600*. But if anyone could do it, Mike could. Our chief engineer and his team of self-confessed audiophiles have a rather compulsive habit. They like to break old records (of which Arcam has a rather inelegant sufficiency).

Combining a liberal dose of obsession (and we're not talking after-shave) with the same principles and techniques that produced the first complete UK manufactured CD player, they created the new Alpha One.

The British-built A1, as it is affectionately nick-named (for reasons you will fully understand when you check it out at your Arcam dealer), has all the hallmarks of Arcam's legendary quality. Best sound performance in its class? Check! Elegant appearance? Check! Future proof digital output? Check! Remote control? Check! Unique Arcam Fiberglass printed circuit board? Check! Military specification flow soldering? Check!

In fact the only thing that has been scaled down in this single-minded pursuit of glorious sonic performance...is the size of your cheque. Check!
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murky, probably due more to the condition of the master tapes than to any oversight by Inglot.

One quibble is that "T for Texas" and "I Wonder If I Care As Much (Version Two)," both from the Roots album, should have been allowed to segue as they did originally; separating them makes the intro to "I Wonder," where the tempo increases during the middle of a crossfade, sound weird.

The accompanying book—typical of a Rhino set—is good, filled with photos, essays, tributes, a discography, and song-by-song reminiscing by Don and Phil. This box is the tribute The Everly Brothers richly deserve.

Duende: The Passion & Dazzling Virtuosity of Flamenco
Various Artists
ELLIPSIS ARTS ELLI CD 3350
Three CDs, 2:57:49
Sound: B, Performance: A−

Duende strives to relate flamenco's tradition to its current popularity in contemporary music, and while it doesn't ignore history, the real focus is on the stellar performers on the current flamenco scene.

The first of three discs concentrates on flamenco's impassioned singing styles. Included are the raw, throaty strains of Enrique Morente and the torrid plaints of Lole y Manuel. A highlight is one captivating older selection, a recording by the legendary La Nina de los Pinos made in the '30s.

On the second disc, the emphasis is squarely on guitar, with instrumental selections that include the bouncing, jazzy Earl Klugh-ish feel of Tomatito and a 1981 recording by Paco de Lucia.

Two particular standouts are a selection by Sabicas recorded just before his death and a rare 1936 glimpse of Ramon Montoya. Unquestionably, Duende excels with its magnificent presentation of flamenco's powerful guitars.

The third disc explores modern hybrids. These range from the updated folky orchestration of the performer Jaleo (who uses flutes) to salsa, jazz fusion, flamenco piano, and even a variation that—with its incorporation of clarinets—is reminiscent of klezmer.

Flamenco novices will probably not walk away from this collection with a better sense of the connections between classic and modern. But Duende does provide a wonderful snapshot of the current state of flamenco's art, which is remarkably healthy, full of vital new directions and superb musicianship.

Michael Tearson

Space-Age Bachelor Pad Music
Esquivel
BAR/NONE BRN CD-043, 38:12
Sound: B+, Performance: B+

This CD's title perfectly describes the mad, wiggy music arranged and conducted by Juan Garcia Esquivel. Try to imagine a Mexican Spike Jones, complete with hairpin turns dotting the arrangements plus widescreen stereo with strange sound effects. As for lyrics, there's little more than "zu zu zu zu" or a long "aaahh." If you need more pedigree, consider that Ernie Kovacs used Esquivel's adaptations of "Jalousie" and "Sentimental Journey" (both included here) as soundtracks for routines. Esquivel's originals, such as "Whatchamacallit" and "Latinesque," are startling and fresh, every bit as inventive as his covers. These 14 tracks were originally released between 1958 and 1967 on RCA Victor, and hearing them now is a genuine treat. Let's have more! —Michael Tearson

YOU'RE SURROUNDED

The natural evolution of performance audio is the enjoyment of home theater. Monitor Audio's loudspeakers have been designed to reproduce the sounds of your favorite recordings with clarity and detail while delivering the soundtrack of the latest action video with impact and power. Tonal accuracy, bass response and cohesion are critical to the performance of any speaker system. Monitor Audio's crossovers, Gold Dome™ tweeters, and metal alloy woofers ensure that your main and surround speakers are operating with precision and harmony. Monitor Audio's speakers are as dynamic and involving when watching movies as they are transparent and three dimensional when you are listening to your stereo.

And Monitor Audio speakers come in beautiful lacquers or elegant wood veneers. Surround yourself with an outstanding Monitor Audio home theater system... relax and enjoy the performance.
The Complete Bud Powell on Verve
Bud Powell
VERVE 314 521 669-2
Five CDs, 5:14:21
Sound: A-, Performance: A+

The Complete Blue Note and Roost Recordings
Bud Powell
BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 8 30083 2 2
Four CDs, 4:33:15
Sound: A-, Performance: A

There's hardly a more enigmatic figure in jazz than pianist Bud Powell. A protégé of Thelonious Monk and a front-line warrior during the musical revolution that resulted in be-bop (a lexicon originated by Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie), Powell translated this new idiom to the piano. In doing so, he played with dazzling technical facility and also exhibited a heart-wrenching vulnerability. For Powell, the net result was a vernacular all his own, one that set the stage for modern jazz piano.

Powell's personal story is suffused with tragedy, inspiring movies like 'Round Midnight while propagating its share of popular myth regarding jazz musicians and even the nature of genius. Much of this centers on a particular night in 1945 when Powell, only 21 at the time and a member of trumpeter Cootie Williams' band, was arrested in Philadelphia for disorderly conduct and beaten senseless by the police. Powell was by nature shy and introverted, but after that infamous night came a lifetime marked by psychiatric hospitalization, drug abuse, alcoholism, and generally erratic behavior.

Powell exhibited signs of genius prior to 1945, but it wasn't until a few years later, beginning with the 1947 Roost session that marked his debut as a leader, that Powell—in a less-than-clear frame of mind—unbridled the passion that permeated his playing and his brilliant compositions. As Jon Hendricks sang in his adaptation of "In Walked Bud," the famous Monk composition dedicated to Powell, "In walked Bud, and then they got into something."

That "something"—be it the mystique of genius or simply the reworking of the clavier for be-bop and beyond—is captured beautifully in two compilations released just as Powell would have been celebrating his 70th birthday. With the simultaneous issue of The Complete Bud Powell on Verve and The Complete Blue Note and Roost Recordings, we're presented with a clearer and more vivid portrait of this towering yet enigmatic artist. And like one of Powell's fractured, arpeggiated runs, the picture is full of inference and open to interpretation.

Desert Lady Fantasy
Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra
COLUMBIA CK 57856, 56:02

Desert Lady Fantasy is a set of six complex and luscious compositions from the tireless pianist/composer/orchestrator/bandleader, Toshiko Akiyoshi, who readily cites Bud Powell, Charles Mingus, and Duke Ellington as prime influences in her life, further expanding her repertoire while continuing her approach of layering multiple reeds and flutes in her arrangements, getting the most out of her 16-piece band.

An inspiration for this album was Japanese director Hiroshi Teshigahara’s 1964 film Woman in the Dunes. As in the past, whatever the source that serves as Akiyoshi’s inspiration surfaces in her compositions and arrangements in a way that allows listeners to take distinct musical voyages. The title track, a 15-minute-plus neo-suite, juxtaposes exhilarating submovements—conga and trumpet duetting, solo flute passages, all-out attacks from the band, and moments of silence. Akiyoshi’s work sounds as up to the minute as ever. And she’s more forthcoming with her piano than on many previous dates—which is great considering just how good a keyboardist this bandleader is. Jon W. Poses
NEW RELEASE UDCD 618
The lead songwriter and guitarist for
the Band's first solo effort. Featuring
guest musicians U2, Peter Gabriel,
Saray BoDean and Bill Dillon and the
hit Somewhere Down The Crazy River.

Nature's Encore

BETTER SOUNDING MUSIC

Your favorite artist's sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II™. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering
technology is a cut above — and you can hear the difference on every CD we produce. As the creators of
the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have collaborated with the most advanced minds in high-end audio engineering
on major technical advances such as The GAIN System™, a proprietary mastering system that utilizes the highest
grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every
tiniest nuance of the original recording.

What does this mean to you? Better sounding music. You'll hear things you never heard before. Don't
settle for mass produced music — upgrade to Ultradisc II™.

Ultradisc II™—The ORIGINAL 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.
CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 423-5759 FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG
Together, these packages compile vital recordings that span less than two decades, documenting a period in jazz history when transition was occurring at a seemingly lightning-fast pace. On the Blue Note/Roost set, you'll hear not only Powell's first recordings as a leader but also a 1947 trio session with Curly Russell and Max Roach, plus the landmark 1949 recordings of Powell's Modernists quintet, which included trumpeter Fats Navarro and a then 18-year-old Sonny Rollins on tenor. The Verve collection features the dazzling 1949 trio sessions that began a long and productive association with producer Norman Granz, the 1951 solo sessions, and some truly prophetic takes with drummer Arthur Taylor from 1955.

Both Blue Note and Verve have remastered these recordings with care and a light touch, which is to say that not much was done to alter them; room sound and all those intangibles are well preserved. The music is further contextualized by the inclusion of previously unreleased material—alternate takes and, in Verve's case, studio chatter. Verve also includes alternate takes to the point that, while illuminating, they break up the rhythm of the program.

Physically, the packages are things to behold—notated, annotated, and photo-rich, all of which lifts or at least embellishes the Powell mystique. Verve's 150-page booklet is particularly arresting for its reliance on commentary and anecdotes from musicians such as Walter Bishop, Jr., Max Roach, and Bertha Hope. To Verve's credit, these artists discuss not only Powell's music but also some frequently raised questions concerning boxed sets and whether unissued material should actually be released.

As revealing, compelling, and necessary as the essays are, they remain window dressing to the reason why we entered the store: Powell at the piano, playing his tunes, virtually establishing the trio format as it exists today, and paving a dangerous but essential road for just about any pianist who followed.

Larry Blumenfeld

Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man, 1923–1934
Louis Armstrong
COLUMBIA/LEGACY 57176
Four CDs, 4:15:19
Sound: C+, Presentation: A+

This 81-song set traces the beginning of Louis Armstrong's recording career—and with it, the development of jazz. As Miles Davis noted, there is nothing that can be played that Louis hasn't already played; his unique sense of time, his tone, and his choice of notes paved the way for everyone else.

Armstrong's development as a soloist is fun to follow through these 11 years. Some high points include his solos on "Everybody Loves My Baby" (1924) and "Big Butter and Egg Man" (1926), the stop-and-go rhythms of "Potato Head Blues" (1927), and Earl Hines' seraphic vocal harmonies on "Basin Street Blues" (1928). MI of this material influenced players for decades.

However, the restoration is disappointing. Many cuts are hissy even though there is no musical content in the upper frequencies. This is something that should have been corrected.

Daniel Levitin

Feel Like Rockin'
Mark Hummel
FLYING FISH FF 70634, 59:51
Sound: B, Performance: B+

With Feel Like Rockin', Mark Hummel instantly steps into the first rank of the rising generation of blues harp-blowers/singers. Despite being recorded over several years ago, the music still rings true and fresh.
with a changing cast of players (including Sue Foley, Charles Brown, and Brownie McGhee), 
Feel Like Rockin' arrives as a satisfying, consistent album.

Hummel appears equally at home with big band numbers, Jimmy Reed tributes, Little Walter-style blues, chromatic instrumentals—seemingly anything he touches. Even the changing rhythm section merits special attention. Check out the barely controlled chaos of the aptly titled "Georgia Slop." Strong originals like "Nickels and Dimes" show Hummel's gift for marrying contemporary lyrics to a robust blues framework. Only Little Charlie and The Nightcats have had equal success in updating the genre.

In the stunning opening, Hummel confidently shouts to the bandleader, "I got to hear a beat that my feet can understand." Me too. Why haven't more musicians gotten that message?

Manhattan Moods
McCoy Tyner & Bobby Hutcherson
BLUE NOTE CD9 8 28423 2 3, 57:52
Sound: A, Performance: A

Put pianist McCoy Tyner and vibraphonist Bobby Hutcherson together, and you may as well tell everyone else to get lost; they'd only gum up the works. Manhattan Moods is two mature monsters on the loose, two master jazz musicians just out for a walk in the park. What seems like the most visceral of activities for these two veterans—playing music—translates into a dynamic success.

Hutcherson, who hasn't received the acknowledgment from press and public that he truly deserves, pushes Tyner to the right musical places. The pianist, who's been indelibly etched in everyone's psyche since he hooked up with John Coltrane so many years ago, draws from and pulls Hutch along, displaying his powerful but subtle articulation. The selections include a couple of originals from each participant, Thelonious Monk's "Blue Monk," Mal Waldron's "Soul Eyes," and standards by the Gershwins and Jerome Kern. Each of Manhattan Mood's nine pieces houses romance, sentiment, swing, and a passel of gem-like phrases that will wash over anyone who cares to listen.

The Tyner bombasticy, an unbecoming trait in recent years, doesn't exist here, and Hutcherson's sound, so rich and resonant, prevails throughout. Thank you, gentlemen.

Jon W. Poses

That Shearing Sound
The New George Shearing Quintet
TELARC CD-83347, 66:31
Sound: A, Performance: A-

Here, pianist George Shearing re-creates the sound of his famous '50s quintet, complete with vibraphone and guitar doubling his melody. Shearing is not a flashy player, but his block-chord style and left-hand counter-melodies were a huge influence on players such as Bill Evans.

The recording quality, typical for Telarc, is excellent and very clear. The spacious soundscape pans each instrument wide, and the phasing on the drum kit is perfect. Shearing's own playing seems to lack some of the cleverness of four decades ago, but the other players—particularly guitarist Louis Stewart and bassist Neil Swainson—give the performance some edge. The repertoire is varied and includes some Latin-flavored versions of standards like "I'll Never Smile Again" and "Autumn Serenade," alongside more straight-ahead readings of Evans' "Very Early" and Shearing's own wistful "Lullaby of Birdland."

Daniel Levitin

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
HEADPHONES

JVC HAD990
Stereo Headphones
- 4K Gold plated headphone plug
- Oxygen free copper wires
- Voice coils using clad aluminum wires
- Adjustable headband
- Soft comfortable ear cushions
REDUCED $79

Sonny MDRV600 Digital stereo headphones
Grado SR80e Type 1 Stereo headphones
Sennheiser H580 Open ear stereo headphones

ON WALL SPEAKERS

Sonance 400
On-Wall Speakers
- Ventted system, vertical Woofer
- Tweeter Woofer configuration with central dome tweeter
- 1" Sonance soft dome tweeter
- Dual 4" polypropylene cone, butyl edge, long throw woofer
- 50W power handling
- White cloth or metal grilles
ORIG. $500
NOW ONLY $159

JVC HR-SP990
Super VHS VCR
- Hi-Fi stereo with MTS
- 16X F1.4 lens system
- 1 Lux minimum illumination
- 16X F1.4 lens system
- 8mm Compact Camcorder

JVC HRVS606U
Remote control VHS VCR
- JVC Plus+ System
- Multi-lingual on-screen menu system
- Jog/shuttle on VCR and remote
RATED #1 $129

Panasonic PV900
Super VHS VCR
- Dolby surround sound
- 16X F1.4 lens system
- 1 Lux minimum illumination

SONY MDR-8600
Digital stereo headphones
- White cloth or metal grilles
- 1" Sonance soft dome tweeter
- 3 Way acoustic suspension

BOOK SHELF SPEAKERS

Acoustic Research M1
Bookshelf Speaker
- 2-Way acoustic suspension
- 3/4" Soft fiber dome tweeter
- 4" Mica-filled polypropylene cone woofer
- 100W power handling

Pattern 100
Powered Satellite/Sub System
- 3-Line, 1 high level input
- Rotating dual enclosure satellites
- Patented bass countouring circuit
- Dual 6 1/2" woofers
ORIG. $549
NOW $249

 Atlantic Technology

THEATRE SYSTEMS

KEF Concept 90
Center Channel Speakers
- Employa a 6 1/2" Unit-0 driver with a coincident 3 1/2" tweeter. The Model 90's reflex loaded bass system delivers a solid low end with a fast transient attack. Vertical or horizontal mounting.
ORIG. $380
NOW ONLY $169

KEF LS50
Center Channel Speakers
- Employa a 6 1/2" Unit-0 driver with a coincident 3 1/2" tweeter. The Model 90's reflex loaded bass system delivers a solid low end with a fast transient attack. Vertical or horizontal mounting.
ORIG. $380
NOW ONLY $169

KEF LS60
Center Channel Speakers
- Employa a 6 1/2" Unit-0 driver with a coincident 3 1/2" tweeter. The Model 90's reflex loaded bass system delivers a solid low end with a fast transient attack. Vertical or horizontal mounting.
ORIG. $380
NOW ONLY $169

CENTRAL CHANNEL SPEAKERS

3" to 120" TV's
16:9 Projection TV's
TV/COMBAS PAL/SECAM TV's
Stewart Screens Front Projectors

DOLBY SURROUND

PRO-LOGIC

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
CD Cellophane... A Pain? You need the Cutting Edge.

World's first CD opener - the Cutting Edge - easily slices through CD wrapping. Its unique, safe design makes opening your new CD all gain, no pain. For home & car -- Buy 3, give 2 as gifts, keep one for you!

Use your MasterCard or Visa. Call now -- 24 hours/day.

1.800.780.6736

Call and get 3 for $14.00 (plus $3.50 handling & UPS delivery) or send $17.50 check or money order for 3 Cutting Edge openers payable to SMK Marketing, 9648 Olive, Box 352, St. Louis, MO 63132.

Made in USA. Patent pending.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...

Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc and Component Storage Units.

- Our A3CD Model shown stores 300 CD's.
- Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
- Adjustable Shelves store any combination of CD's, Vedes & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.
- Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs & Tapes upright and in place.
- Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left free standing.
- Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.
- Enclosed back provides dust protection.
- Compact size: 39 1/2"H x 23 1/2"W x 7 1/2"D. Cabinet comes assembled.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices on our Full Line of Quality Products Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688
Our component rack systems are the result of serious attention to detail and pride in the art of design and craftsmanship. "We will even design a piece to your exact specifications!" Our custom design department is fast and affordable.

Audio Racks
#5000 #2300 and others. Comes in 4 colors to choose from.

The Audio Center
1-3 Bays
Any Height
Adjustable
Glass
Component Shelving.

Media-Rax
All Sizes
(adjustable)

The Eye-So Stack Rack System

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy of our detailed Newsletter with product photos and specifications...

We Manufacture:
- Audio Racks
- T.V. Recorder Tables
- Amp Stands
- Big Screen Pedestals
- Speaker Stands
- Turn Table Foundations
- CD Storage Racks
- Laser Disc Storage
- Projector Tables
- Monitor Swivels
- Wall Brackets
- Audio Dusters
- Tube Flex Kits
- Custom Designs
Available

BE LESS PRODUCTIVE AT THE OFFICE.

The office has always been a place to get ahead. Unfortunately, it's also a place where a lot of natural resources start to fall behind. Take a look around the next time you're at work. See how many lights are left on when people leave. See how much paper is being wasted. How much electricity is being used to run computers that are left on. Look at how much water is being wasted in the restrooms. And how much solid waste is being thrown out in the trash cans. We bet it's a lot.

Now, here are some simple ways you can produce less waste at work.

When you're at the copier, only make the copies you need. Use both sides of the paper when writing a memo. Turn off your light when you leave. Use a lower watt bulb in your lamps. Drink your coffee or tea out of mugs instead of throwaway cups.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD. DO YOUR SHARE.

Set up a recycling bin for aluminum cans and one for bottles. And when you're in the bathroom brushing your teeth or washing your face, don't let the faucet run. Remember, if we drink out of mugs today, we'll save more for tomorrow. Which would truly be a job well done.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TIPS

CALL 1-800-MY-SHARE.
ARIZONA

High - End !!!
Specializing in the finest home audio from around the world.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE, AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS, AUDIOQUEST, CREEK, CWD, DAY SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE, FORTÉ, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MAGOG, NAKAMICHI, ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, THIEL, WADIA AND MORE

Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023
602-993-3351
We want to help you choose the best Hi Fi.

CALIFORNIA

Valueable

WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:

Adcom, APOGEE, Audible Illusions
AudioArt, Atlantic, AudioQuest, Audioilastic
Celestion, Definitive Technology, Denon
Fosgate, Grado, Hafler, Hitachi, Lexicon
LINEAR, LmCormack, Mod Squad, M&K
NAAR, Paradigm, Parasound, Power
Wedge, Rotel, SOTA, Stax, Sumiko, Theta
Tomer, JAV, Van Den Hull, Velodyne
Vidkron, XLO & more!

Systems Design
Group

(310) 370-8575
1315 Kingsdale Ave
Redondo Bch, CA 90278
Tue-Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

CALIFORNIA

Florida

Factory Direct
Home Theater Speakers

Check Your Woofers!

• Speaker Refoaming
• Factory Parts
• 2-day Turnaround
• Upgrades - Modifications
• Speaker Parts and Kits
• Wire and Cable
• Stands and Brackets

(813)544-3511

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation.
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller’s return and refund-policy, including the allowable return period, who pays the postage for returned merchandise, and whether there is any “restocking” charge.

3. Understand the product’s warranty. Is there a manufacturer’s warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many manufacturers asserted that, even if the product came with a U.S. manufacturer’s warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and will the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salesperson’s name.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write letter informing the seller with all the pertinent information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let us know. Write to the Advertising Director of AUDIO Magazine, Scott Constantine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.
**Audio Power Amplifiers.** 100-500 WRMS/Ch. New amps, custom-built, from only $188.00 to $223.00 each. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronic Hospital (407)992-3888.

**Audio Classics, Ltd.** Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Modifies.

(A) AS IS, (B) Dealer, (C) Excellent, (D) Fair, (G) Good, (M) Mint, (P) Counterfeit, (R) Accustal TUN2000(Ex) $499, Aragon 2004M ($629), B&K ST1404(Ex) $329; Bryston 3B(Ex) $499, Conrad-Johnson MV100(Ex) $1940, Dynaco ST200-5(Ex) $3199; Dynaco MARK-V(Ex) $999p, Heathkit WS5(Ex) $999 (pr), Krell KA100S(M) $499 $, KSA150(Ex) $3039; Manley STEREO 100(Ex) $1799; Marantz SR8889C(Ex) $1252, SR8889E(Ex) $1769, 250G(Ex) $399, McIntosh MC30 $399-$799, MC401(Ex) $1999p, MC252(Ex) $899, MC240(Ex) $1239-1599, MC250A(Ex) $399, MC502(Ex) $699, Mc2100A(Ex) $2589, MC502/2500F(Ex) $1699; MC250/Ex) $1499, MC250G(Ex) $2395, MC250S(Ex) $549; Moscode 900G(Ex) $939; Modell 2000(Ex) $2099; Nakamichi MV-7060(Ex) $1949, MVP7000(Ex) $2999. Send $1.00 to G&G Audio Discounters, Speakers, Bandpass Boxes and Tubes, Others.

**Complete Line of Top Name Brand Auto and Home Components, Amplifiers, CD, Players, Speakers, Bandpass Boxes and Tubes, Others and Accessories. 3 and 5 Year Warranties Available. Call any of our Audio Discounters: 113 Liberty Street, P.O. Box 7170-A1 Belle Chase, LA 70037, (504)793-7706.**

**Audio/January 1995**
STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP GRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM DESIGN GUIDE: $2.00 (REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES INC. 2844 CHARLMONT DR. APOPKA, FL 32703 952

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

FULL ROOM STEREO™

3-D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

FREE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you sit you will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FR-4 speaker. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL ROOM STEREO™. American Acoustics Inc. 403 Paine Road., Manhasset, N.Y. 11030 FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALES SERVICE. Discover/Visa/MasterCard/Amex.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

SIMPLY SPEAKERS does professional foam replacement - any size - brand - Year Warranty. We sell DIY Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker recone & more. RC: DISCOVER-AMERICAN 1-800-767-4041

SPEAKERS — Go Factory Direct and SAVE!

- 90-Day Home Trial
- Leading edge design for Home Theater and traditional systems
- Satisfaction guaranteed
- Call for free catalog and dealer listing

CALL TOLL FREE 800-783-1553

Upgrades and Drivers plus Systems from $200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm Acoustics Corp. 241 Taaffe Pl., Brooklyn, NY 11205.

SPEAKER CATALOG

Parts Express is a full-line distributor of electronic parts and accessories geared toward the consumer electronics industry and the technical hobbyist. We stock an extensive line of speaker drivers and accessories for home and car. Send for your FREE 188 page catalogue today.

Parts Express 340 E. First Street Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257

1-800-338-0531

Harmonic Precision

The Echelon p-wave loudspeaker by Harmonic Precision is based on a series crossover that is truly phase - coherent. The results are spectacular. Component of exceptional norn.

MILLADY ACOUSTICS answers the prayers of audiophiles. Studio engineers, musicians, and all music lovers with the Studio 7 portable loudspeaker. Foot tall "Bul- laeofoof" sound loaded cabinet protects the tightly High-End parts inside: including Vifa Aluminum Dome Tweeter, computer optimized crossover. 6.5 inch long throw acoustic suspension woofer, silver wire and gold inputs. $450 a pair. Two week home audition. Also available in beautiful oak cabinet. Call or write for the whole story. MILLADY ACOUSTICS 47 Court Street, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866. (518) 581-8095

HOME THEATER FROM MADISOUND & VIFA

If you have been looking for Home Theater speakers that are better than current choices on the market, Madisound and Vifa have some good news for you. Vifa has designed exceptional shielded high fidelity loudspeakers for this purpose. Madisound has matched these drivers with precise crossovers and beautiful oak veneer cabinets. The result are systems worthy of an Oscar for audio reproduction.

Vifa Solo - Price Each $156.00

Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency range 3dB: 80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

Vifa A/V - Price Each $198.00

Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency range 3dB: 40 Hz to 55 KHz - Vented

The preceding designs were developed using Madisound's anechoic chamber. Audio Precision measurement and Leap analysis. All three systems use the Vifa M13S09 woofer. This is a 13cm paper cone high fill factor. After the tweeter is the D52X505, which also shielded and has a 25mm aluminum dome. The cabinets are oak veneered 19mm fiber board, with solid rounded oak corners and a black assembled grill. You may choose between black stained or clear oak finishes. Everything you need to complete the system is included. The crossovers are assembled and the cabinets are precut for easy assembly. You can expect to assemble a pair of speakers in one evening. As with all Madisound kits, your satisfaction is guaranteed.

MADISOUND Speaker Components (B6250, American Green)
P.O. Box 41283
Madison, WI 53711, U.S.A.
Tel: 608-831-3452
Fax: 608-831-3771

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For Sale

24 Hour Demo/Info Request
LT Sound, 858 W. 36th St., Dept. AT-15
Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii 96766
(800) 443-2485 24 Hour Demo Info Request
(404) 804-8977

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi-End Line (404)482-2485 Can 51
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFER

With phenomenal true deep bass extending below 20Hz with low distortion at a very affordable price.

The new HRSW12 will extend the bass of your stereo or video system for that "air shaking all around you" effect.

Here's what the experts said of our 100W, 25Hz prototype shown at the Winter CES (production units are 150W, 20Hz):

"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging bass energy was coming from a single 12-inch powered subwoofer..."

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the staff..."

Brent Butterworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer demonstrations..."


Send for complete information on the HRSW12V and our famous HRSW110s.

Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH

HSU Research HRSW12

164 TAMALPAIS

_BOYS/SELLS "HARTSFIELD", JBL, ALTEC, EV, COX (FRIEND OF JIM LANSING), SINCE 1947

PARAGON, OLYMPUS. SHIPS WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC.


We set out to build the best three-way loudspeaker system and to offer it at a reasonable price.

The Model S0

The VMPS Tower II Special Edition, the deluxe version of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase-plug woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic drivers extant.

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-$7500/pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994 CES Surround Sound display. After auditioning every multichannel/Home Theater display at the Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures and test reports on all VMPS systems including our Four Subwoofers ($289-$549/ea), the Q50SBD and Dipole Surround A/V monitors ($289-$549/pr), QSD Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit versions of most systems are available, and prices include free shipping in 49 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

div. Ione Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803

(510) 225-4276 Fax: (510) 223-3837


The goetz/vanderschaaf speaker company builds speakers for those who recognize the very best. We have been furnishing high quality speaker systems on a personal basis for 15 years. Our price range is $120 to $4500. Call us at (704) 884-5842 (North Carolina).

Heybrook direct!
Buy direct from the importers' & save on England's finest line in speakers. Point Five $199.00, Solido $299.00, HB100's $398.00, HB150's $498.00. P.D. Assign Source 803-747-7130.

Speaker grill cloth
"Aesthetically transparent" 6 colors available - high grade, also grille pegs, grill foam, custom grills made. SPEAKERWORLD inc. (813)544-3511. MC-VISA-AMEX.

Records


Audiophile records

Analog Products, Mobile Fidelity, Wilson Reference Recording, Denex, Shaffield Lab, Harmoni Mundi, Prophecy, RCA Living Street, Avera, Mercury. Living Presence plus many more in and out of print recordings.

AuSonic Sounds

1-800-525-1630

P.O. BOX 2043

SALINA, KS 67402-2043

1-913-825-8609 FAX 1-913-825-0156

For Sale: 78 Speed Records, Large Variety including Country Western, Popular Vocalists, European Musicians. ALL NEW. -792-257-730.

Announcement!!!

Audiophile albums have returned!!! So has your favorite supplier SOUND ADVICE!! 'Deennis' urges all former patrons to call, verify address information, and receive our mailings. Featuring the complete catalogs of Mobile Fidelity, Reference recordings, Classic 'Living Stereo' reissues, Cheeky, Shetfeld, Wilson, Analogue, etc...SOUND ADVICE-8215 Grand Ave, Kansas City, MO 64114. Information - 816-361-2713. All accounts, old or new, may call 1-800-361-8676 to order or verify mailing information.

Wanted to buy

Top Dollar paid for your used Audio Equipment. HI-FI EXCHANGE (718) 422-0400.


wanted: Tubs, SS, McIntosh, Marantz, JBL, EV, Dyna, Acute, Technics, Jensen, Fisher, Levinson, Cello, Clyde, Lyons, Quad, Thorens, Koets, Snell, Alon, Wilson, Arc, EMT, SME, Tannoy, PS, K площьт, Lang, Saim, Wells, Eric, Hart, Shfield, Patent, 33 LP, etc. (713) 728-4343 MAURY CORB. FAX: (713) 723-1301. 12325 ASCRASHF. Houston, TX 77035.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVEN MONEY, DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE! ALL BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

...audible results with the finest in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC., 203 Flagship Dr.—Lutz, FL USA 33549
Phone: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

TUBE TRAP

OVER A DECADE OF ACOUSTIC INNOVATIONS

ACOUSTIC SCIENCES CORPORATION offers you the technology & a special economy product line for Home Audio. For recommendations on how to improve your listening space, call 1-800-ASC-TUBE (1-800-272-8823). CONNECT THE DOTS.

Introducing The Parts Connection's first complete DIY kit: the Assemble DAC-1 Digital Processor.

It comes in a small package (9.5" x 2" x 7" chassis), but packs a big punch and a very musical sound. Designed for the rookie or first time kit builder, the only tools required are a pencil tip soldering iron, a screw driver, a wrench, a pair of electronics pliers, and a stubborn knife. (Only 21 solder joints and a handful of nuts and bolts, this kit goes together in one evening—typically about an hour.)

At $449 US, the Assemble DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital conversion and comes with a Satisfaction Guarantee (return it within 30 days of purchase for a full refund) and an Assembly Guarantee (if you can't get it running, we will!). We challenge you to find a DAC anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound quality.

Please write us or give us a call if you would like more specific information on the performance or construction features of this kit. To order the DAC-1 kit, simply call the Toll Free Order Line and have your VISA, Mastercard or American Express on hand.

At $449 US, the Assemble DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital conversion and comes with a Satisfaction Guarantee (return it within 30 days of purchase for a full refund) and an Assembly Guarantee (if you can't get it running, we will!). We challenge you to find a DAC anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound quality.

Please write us or give us a call if you would like more specific information on the performance or construction features of this kit. To order the DAC-1 kit, simply call the Toll Free Order Line and have your VISA, Mastercard or American Express on hand.

THE PARTS CONNECTION, A DIVISION OF BONDI FINESTERS INC

CABLE TV

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. & Canada only)

THE FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD, ACCESS, DISCOVER, CHARGE, NEWUE, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTIC, ALL BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.

CAR STEREO

“STEREO WORLD” is your discount sound source with great deals on car and home stereo. V.J.C. Sony, Crunch, Orion, Pioneer, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Polk, Kenwood, Stosche EFX, J.B. Techs, Infinity and many others. We Carry alarms and a full line of installation kits. Please call or write for current FREE sales flyer. FREE UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year. Visa, MC, COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

SERVICES


Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. P.OB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856 Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222

ACCUPHASE

AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane, Carsons, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422. Hours: 9am-5pm Pacific Time.

PUBLICATIONS

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4-issues). Send $2 for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304. Suite269A, No. Hollywood, CA 91603.
PUBLICATIONS
Join THE AUDIO ADVENTURE, a monthly newsletter by Tom Müller searching for GREAT equipment real people can afford. For information, call 1-800-556-6617.

MUSIC YOU NEED
NEWSLETTER. REVIEWS OF RECORDINGS: ROCK, JAZZ, ETC. ALL WHEAT. NO CHAFF. ENHANCE YOUR COLLECTION. $25 FOR TEN ISSUES. MUSIC YOU NEED, DEPT. A, 655 EIGHT ROO WAY, TIVERTON, RI. 02876.

BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDspeakers
Speaker Builder the world's best speaker periodical shows you how. Send today for your first free copy.

BLANK TAPES
1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We'll beat any price! 5.95 Shipping & Handling. SONY MAXELL DK FUJI
DAT, 20, 10, 5, 7.20, 3.10, 1.80, 1.10, 1.00
DAT-20, 7.90, 6.40, 4.90, 3.50, 2.10, 1.70, 1.20, 0.90
VHS, 5.90, 4.90, 4.00, 3.50, 2.10, 1.70, 1.20, 0.90
TAPE WORLD 205 SPRING ST., BURLINGTON, NJ. 08010. FAX 609-268-2086

AUDIO/VIDEO STORAGE
AUDI0 £249..VIDEO $179.. ALL 3 $599.. Fine quality metal & beveled, tempered glass home theater furniture; hides wiring through rear column. Fully constructed granite, black, or sandstone finishes, 30-day trial. Design patent pending. Free brochure: Glass Racks Inc., P.O. Box 50726, St. Paul, MN 55150. (612) 452-7099.

NEW PRODUCTS
ENDTABLE SUBWOOFERS...FOR BASS YOU CAN TRULY FEEL! BASSLINE'S DUAL 15" DRIVERS DELIVER ROOM SHAKING 1ST OCTAVE BASS (16-40 Hz) 93 DB EFF. ROUND IN BLACK TEXTURED LACQUER W/ X OVER FACTORY DIRECT, 3 YR. WARRANTY, ONLY $658 PAIR, W/FREE SHIPPING, 30-DAY MONEY-BACK. VISA MC. ORDER NOW! BASSLINE, P.O. BOX 560208, ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955. 1-407-632-BASS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
AUDIO AMERICA is offering an excellent opportunity to start your own audio-video business. With over 25 years experience, we offer expert advice and consultation on all aspects of business planning and operation. For complete information, call 1-703-745-2223.

TUBE COMPONENTS
AFFORDABLE U.S. TUBE AUDIO! $399 40W Mono Amp Kit (pictured); $599 Tube Preamp (phono; factory-assembled); $699 35/35W Tube Power Amp Kit; $1299 Deluxe 60W Monoblock (triode-ultra-linear). World-class designs by Harry Klaus. Satisfaction guaranteed. FREE CATALOG. Sound Valves, 185 North Yale Avenue. #AM104C, Columbus, OH 43222-1146. (614)279-2383. 10-4, Eastern.

We Export Tube Components 100% Made-In-USA Vacuum Tube Audio Manufacturer currently seeking exclusive distributor relationships worldwide. Write-Fax today. Visit us: January 6-9, Las Vegas WCES, Sahara #S-7112. Sound Valves, 185 North Yale, #AM104C, Columbus, OH 43222-1146. FAX: (614)279-0368.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566. EXT. 11325.

MOVIES/FILMS/VIDEOS

To place a classified ad in the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. simply call Toll-Free and reserve your space today: 1-800-445-6066 (9a.-5pm EST) In Canada 1-212-767-5750.
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*Regional Ad*
This is a Balanced Series Attenuator - the Volume Control used in the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Pre-amplifier. It is made with 88 precision Holco resistors, each 0.5% in tolerance and consisting of 44 different values. Each resistor is hand soldered, one by one. By one. By one. By one.

It takes a steady hand, a lot of patience and a high level of skill and craftsmanship to perform this feat. The 176 soldered joints must be clean and exact for optimum conductivity and sonic performance. Anything less than perfect workmanship is unacceptable and would sacrifice sound quality.

Attention and effort toward the smallest detail is a philosophy Sonic Frontiers applies to all facets of design and production. Whether it is a hand-assembled printed circuit board, instead of wave soldering, or the use of audiophile-grade wiring harnesses, instead of PC traces, our highly skilled assemblers execute these details with exacting precision. This level of build quality combines with innovative circuit design and industry leading component part quality to offer today's discriminating audiophile consumer a rare level of quality, performance and value.

It is the consistent approach of steady hands and clean connections that has brought Sonic Frontiers to the forefront of music reproduction equipment. It is exceptional sonic performance and value that have kept us there.

Call, write or fax for information on Sonic Frontiers' complete line of preamplifiers, power amplifiers and digital products.
**TERK AM-FM Q**

**Active Antenna**

With the Model AM-FM Q antenna ($99.95), Terk Technologies has largely succeeded in solving many of the problems inherent in radio signal retrieval. Signal gain is dialed in with two knobs, for narrowband and wideband modes. Discrete wire leads for AM and FM attach to corresponding connecting posts on a tuner/receiver, and an outboard transformer plugs into the wall or a switched receiver outlet. A 300- to 75-ohm adaptor and concise instructions are also provided; PAL or F-type adaptors are optional. LEDs on the unit’s front indicate the antenna’s operating status. In urban trials using a Revox B760 tuner, which features a 0-to-10 signal-strength meter, an omnidirectional roof antenna averaged an 8.8 reading for 10 popular New York-area stations, and the Terk averaged 8.9. With the AM-FM Q, all stations were heard with good stereo separation and very low background noise, if any. Thus, apart from a slight suspicion about build quality, a fine performance.

John C. Hallenborg

---

**DENON**

**AVR-2500 A/V Surround Receiver**

The A/V receiver market has become rather crowded, with most models offering similar features, including multiple amplifiers for five-channel home theater, Dolby Pro Logic, various DSP functions, and full-feature remote control. The Denon AVR-2500 ($1,000) has all these features and is rated at 80 watts per channel for the front and center and 25 watts per channel for the rear. But it has something most other A/V receivers don’t: Smart Radio, based on the Radio Data System (RDS) that enables FM broadcasters to transmit various data to RDS-compatible receivers.

With Smart Radio, you can scan stations by format as well as display call letters and slogans; you also can see artist names, song titles, and other information. The AVR-2500 can even put the Smart Radio text on your TV screen if you route video through the receiver. Overall, the AVR-2500 is very easy to use (a big plus in my book). The surround setup test via on-screen TV display was a snap, and I like being able to adjust all channel levels from either the remote or the receiver. Whether you’re a home theater buff or an audiophile with broader horizons, you won’t be disappointed.

John Gatski

GRADE: A

---

**MACKIE MicroSeries 1202 Portable Mixer**

One of the product wonders of the pro-audio world, the Mackie MicroSeries 1202 12-channel mike/line mixer is priced so ridiculously low that audiophiles can make good use of it for home recording projects without spending even half a kilobuck. For $399, the MicroSeries 1202 offers four high-quality balanced mike inputs with phantom power (using Neutrik XLR connectors), four stereo unbalanced line inputs, pan control, individual channel gain, AUX sends, and stereo peak meters as well as an ultra-clean headphone amp. You can even bypass the individual channel gain and EQ and use the MicroSeries 1202 as a discrete four-channel mike preamplifier, with the channel insert points as direct outputs. Besides auditioning the 1202 with several microphones, I tried it with a CD player via the tape inputs and found its sound as clean as that of some audiophile stereo preamps costing twice the price. With all these features plus solid metal construction and U.S. manufacture, the Mackie MicroSeries 1202 is a definite best buy.

John Gatski

GRADE: A

For literature, circle No. 121

---

GRADE: B+

For literature, circle No. 120

---
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JBL SoundEffects System

GRADE: A-

SoundEffects is a modular home theater system that includes two Music (satellite/subwoofer) speaker systems, two Movies (satellite/center) systems, and two Magic! wireless component packages. Each Magic! includes an r.f. transmitter and receiver plus an amplifier; the Magic! 2 also includes a portable stand, the Taxi. My test setup consisted of a Movies 2 (below left, $599) for the sides and center, a Music 2 (below right, $949) for surround, with its 100-watt powered subwoofer in the front channels, and a Magic! 2 (left, $649) for feeding surround to the back of the room and for holding up the surround speakers, as shown. The subwoofer uses two 5¼-inch drivers; the other speakers each had two 3½-inch mid/woofers flanking a dome tweeter. The sound overall was pleasant and natural. Pink noise was smooth; however, the satellites seemed to overemphasize upper bass and lower midrange a bit when used without the sub. The satellites have no audible output below about 50 Hz; the sub gets down below 30 Hz. In the wireless surround setup, the amp and receiver nest on the Taxi stand’s base, adding stability; the two satellites can be swung together to face the same direction or swung 180° apart. For surround, JBL advises placement behind the listener, facing the side walls. The SoundEffects system is neat and technically interesting—and most important, it sounds good.

I.B.

For literature, circle No. 123

MARANTZ Slim Series

GRADE: A-

In your listening room, the Slim Series components stand ready. You touch a single button on the system remote, and all three displays light up. Then, the flip-down front panels open automatically, in succession: SD1020 cassette deck, CD1020 CD player, and SR1020 receiver. A digitized voice respectfully appeals, “At your service”—just kidding, though it’s easy to imagine such a feature, given the ultra user-friendliness of the Slim Series. The units are sold individually ($399 each for the CD and cassette decks, $499 for the receiver), but together they employ Marantz’s System Link circuitry and the receiver’s 45-key system remote to simplify operation. Performance and sound quality are fine across the board. Ergonomics lapse in only a few instances: Music scan for CD and tape is accessible only via their own remotes, not the system remote, and music search for tape is only on that deck’s front panel. Also, the CD display’s lack of a space between the track and time indications makes a readout of, say, 13 tracks with a playing time of 42:38 look like 1342:38.

K.R.

For literature, circle No. 124

RENAISSANCE ENDEAVORS CD

GRADE: A+

Wow! Rejoice, a real Christmas album! After years of drought, the sweet, clear voices of The Daughters of Mary are like a gentle rain, or should I say snowflakes! This choir of nuns, accompanied by a full orchestra conducted by Angelo Di Pippo, bring a feeling of real joy as they sing “Silent Night,” “The First Noel,” “O Little Town of Bethlehem,” “Joy to the World,” and 16 other Christmas favorites. The album was produced by Di Pippo and Joseph Scarpa and engineered by Fred Guarino at Tiki Recording Studios using the latest digital equipment and vintage Neumann microphones. Rejoice is available on CD ($14.95) and cassette ($9.95) from Renaissance Endeavors (P.O. Box 30, Mineola, N.Y. 11501). I love it!

E.M.L.

For literature, circle No. 125

“Playback” mini-reviews are the result of short, sweet, and sometimes deadly testing by our all-too-experienced editors and writers. These hands-and-ears-only write-ups may look like new product announcements, but the grades and text reflect what the reviewer thought after less than an afternoon’s “honeymoon.” —E.P.

For literature, circle No. 125
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the Aerius, $1,995.00 U.S./pr. oak and bi-wire options available. call extension #200 for the location of your nearest specialty audio retailer.
INTRODUCING...

Innovative research that recaptures the lost subtleties of human emotion and musical expression.

Uncompromising materials that deliver unprecedented tonal accuracy and harmonic reproduction.

Meticulously sculpted enclosures that are both acoustically correct and visually stunning.

...the new reference for sonic realism.

HALES DESIGN GROUP
16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 92647 Voice: 714 841 6884 Fax: 714 841 2427